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Abstract
Manufacturing electronic devices by printing or coating is a key emerging technology,
promising low cost and high throughput. Halide perovskites have emerged as high
efficiency, solution processable photovoltaic materials, and within this thesis some of
the issues relevant to their up-scaling are explored. Additionally, photo-curing – a
post-processing technique with a wide range of applications in printed electronics –
is investigated.
Aqueous silver flake inks are a promising material for printed conductive applica-
tions, combining low cost and high conductivity. Within this thesis, photo-curing of
these inks to further improve their conductivity is investigated. Photo-cured samples
showed an 11x conductivity improvement compared with thermally cured samples.
Furthermore, the manufacturing yield was doubled following photo-curing. These
novel observations are explained, by recourse to percolation theory, by an increase
in mean particle size. These results enable lower cost and increased yield in future
manufacturing.
Halide perovskite materials show great promise for solution processable photovoltaics.
Within this thesis, the effects of ambient conditions during device processing are
measured, in order to inform future up-scaled manufacturing. The chemical and
morphological effects of ambient humidity in perovskite films are correlated with the
annealing time used and final device performance. This work led to new insights into
the combined effects of these two parameters, and a suggestion is made for reducing
the annealing time.
Finally, a barrier to commercialisation of perovskite solar cells is the use of toxic
solvents in their fabrication. Within this thesis, a novel deposition technique is pro-
posed, based on the synthesis of perovskite material in particulate form followed
by re-dispersal in non-toxic solvents. This mitigates solvent toxicity, reduces sen-
sitivity to ambient conditions, and in some cases enhances stability. Devices are
fabricated based on this technique, and though performance remains low, a marked
improvement is observed by the addition of conductive graphene flakes to the inks.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Motivation
1.1 Introduction
The challenge of providing clean energy without adding to greenhouse gas emissions
is currently one of the greatest problems facing humanity. Photovoltaic solar energy
conversion, in which solar cells are used to convert light from the sun directly into
electricity, is one of the most promising ways of achieving this need. Full sunlight
delivers an annually averaged power of around 23 000 TWy/y to the land surfaces of
the Earth, which is several orders of magnitude larger than the total global yearly
power demand of approximately 18 TWy/y (Perez and Perez, 2015). While day/night
cycles, deployability of solar technologies, seasonality, weather and many other prac-
tical factors would all significantly limit the amount of the total energy input which
could be usefully converted (Mackay, 2013), the technical potential of solar power is
nevertheless clear.
The objective of solar photovoltaics is to convert this abundant source of energy
into useable electricity – a goal which must be achieved at a large scale and low
cost in order to have an impact on global emissions. The predominant technology
for achieving this at the present time is by use of solar cells based on crystalline
silicon. One of the key factors currently holding back the widespread deployment of
photovoltaics is the cost of the solar cells, approximately half of which stems from
the material cost of solar grade silicon (Sivaram and Kann, 2016). Furthermore,
the process of refining the silicon and fabricating the solar cells is energy intensive,
with a relatively high carbon footprint (Green, 2013). One way of overcoming these
challenges is to fabricate solar cells based on novel absorber materials and by use of
printing and coating. By using these high-throughput techniques to produce solar
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cells, their financial cost and energy payback time can be greatly reduced (Gong
et al., 2015).
The use of printing techniques to produce electronic devices is part of a wider trend
within electronics manufacturing toward printed electronics. This technology offers
many potential benefits, including the ability to deposit electronically functional
layers onto a wide range of substrates including flexible plastics, low-temperature
processing and very high throughput. However, a number of issues remain outstand-
ing in this field. These include sometimes poor repeatability of device performance,
as well as the low yield of many printing processes, which represent a complex in-
terplay between the functional ink, the substrate and the deposition conditions, and
as such can be affected by problems of poor wetting of substrates and incomplete
surface coverage. Notwithstanding these difficulties, printed electronics has already
found a number of large-scale industrial applications, including printed blood glu-
cose sensors, touch screen electrodes and various automotive applications such as
seat heaters (IDTechEx, 2016). A wide range of other potential applications are in
active research and development.
Printable solar cells are likely to share many of the advantages of printed electronics
in general, which may help this emerging technology compete against the established
incumbent crystalline silicon. Since the cells are likely to be light and mechanically
flexible, they can potentially be stored and transported in a rolled up state. This
increased deployability compared with rigid technologies may mean that printed cells
will be of use as power sources in remote or off-grid applications. Furthermore, the
mechanical flexibility of printed cells means that they can be made conformable to
a range of differently shaped installation areas – a factor which may be of interest
for building-integrated applications as it offers the possibility of more aesthetically
pleasing installations. Finally, the very low potential cost of printed cells, and the
fact that they often have superior low light performance compared with silicon,
means that they may be the ideal power source for the distributed sensor networks
required by the ‘Internet of Things’.
Four generations of solar cell technology are commonly defined. The first generation
(1G) was based on thick layers of crystalline silicon and was characterised by high
efficiency but high cost. The second generation (2G) moved to thin films of materials
such as amorphous silicon, copper indium gallium diselenide (CIGS) and cadmium
telluride (CdTe), which achieved low cost mainly by reducing the amount and quality
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of materials used (Jayawardena et al., 2013), but initially at least the efficiency was
low compared to their 1G predecessors. The third generation (3G) was an attempt
to combine high efficiency with low cost, and opened the doors to the use of a wide
range of innovative materials, including organic and dye sensitised solar cells, as well
as quantum dots and inorganic heterostructures. While these materials achieved
some degree of success, the efficiencies remained limited (Jayawardena et al., 2013).
As such, in recent years there has been a drive towards a fourth generation (4G),
based on the incorporation of inorganic nano-materials within organic cell structures,
as well as switching to halide perovskite absorber materials (Lee et al., 2012).
The common factor which lies behind the low-cost ambitions of 3G and 4G solar cells
is that the active layer materials are solution processable, and as such can potentially
be deposited by low-cost, high throughput printing and coating techniques. The
production of solar cells by printing is part of a wider trend towards printed or
large-area electronics. This is an emerging industry, forecast to be worth $73bn by
2027 (IDTechEx, 2017). Printed electronics, at its most basic level, is interested
in the processing of electronic functional materials from solutions or dispersions
of functional materials. By using solution-processable materials and inks, low-cost
devices can be manufactured on a range of substrates including flexible plastics, and
as additive manufacturing technologies printing and coating also offer environmental
benefits arising from the reduced use of materials and less energy-intensive processes.
Therefore, notwithstanding recent dramatic reductions in the price of silicon solar
cells (Kurtz et al., 2016), printable solar technologies remain of technological interest.
Despite intense research interest, however, printed solar cells have yet to become
a commercial reality, and there remain significant challenges to be overcome. One
main drawback of current printed cells is the relatively poor power conversion effi-
ciency achieved. Another is the widespread use of costly electrode materials which
may compromise the low-cost intentions of the technology, as well as the use of
non-scalable deposition methods in cell production. However, recent breakthroughs
in power conversion efficiency achieved using perovskite-based absorber materials
may offer a solution to some of these challenges – and in particular cost reductions
(Lee et al., 2012). Furthermore, applications of state-of-the-art printing and curing
technologies may allow the cost and embodied energy in printed solar cells to be
reduced.
3
1.2 Aims of Research
The aims of the work presented in this thesis have been to investigate a number of fac-
tors which will be of practical importance to the manufacturing of halide perovskite
photovoltaics, and printed electronics in general, on a large scale. This includes the
sensitivity of the cells to atmospheric conditions, use of toxic processing solvents and
use of non-scalable deposition methods. Additionally, this work concentrates on the
application of photo-curing, a high-throughput and low-cost post-processing method
for printed electronics, to improve the conductivity of the printed metallic structures
needed to collect electrical charges from the active region. This technique is likely
to be key in a future up-scaled production environment for printed solar cells, but
also has many other applications in printed electronics more generally.
1.3 Structure of Thesis
The remainder of this thesis is split into several chapters, exploring the background
material, followed by detailing the experimental work conducted, and finally outlin-
ing the conclusions. An introduction to the basic working principles of different types
of solar cell, a review of the rapidly-developing field of perovskite photovoltaics, and
an overview of the field of photo-curing as it relates to printed electronic structures
are given in Chapter 2. Following this, the background to the relevant experimental
techniques, as well as the materials and methods used in the thesis are presented in
Chapter 3.
Chapter 4 outlines experimental work undertaken on photo-curing, which has focused
on increasing the conductivity of silver flake inks – materials which are promising as
low-cost, printable electrode materials for solar cells, along with a variety of other
applications. It is shown that photo-curing allows both the conductivity and the
manufacturing yield of printed conductors (the definition of which is discussed in
Chapter 4) to be greatly increased, and the microstructural origins of this improve-
ment are investigated.
Chapter 5 gives details of an experimental investigation carried out into the ef-
fects of varying levels of ambient humidity during production on the structure and
performance of solution-processed perovskite solar cells. During deposition of the
perovskite active layer, there is scope for chemical reactions between the nascent
perovskite material (which is formed from precursors on deposition) and atmospheric
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constituents – mainly moisture. For this reason, the majority of early work on these
materials has been carried out in inert atmospheres. It is the aim of the investigation
presented in Chapter 5 to aid the transfer of these materials to up-scaled industrial
production by providing a systematic study of these interactions.
Chapter 6 outlines experimental work on the development of colloidal perovskite inks,
which have many advantages including eliminating the use of highly toxic solvents,
reducing the dependence of cell performance on ambient humidity as outlined in
Chapter 5, and improving cell stability. The potential applicability of these inks
to printable solar applications is tested by fabricating solar cells of a variety of
architectures using doctor blade coating.
Finally, conclusions and suggestions for future work are given in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2
Halide Perovskites and
Conductive Inks for Printable
Electronics and Photovoltaics
2.1 Introduction
This thesis is largely concerned with manufacturability aspects of printed solar cells
incorporating halide perovskites in the active layer, as well as the use of photo-curing
for flexible conductive layers. This focus is driven by the needs of producing large
area solution processable solar cells at an affordable cost, as introduced in Chapter
1. In order to gain an understanding of where this work fits in to the existing body of
research in the field, the literature relating to these two topics has been reviewed. One
aim of this literature review is to specifically investigate aspects of halide perovskite
solar cells (PSCs) which relate to their structure-property relationships when they
are solution processed in various photovoltaic (PV) architectures, with a focus on
understanding issues relating to low-cost, scalable production methods. A further
aim is to review the use of photo-curing as it relates to printed conductors and
specifically its use in PV applications.
The remainder of this chapter is split into three parts. First, some basic working
principles of solar cells in general are introduced in Section 2.2. Next, the literature
relating to photo-curing, especially as applied to curing and sintering of electronic
functional inks for PV applications, is reviewed in Section 2.3, along with some basic
background principles. Finally, in Section 2.4, the rapidly-developing field of halide
perovskite solar cells is introduced, an overview of the basic material properties is
given, and the factors affecting performance and manufacturability are outlined.
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2.2 Brief Introduction to Photovoltaics
2.2.1 General Principles
The photovoltaic effect was discovered in 1839 by A. E. Becquerel, and refers to the
excitation of a material by light to produce an electric current. In Becquerel’s original
apparatus, the light was incident on metal plates in a photo-electrochemical cell with
a liquid electrolyte. Today, however, the field of photovoltaics is overwhelmingly
concerned with semiconductor materials.
Semiconductors are materials which contain an energy gap between bands of allowed
electron energy, known as the valence and conduction bands (which sit at lower and
higher energy, respectively). This band gap has energy EG, with the valence band
being completely filled at equilibrium and 0 K, and the conduction band unoccupied.
This is distinct from the situation in metals, in which the conduction band is par-
tially filled at equilibrium, which provides the free electrons which make metals good
conductors of electricity. While qualitatively similar to the situation in insulators,
the distinctive features of semiconductors which set them apart from insulators are
that EG is relatively low (typically given as lying in the range 0.5 to 3 eV), and that
free carriers may be provided by doping, allowing for extrinsic conduction at room
temperature.
When light is incident upon a semiconductor and is not reflected from the front
surface, it may interact with electrons in the material by transferring photon energy,
given by Eγ = hf , where h is Planck’s constant and f is the frequency of the light,
to the electrons, thus exciting them from the valence to the conduction band. This
leaves a net positive charge, known as an electron hole (or usually just ‘hole’) in the
valence band. Both electrons in the conduction band and holes in the valence band
can carry electrical current.
In order for an electronic transition to be allowed, and therefore for light to be ab-
sorbed, the condition Eγ ≥ EG holds (that is, the photon energy of the light must be
greater than the band gap energy). Photons with Eγ ≤ EG will simply pass through
the material, while those with Eγ  EG will still be absorbed, but the excited carri-
ers will rapidly relax to the band edges in a process known as thermalisation, leading
to loss of the excess energy, usually in the form of heat generation in the device. This
situation is sketched schematically in Figure 2.1. Since the energy conversion we are
interested in utilises the sun, which is a broadband light source, this consideration
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leads to the first and largest limiting factor on the potential maximum efficiency
with which sunlight can be converted – namely, that the incident light is not well
matched to the bandgap of any one semiconductor material.
Eγ=hf=EG
Valence Band
Conduction Band
Eγ<EG Eγ>EG
heat
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of the interaction between light and a
semiconductor, with possible processes (a) absorption at the band gap energy; (b)
non-absorption due to insufficient photon energy; and (c) absorption followed by
thermalisation.
There are two further fundamental, unavoidable limits to the efficiency of solar cells.
The first is radiative recombination. This is essentially the reverse process of light
absorption, in which excited electrons recombine with holes to emit photons. These
emitted photons can be assumed to be emitted in all directions, leading to a loss of
energy. A further, practical consideration is that it is not possible to ideally match
a load to the output characteristics of a solar cell. In a seminal paper, Shockley and
Quiesser considered the three limiting factors discussed so far, and used the principle
of detailed balance to calculate the limiting efficiency of a single junction, planar solar
cell operating at 300 K (Shockley and Queisser, 1961). Approximating the incident
light as corresponding to a blackbody at 6000 K, they calculated the ideal bandgap
energy EG to be close to 1.3 eV and the maximum conversion efficiency ηmax to be
approximately 33%. This has become known as the Shockley-Queisser limit, and the
dependency of ηmax on EG is shown in Figure 2.2.
Several of the assumptions used by Shockley and Queisser bare further refinement.
The first is that the solar spectrum is not the same as a blackbody at 6000 K, but
instead approximates that of a blackbody at TSUN ≈ 5800 K along with attendant
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absorption features from species in the solar and terrestrial atmospheres. The ac-
tual solar spectrum reaching the ground in any given location varies depending on
a wide range of factors, including latitude, altitude, solar angle, time of day and
weather conditions. In order to facilitate the standardised measurement of PV de-
vices, a number of standard spectra have been agreed upon, based on measurements
at defined locations. The spectrum of interest for terrestrial, non-concentrating PV
applications is the Air-Mass 1.5 Global spectrum (AM 1.5 G), where Air-Mass 1.5
refers to its position on the Earth’s surface at mid-latitudes, and the Global refers to
the fact that it accounts for both direct and diffuse solar radiation. This spectrum
is shown in Figure 2.2. The total integrated power density of AM 1.5 G sunlight is
100 mW cm−2 – as mentioned in Chapter 1, this represents a renewable power source
many orders of magnitude larger than global consumption.
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Figure 2.2: The standardised AM0 (extraterrestrial) and AM 1.5 G (terrestrial,
mid-latitudes, global) solar spectra (a), along with the dependency of the
theoretical maximum efficiency ηmax of a terrestrial solar cell on the band gap
energy EG, calculated using the detailed balance model (Shockley and Queisser,
1961), but using the AM 1.5 G spectrum (b). Data in (a) published by ASTM
(2012), (b) re-plotted from data in Henry (1980).
Taking into account this standardised solar spectrum, C. H. Henry extended the
method of Shockley and Quiesser to calculate the limiting efficiency and optimum
bandgap for terrestrial, single junction solar cells receiving light of the AM 1.5 G
spectrum, and found these to be 1.35 eV and ηmax = 31%, respectively (Henry,
1980). Further refinements take into account the near-inevitable presence of non-
radiative recombination processes, i.e. recombination of photo-excited electron-hole
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pairs without light emission. These include recombination at grain boundaries or
defects in the semiconductor material, which may introduce localised energy levels
within the band gap; Auger recombination, in which the excited carriers recombine
by transfer of energy to another excited carrier, which simply leads to rapid ther-
malisation of the third carrier; as well as a number of other possible non-radiative
recombination mechanisms. Taking these into account, a variety of fundamental
limits have been calculated for different semiconductor materials, in which differ-
ent recombination mechanisms may dominate; for example, ηMAX for Silicon, with
EG = 1.1 eV, has been calculated at 29.4% (Richter et al., 2013).
In real devices, of course, other, practical loss mechanisms such as imperfect light
absorption and shadowing, material impurities and contact resistances will all mean
that the technological efficiency limits will be lower than all of these theoretical max-
imum estimates. A large quantity of research and development has been dedicated
to reducing such losses in order to increase the efficiency of solar cells. It should per-
haps be noted that one straightforward way in which to overcome the limit imposed
by the poor match between the AM 1.5 G spectrum and the band gap energy is to use
multiple materials, each with different band gaps, in a tandem configuration. In this
configuration, the materials with wider band gaps are placed on top of those with
narrower band gaps, such that the sub-bandgap photons transmitted by the first
materials are absorbed by the subsequent ones. This has allowed efficiencies as high
as 46% to be achieved, while the limiting efficiency for such a multijunction device
(albeit with an impractically large number of junctions) may exceed 72% (Henry,
1980). Multijunction solar cells, however, carry such a significant cost penalty that
currently they are restricted to niche applications. The remainder of this discussion
will focus on single junction solar cells only. Some basic operating principles of these
devices, which can be realised technologically in a number of different ways, are
introduced in the following sections.
2.2.2 Basic Requirements for Photovoltaic Power Conversion
There are three basic requirements for any photovoltaic solar cell to operate, which
drive the materials and device architectures used. These requirements may either be
met by using one material or a combination of materials.
1. The light must be captured (absorption). This generates a bound pair of
photo-excited charges, known as an exciton, within the absorber material.
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2. The photo-excited charge pair must be separated in order to avoid recombina-
tion (charge separation).
3. The free charges must be delivered to an external circuit to drive a load (charge
transport and extraction).
There are a number of different materials and fundamental device structures avail-
able which meet these requirements. Figure 2.3 shows the evolution of the Power
Conversion Efficiency (PCE) – the ratio of electrical power out of a solar cell to
optical power input – achieved in different PV technologies over the last 40 years,
demonstrating the broad array of technologies which have been investigated. The
enlarged area shows more clearly those technologies which are potentially printable
– including organic photovoltaics (OPVs), Dye Sensitised Solar Cells (DSSCs) and
Perovskite Solar Cells (PSCs). Crystalline Silicon remains the predominant technol-
ogy on a commercial level, and is therefore briefly introduced in Section 2.2.3. While
the present thesis is concerned with materials and processing techniques for PSCs,
many of the device architectures and technologies developed in the course DSSC and
OPV research are also highly relevant, not least through the use of organic interlay-
ers and device architectures inherited from both OPV and DSSC designs. Therefore,
the background of these fields are briefly reviewed in Sections 2.2.5 and 2.2.4.
2.2.3 The p-n Junction and Crystalline Silicon Solar Cells
The most common way of achieving the three requirements outlined previously is by
use of a semiconductor p-n junction. In this structure, dopants are used to modify
the charge carrier densities of a semiconductor material, on one side leading to an
excess of electrons (n-type) and on the other an excess of holes (p-type). When
these two regions are formed in close proximity to each other, the resulting structure
is known as a p-n junction. In the immediate vicinity of the junction, diffusion of
carriers to oppose the concentration gradient occurs, leading to the formation of a
depletion region in which the charge carrier density is low. This in turn leads to the
formation of an electric field across the junction. Such devices are referred to as in
p-n junction solar cells, or sometimes as homojunctions – referring to the fact that
the bulk material is the same in both n and p-type regions.
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Figure 2.3: Best research cell efficiencies reported since 1976, as compiled by the
US National Renewable Energy Laboratory, Golden, CO, who make it freely
available at www.nrel.gov. The enlarged area shows progress in recent years on
solution processable materials, including OPVs, DSSCs and perovskites, which at
22.1% PCE at the time of writing represent the most efficient solution processable
PV technology.
In terms of the three requirements for solar power conversion outlined above, in p-n
junction cells, light absorption occurs within the bulk semiconductor material. This
creates a photo-excited charge pair, sometimes referred to as an exciton. Owing to
the fact that in most inorganic semiconductors the dielectric constant is high, the
Coulombic attraction between these excited carriers is screened effectively, meaning
that the energy required to separate the two carriers in the exciton (the exciton
binding energy) is low – in all practical devices lower than the 25 meV available from
thermal energy at room temperature. Therefore charge carrier separation happens
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rapidly at room temperature by thermal means. The free charges are then trans-
ported by both diffusion and drift – with the drift caused by the built-in electrical
potential near the junction tending to oppose concentration gradient driven diffusion
– until they reach the junction. Here the carriers are separated by the energy level
step, and diffuse to the contacts, where they recombine, leading to current flow in
the external circuit. Owing to the very pure materials which can be employed in
inorganic semiconductor devices, the charge carrier mobilities and diffusion lengths
(which characterise the drift velocities and average distance traveled before recombi-
nation, respectively) are very high, and as such devices can be very thick, frequently
around 300 µm.
Such p-n junctions are by far the predominant PV technology today, and the vast
majority of these devices are made from crystalline silicon (c-Si), a well-known semi-
conductor which is also very widely used in the microelectronics industry (Green,
2013). Since their introduction following research carried out at Bell labs in the
1950s, silicon solar cells have remained the predominant PV technology (CEMAC,
2017). Silicon has the many advantages for photovoltaics, including its abundance,
high stability, and a bandgap energy of 1.1 eV which is close to optimum. Further
advantages include the availability of highly pure material, and high charge carrier
mobilities and diffusion lengths, allowing for thick devices with strong light absorp-
tion. Owing to these advantages, c-Si solar cells have dominated the market since
their commercial introduction in the 1960s, with typical module efficiencies of around
20% and lifetimes in excess of 25 years being the norm today (Green, 2013).
However, there are several drawbacks to c-Si as a PV material. Firstly, c-Si is an
indirect gap semiconductor, meaning that there is an offset in crystal momentum
between the valence and conduction bands. Since photons carry very little momen-
tum, for light absorption to occur a three-particle interaction involving a phonon
must occur, an unlikely process. Therefore, a large optical path length is required
for high absorption, and silicon solar cells must be thick. While this is tolerable from
a device engineering standpoint as discussed previously, it does lead to large mate-
rial usage, and means c-Si cells are relatively heavy and cannot be used in flexible
applications. Furthermore, due to the relatively high cost of silicon and the high
temperature, energy intensive processes necessary to extract and refine the material,
the cost and embodied energy of silicon solar cells is relatively high compared with
newer, emerging technologies (Espinosa et al., 2012; Gong et al., 2015).
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In an attempt to overcome these limitations, research is ongoing into thin film pho-
tovoltaics using inorganic semiconductors other than silicon. This has also led to a
proliferation of novel device architectures beyond the p-n junction, as discussed in the
following sections. Materials including CuInxGa(1–x)S2 (CIGS), CdTe, Cu2ZnSnS4
(CZTS) and a number of others have been investigated for thin film solar cell ap-
plications and some (mainly CdTe) have found some commercial success, but still
retain many of the cost disadvantages found with silicon, including the widespread
use of high-vacuum processes in manufacture.
Emerging technologies have been developed in an attempt to address many of these
manufacturability and cost concerns – most notably Dye Sensitised Solar Cells
(DSSCs) and organic photovoltaics (OPVs). As technologies DSSCs and OPVs are
distinguished from crystalline silicon (often referred to as 1st generation PV) and
inorganic thin films PV (sometimes known as 2nd generation PV) in that they are
readily solution processable. This aspect – that the necessary materials can be
dissolved in a solvent to form an ink and then deposited using high throughput,
low temperature techniques – has stimulated a large amount of research interest in
DSSCs and OPVs over the last twenty years.
2.2.4 Organic Bulk Heterojunction Solar Cells
In order to overcome the cost disadvantages inherent in silicon-based photovoltaics,
a large amount of research has been devoted to developing solar cells based on or-
ganic materials, primarily conjugated polymers. The main benefit of using organic
materials and polymers is that these materials can be readily dissolved in a range
of common solvents and deposited from solution. This opens up the potential use
of low-temperature, large-area, high-throughput and therefore low-cost manufactur-
ing methods, such as printing and coating. Furthermore, OPV materials tend to be
direct bandgap materials, and so absorb light much more strongly than silicon, mean-
ing the cells can be made in much thinner layers. Combined with low-temperature
processing, which allows the use of a range of flexible substrates, this property opens
up a range of novel application areas and form factors. A further advantage of OPV
is that the band gap energy (and therefore the colour) of the materials can be tai-
lored by polymer chemistry techniques, allowing bespoke design of the solar cells for
aesthetic reasons.
Organic semiconductors function in a fundamentally different manner to their in-
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organic counterparts. These materials contain a network of alternating single and
double bonds between adjacent carbon atoms, a property known as conjugation. Due
to the orbital hybridisation in carbon, the pi bonding electrons are able to delocalise
over a number of atoms, and thus conduction is possible between these states. The
highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) refers to the highest energy level which
is occupied by charge carriers at equilibrium, while the lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital (LUMO) is the lowest energy orbital in which charge carriers are allowed
to exist but is not occupied at equilibrium. The gap between these orbitals (the
HOMO-LUMO gap) is analogous in many ways to the band gap in conventional
semiconductors, and determines the optical band gap energy.
When light of energy greater than the HOMO-LUMO gap energy is incident on
such a material, it may excite electrons across the gap to higher energy orbitals,
leaving unoccupied states (holes) at the lower energy. This photo-excited electron-
hole pair forms a bound exciton. In contrast to inorganic semiconductors, the exciton
binding energy in organics is typically much higher than the thermal energy at
room temperature, because the low dielectric constant provides a lower degree of
shielding of the Coulombic interaction between the electron and the hole. Therefore
the excitons do not dissociate easily into free charge carriers, but rather tend to
remain bound, and require a relatively large energy level step to separate. These
bound excitons also tend to have much shorter lifetimes than charge carrier pairs in
inorganic semiconductors. Typical diffusion lengths in organic materials are generally
much lower than those in inorganics, with values around 10 nm being common.
Once excitons are dissociated, the transport of free carriers in organic materials
relies on so-called hopping mode conduction, a relatively unlikely process relying
on quantum mechanical tunneling between adjacent conjugated molecules. As such,
the charge mobilities of organic materials tend to be much lower than those found
in inorganics.
These material properties have driven the design of OPV cells. A typical structure
is shown in Figure 2.4, with an enlargement showing the typical layout of the active
layer. This structure is a blend between the polymeric donor material, in which
the light is absorbed, and an acceptor material, which provides an energy level
step to achieve exciton dissociation. Since the diffusion length for excitons is very
low, intimate contact is necessary between the donor and acceptor such that charge
dissociation occurs before recombination. However, continuous pathways of pure
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donor and acceptor materials to their respective electrodes are necessary for charge
transport and extraction. Therefore, a bi-continuous blend is formed of the two
materials, known as a bulk heterojunction (BHJ), which forms the active layer.
Asymmetric charge transport layers are employed either side of the BHJ, and finally
the conductive contacts allow for charge extraction to the external circuit. The built
in electric field needed to cause charge carrier drift is set up due to the difference in
work functions between the two contacts.
Light
Transparent Anode
Hole Transport Layer
Active Layer
Electron Transport Layer
Conductive Cathode
+
‐‐
+
Figure 2.4: A typical layer stack and bulk heterojunction structure used in OPVs.
While some notable successes have been achieved with OPV devices, currently a
major barrier to commercial uptake has been the low PCEs achieved, which mean
that large areas would be required for practical power generation. In an attempt
to overcome this limitation, intense research has been undertaken since 2009 in the
field of perovskite photovoltaics. The halide perovskite materials of interest here –
primarily CH3NH3PbI3 and similar materials – are organic-inorganic hybrid mate-
rials which in some ways combine the benefits of inorganics (such as high mobility,
long charge carrier lifetimes and low exciton binding energies) with those of organics
(solution processing, band gap is direct and can be tailored through synthetic chem-
istry, low-cost abundant materials). Confirmed PCEs to date have reached 22.1%
on lab scale, which compares favourably with 11.5% for OPV, and motivates the
present work. The field of perovskite photovoltaics is outlined in greater detail in
Section 2.4, in which the potential of these materials as printable PV materials will
be critically assessed.
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2.2.5 Dye-Sensitised Solar Cells
Dye-sensitised solar cells (DSSCs) were developed in order to take advantage of
low-cost, abundant and solution processable oxide semiconductors, especially TiO2,
for PV applications (O’Regan and Gra¨tzel, 1991). While TiO2 has many cost and
manufacturability advantages which make it an attractive material, its bandgap of
3.2 eV is far too wide to be used as a standalone PV absorber material. Therefore a
sensitiser – almost always an organic dye – is used as the light absorbing material.
Such dyes strongly absorb the incoming sunlight, leading to creation of a tightly
bound exciton, which will rapidly recombine if not separated by a large energy
level step. Therefore nano- and meso-structured architectures are used, in which
a scaffold of the inorganic semiconductor is coated with a monolayer of dye. This
allows for electron transfer from the dye to the semiconductor. The electrons are
then transported to the contacts through the TiO2 and flow through the external
circuit. On the p-side, in the original architecture a liquid redox electrolyte is used
to reduce the dye which is then itself reduced by the electrons from the external
circuit. While DSSCs have the advantage of solution processing and use of low-cost
abundant materials for some of the layers, the use of a liquid electrolyte severely
limits lifetimes and device architectures available for early DSSCs since it required
careful sealing to avoid leakage. Later, solid-state hole conductors were developed,
but these are still hampered by high cost and poor environmental stability, requiring
careful encapsulation.
While DSSCs are not currently a major commercial success, they are nevertheless
of interest; not least because they have formed the basis of the most widely used
perovskite solar cell architecture. These cells are outlined in more detail in Section
2.4. First, however, a related topic is reviewed; the area of printable electrode
materials, which are of key importance in fully printable solar cells, as well as a
broad range of other uses.
2.3 Photonic Curing for Improved Printed Electrodes
2.3.1 Introduction – The Need for Printable Electrode Materials
Currently, the majority of reports of solution processed solar cells use vacuum de-
position for the opaque electrode. This has a number of advantages, allowing the
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fabrication of very smooth, highly conductive films without issues of solvent compati-
bility with immediate under-layers. However, vacuum deposition requires a relatively
high degree of capital investment (Fthenakis et al., 2011), meaning that printable
electrode materials are favoured for future large scale production (Sondergaard et al.,
2013). Solar cells with printed electrodes have been reported, both utilising metal
grids for light transmitting electrodes (Yu et al., 2012) or in a bulk layer structure
as back contacts for both printed OPVs (Krebs, 2009) and PSCs (Schmidt et al.,
2015).
In addition to electrodes for printable solar cells, printable conductive materials are
key to the field of printed electronics in general, since all printed electronic devices
require some form of connection to the outside world. Reported applications of
printable conductors include in organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) (Sam et al.,
2014), RFID antennas (Jung et al., 2010) and electrodes for touch screens (Woerle
and Rost, 2011). In all of these applications, desirable properties of a printable
conductive material will include low cost, good stability, high conductivity and the
ability to be made into a stable ink to allow good homogeneity of the printed layer
and adhesion to various substrates (Ho¨sel and Krebs, 2012).
2.3.2 Silver Flake Inks as Low-cost Printed Conductors
The most common printable conductive materials used today are silver, copper and
carbon (which may be in the form of graphene or carbon nanotubes) (IDTechEx,
2017). Among these three materials, bulk carbon offers the lowest cost but also lowest
conductivity, while the various nano-carbons offer increased conductivity but also
increased cost. Copper offers high conductivity and intermediate cost, but suffers
from stability issues owing to its tendency to oxidise (Kamyshny and Magdassi,
2014). Silver is much more stable than copper against oxidation, and although it can
form a semiconducting sulphide layer if exposed to atmospheric contaminants, this
layer is easily removed by light mechanical cleaning (Myers, 2009), and the tarnishing
process itself is easily prevented by even modest encapsulation (Rice et al., 1981).
Furthermore, silver has the lowest bulk resistivity of all metals. As such, despite
the high price of silver as a raw material, silver inks are currently the predominant
printable conductive material in terms of market share (IDTechEx, 2017). Some
properties of various conductive ink materials are summarised in Table 2.1.
Most commonly-used silver inks can be divided into two categories; those intended for
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Table 2.1: Summary of some properties of selected conductive ink materials.
Sources: Raw material costs: www.advancedmaterials.us. Ink performance data:
www.novacentrix.com (Metalon Inks), www.gwent.org and www.sigmaaldrich.com.
As accessed Oct 2017.
Primary Conduc-
tive Material
Raw
Material
Cost ($/g)
Typical
Rs
(mW/sq)
Stability
Processing
Requirements
Silver Flake 2-4 100-200 Good Conductive at RT
Silver NP 7-10 50-200 Good Requires Sintering
Copper NP 1-2 100-200
Poor
(Printed)
Requires Sintering,
Oxidises
Carbon 0.2-15
10000-
20000
Good Conductive at RT
Graphene 0.2-15
1500-
10000
Poor (Ink) Conductive at RT
high-temperature firing (which usually contain micron-sized silver particles or flakes)
and those intended for low-temperature sintering on flexible substrates in which high
temperatures cannot be tolerated. The first category are widely used in the manufac-
ture of silicon solar cells, and often require firing above 800°C to become conductive.
The latter are most commonly based on dispersions of silver nano-particles in or-
ganic solvents, together with binders (to provide adhesion) and various additives
which may include surfactants (to improve colloidal stability) and wetting agents
(which improve printability) (Kamyshny and Magdassi, 2014). Nano-particle based
inks usually form a conductive network only after sintering (Kang et al., 2011). These
nano-silver inks in many cases suffer from the use of environmentally-unfriendly sol-
vents, or from extended drying times, and the nano-particles themselves require
costly synthesis techniques (Tolaymat et al., 2010).
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A fast-drying, non-toxic, low-cost ink which is conductive when fired at low tem-
peratures is therefore desirable, and one approach is to move to micron-sized silver
flakes as the conductive material, which are generally around three times cheaper
than nanoparticles due to their simpler synthesis (Neaeikov et al., 2009). When used
on low-temperature, flexible substrates, their conductivity tends to be lower than
nano-particle alternatives, owing to an inability to sinter the material at available
temperatures. This motivates the use of photonic curing to attempt to improve the
conductivity of flake silver inks on flexible, low-temperature substrates. This will en-
able the production of a printable conductive material with the high conductivity of
nano-silver but the lower cost of flake silver. This forms the basis of the experimental
work reported in Chapter 4, and as such the background principles are introduced
in the following sections.
2.3.3 Photonic Curing of Conductive Inks
2.3.3.1 General Background
Conductive inks are almost always subjected to a curing process after printing, which
is intended to remove excess solvent and additives such as surfactants, and to increase
the conductivity. In nano-particle based inks, this is also commonly intended to sinter
the ink, before which the pattern is not conductive. A range of curing techniques
are available, whether through pure thermal curing, or a range of available optical,
plasma- or microwave- assisted technologies (Allen et al., 2011; Olkkonen et al., 2014;
Kang et al., 2011; Ho¨sel and Krebs, 2012).
The main advantage of photo-curing over purely thermal techniques is that the sub-
strate temperature remains well below the peak temperature experienced by the
printed layer. Due to the very short exposure times, the printed layer and the sub-
strate does not have time to come to a thermal equilibrium. Therefore, the printed
layers can be cured, and in some cases sintered, at temperatures far in excess of the
substrate’s melting point, without damaging the substrates. A further advantage is
the quick potential speed of such systems owing to very short exposure times. While
commercial systems are available, the correct application of photo-curing is highly
sensitive to the precise properties of the ink material/printing technology/substrate
system, and will require careful optimisation to achieve good results. Furthermore,
effective photo-curing is more challenging to achieve for inks containing micron-sized
particles (which do not sinter as readily as nanoparticles because of their higher
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melting point), and for inks containing polymeric binders, which may decompose
severely if exposed to ultraviolet (UV) light.
Literature reports have focused on using intense pulsed light to sinter silver nanopar-
ticles deposited from both dispersions (Kang et al., 2011; West et al., 2012) and inks
(Ho¨sel and Krebs, 2012; Perelaer et al., 2012) to improve the final conductivity of the
printed structures. Previous reports have all tended to focus on silver nanoparticles,
rather than the cheaper micron sized silver flake inks. While some studies focused
primarily on screen printing of micron sized silver flake-based inks, these have all
used very high temperature thermal treatments, because their intended application
areas are not those which use temperature-sensitive substrates. For example, Fad-
doul et al. (2012) obtained good results of 3 µW cm over a 60µm linewidth, but they
sintered their ink at 875°C. Similarly, Songping (2006) was successful in achieving
15 µW cm but this required firing at 850°C. This author also mentions the benefit
of using flake-shaped particles over spherical particles in potentially reaching higher
conductivity at lower material loadings.
The obvious drawback of using such high firing temperatures is that it makes the
process incompatible with flexible substrates, apart from being time-consuming and
expensive. During the literature search, no mention could be found of applying
visible light photonic curing to micron sized metal particle inks.
2.3.3.2 Drying, Curing and Sintering
The application of heat to a printed layer of conductive ink can have three main
effects; drying, curing and sintering. Drying refers to the removal of the solvent;
a simple-sounding process which must nevertheless be carefully controlled to avoid
poor film quality. Curing is usually used to mean cross-linking of polymeric binders
to form a stable solidified printed film. Sintering, meanwhile, is the process of in-
creasing the grain size of the metallic structures within the printed layer, driven
by a reduction in free energy via surface area minimisation (West et al., 2012). A
clear distinction must be drawn between curing and sintering for the purposes of this
work, as the terms are sometimes used interchangeably, but refer to very different
physical processes. These processes are sketched in Figure 2.5.
While the temperature necessary for thermal curing depends on the solvent and
binder systems used, and to a lesser extent the solids content of the ink, the sinter-
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ing temperature is a property of the conductive particles in the ink. The temper-
atures required to sinter silver particles range from around 200°C for nanoparticles
to over 700°C for bulk particles (Kang et al., 2011). Due to temperature-sensitive
substrates, it may be impossible to sinter a material thermally at such temperatures
– for example, poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET), a very commonly-used flexible
substrate, significantly deforms above 140°C. As such, the difference between the sin-
tering temperatures required for nanoparticles compared with bulk is of technological
importance.
The discrepancy between nanoparticles and bulk material arises due to the size-
dependent melting point suppression seen in nanoparticles compared with bulk sys-
tems (Buffat and Borel, 1976). This effect, which is caused by the increased surface
area-to-volume ratio in nanoparticles, which leads to a higher surface free energy
(Nanda et al., 2003), can lower melting points drastically at particle sizes below
˜10 nm, but has no effect on the melting point of micron-sized flakes (Nanda et al.,
2002). Therefore, the temperatures which need to be reached to sinter micron-sized
flakes, as is attempted in Chapter 4, will be much higher than those which would be
required for nanoparticles.
However, there are further effects which may be of importance for the sintering of
micron-sized flakes specifically. Since the flakes have a flattened geometry, the edges
have a very high curvature. Due to the increased energy required to form surfaces
with tight curvature compared with ideal plane surfaces, the surface free energy
of curved surfaces is higher, and increases with decreasing radius of curvature, as
quantified by the Gibbs-Thomson equation (Wettlaufer and Worster, 2006). This
leads to a reduction of the local melting point at areas of high curvature, such as
at the edges of flakes, which is important for pre-melting phenomena, which may be
expected to initiate at these points at temperatures below the melting temperature
(Wettlaufer and Worster, 2006). Due to this effect, the temperature required to sin-
ter flakes specifically is likely to be reduced compared with spherical bulk particles
of comparable dimensions; however, it remains likely that this will not be accessi-
ble without damage to plastic substrates. This consideration motivates the use of
photonic curing.
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2.3.3.3 Percolation Theory
Percolation is an effect by which a network of small particles conducts electricity
(and/or heat) by coming into contact one-to-the other to bridge a much larger space
than the particle size. The conductivity in printed conductive inks relies on the
formation of such a network which bridges the entire length of the sample. As such,
a plot of the resistance of lines of a given width and length as a function of various
ink parameters (especially the loading of the conductive species) will typically show
a sharp threshold, the ‘percolation threshold’, at which the samples switch rapidly
from insulating to conducting.
A rigorous model of percolation in printed films is complex, and must take into ac-
count both particle and sample shape and size, the number density of the conductive
particles, number of deposited layers which may be considered distinct, any orien-
tation effects arising from the printing process, and the electrical properties of the
polymer binder (Sadeghnejad et al., 2010; Stevens et al., 2008; Mertens and Moore,
2012). Therefore, it is complex to calculate theoretically the percolation threshold
for a given material, since the answer will be sensitive to a wide range of material
properties and processing conditions. For example, the percolation threshold for a
square sample filled with square particles will be different from that for a circular
sample filled with circular particles even if the measurement length is the same. The
particles used in many conductive inks have highly irregular shapes, making any first
principles calculation difficult.
Note, however, that in the highly loaded systems which are generally of interest for
conductive inks the as-printed material is often above the percolation threshold al-
ready, and so any further increases in conductivity following post-processing can be
attributed to two effects; the reduction of contact resistances in the existing percola-
tion network, and/or the formation of multiple, parallel percolation networks, which
reduce the total resistance in the same was as adding multiple resistors in parallel
to an electrical circuit. Therefore, we can distinguish between primary percolation
(in which the sample crosses the critical threshold of particle density leading to the
onset of end-to-end conductivity), and secondary percolation-like effects, in which
it is the number density of electrical interconnects spanning the sample which is
important. In this second effect, increasing the connectivity between the particles
within the already-percolated conductive network may still have a large effect on
the overall resistance. Within this thesis, increased percolation is used to mean this
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second effect, namely increasing the number density of electrical connections within
a sample.
The percolation in a printed conductive ink is affected by the curing and sintering
techniques used in a number of ways. As shown in Figure 2.5, high temperature
treatment of metallic inks may cause a number of effects, including drying and
curing of the layer, and sintering or partial sintering of the particles. However, the
common factor in these effects is that they either increase the chance of forming
a percolation network which bridges the sample, increase the number of parallel
percolation networks, thus reducing the overall resistance, or reduce the resistance
of each individual pathway by reducing the contact resistance between adjacent
particles.
(1) As‐printed layer
(3) Partial melting and fusing of adjacent
particles
(4) Fully sintered pattern ‐ ultimate conductivity
Additional percolation 
pathways
Heat
Heat
Solvent
(2) Drying and curing of film (solvent removed 
and binders crosslinked)
Percolation 
pathway
T << TSINT
T ~ TSINT T > TSINTHeat
Solvent
Figure 2.5: Sketch indicating the possible effects of high temperature treatment on
a printed layer consisting of conductive metallic particles, a solvent and a binder.
Here TSINT refers to the temperature necessary to sinter the metallic particles,
which is below but related to their bulk melting point.
In summary, the conductivity of printed films depends on the formation of a percola-
tion network which bridges the measurement length of the sample. By increasing the
contact area between neighbouring conductive particles, and/or removing trapped
solvents or insulating binders from the inter-particle contact regions, the resistance
of any percolation pathway already present will be reduced by a reduction of con-
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tact resistance. In samples which are already conductive (i.e., already percolated),
the conductivity can be increased further by forming additional, parallel percolation
networks. Both of these effects can be achieved by adequate curing or sintering.
2.4 Halide Perovskites for Photovoltaic Applications
2.4.1 Background of the Field
Perovskite materials – with the general formula ABX3 – have been known about for
over 175 years (Rose, 1839), and active research has been ongoing into the material
properties of perovskites for many years – mainly focusing on oxide perovskites (X
= Oxygen), some of which are naturally occurring, and many of which show novel
properties. This class of material has many interesting properties and research is
ongoing in areas including piezoelectrics, ferroelectrics, (anti-)ferromagnetics and
high temperature superconductors (Tilley, 2016).
The first use of halide perovskites (X = halogen) in Light-Emitting Diode (LED)
and Thin-Film Transistor (TFT) applications was reported by Mitzi and co-workers
in the 1990s (Mitzi et al., 1994, 1995). In these studies, the authors synthesised
tin- and lead-based materials in the layered, 2D structure known as Ruddleston-
Popper perovskites (Ruddlesden and Popper, 1958). These materials, consisting of
layered stacks of true perovskite crystal planes separated by organic spacers, were
at the time not investigated for PV applications, which is likely due to the peculiar
challenges of the 2D perovskites for PV cells (namely, highly anisotropic carrier
mobility which follows the layered perovskite planes, along with a rapid increase
in exciton binding energy and slight increase in band gap as n – the number of
unit cells in the perovskite phase – is reduced). Nevertheless, in recent years these
Ruddleston-Popper perovskites have become of interest as PV materials, with device
efficiencies at the time of writing standing at over 12% (Blancon et al., 2017).
The first report of the use of halide perovskites in solar cells came in 2006. Miyasaka
and co-workers used Methylammonium Lead Tribromide (CH3NH3PbBr3; hereafter
referred to as MAPB) and later in 2009 used Methylammonium Lead Triiodide
(CH3NH3PbI3; hereafter referred to as MAPI) as a drop-in replacement for commonly-
used organic dyes in a typical dye-sensitised solar cell (DSSC) structure with a liquid
electrolyte (Kojima et al., 2006, 2009). In contrast to the work of Mitzi et al., these
materials were true, 3D perovskites. The best-performing device in this work was
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based on MAPI and showed a Power Conversion Efficiency (PCE) of 3.8%. The
authors noted that the absorption and charge transport properties of the perovskite
materials were superior to the previously-used organic dyes, and that their synthesis
was facile. The PCE of such cells was later pushed to 6.5% by other groups (Im
et al., 2011). However, these devices were severely limited by their use of a liquid
electrolyte as the hole conductor, which was corrosive to the perovskite active layer.
A breakthrough came in 2012 with the application of solid-state hole conductors.
Gra¨tzel, Park and co-workers applied the solid state hole conductor Spiro-OMeTAD
to a TiO2 mesoporous device structure sensitised with MAPI and obtained 9.7%
PCE with improved stability (Kim et al., 2012). In the same year, the mixed-halide
CH3NH3PbI(3–x)Clx, hereafter referred to as MAPIc, was reported to have superior
stability and led to higher-efficiency devices compared with the pure iodide structure
(Lee et al., 2012). More information on the role of chlorine in these devices, which
was unclear at the time of the study, is given in Section 2.4.4.3.
Another breakthrough came almost simultaneously when work by Snaith et al.
showed that the electron-conducting TiO2 scaffold was not necessary for charge
transport by replacing this with Al2O3, which provides a similar morphology but
does not take part in charge transport (Lee et al., 2012). This realisation that halide
perovskites can provide all three necessary processes for solar energy conversion (light
absorption, charge separation and charge transport) added greatly to the research
interest in these materials. This work reported efficiencies of 10.9%. Work by the
same group showed that the switch to Al2O3 meant that the devices could be pro-
cessed at sub-150°C temperatures, opening up the possibility of flexible substrates,
and achieving 12.3% efficiency (Ball et al., 2013).
At the same time, work was underway on planar device architectures, similar to those
used in organic solar cells, doing away with metal oxides altogether. Docampo et
al. (2013) reported devices consisting of the perovskite layer between organic charge
selective transport layers, which was able to be coated on flexible substrates with a
PCE of over 6%. The relative merits of the different device structures are discussed
further in Section 2.4.3.
In the subsequent years, a very large number of papers have been published, re-
porting (initially at least) rapidly-improving PCE values. Devices are still widely
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reported based on both mesoporous and planar architectures1. The record efficiency
devices continue to use the mesoporous structure, while planar devices in the normal
architecture have so far been reported at up to 19.4% (Yang et al., 2016). Major
device engineering strategies which have been employed include solvent engineering
– especially the use of an anti-solvent quench while spin coating (Jeon et al., 2014) as
well as engineering of the precursor solvent (ibid.). The effect of these techniques is
to allow control over the morphology of the active layer towards uniform, dense films
with no pinholes. Further improvements in efficiency have been achieved by tailoring
the chemical composition. One option is incorporating alternative halides, such as
bromine, into the iodide perovskite to form for example MAPbI(3–x)Brx. This has the
effect of modifying the band gap, and may be especially useful in tandem structures
(Saliba et al., 2016). Other gains have been realised by incorporating alternative
organic A-site cations such as cesium or formamidinium (Jeon et al., 2015), which
are often used in mixed-cation materials alongside methylammonium, and also by a
combination of these techniques leading to mixed-cation mixed-halide perovskites,
which represent the state of the art, and have led to a confirmed 22.1% PCE at the
time of writing (Yang et al., 2015; NREL, 2017).
In order to understand the materials science behind this rapid advance in perovskite
technology, the basic properties of halide perovskites relevant to optoelectronic ap-
plications are reviewed in the following sections.
2.4.2 Material Properties of Halide Perovskites
In this section the material properties of the halide perovskites, as relevant to their
use in PSCs, are introduced. As previously mentioned, there are an ever increas-
ing number of perovskite materials systems of technological interest. However, the
archetypal compound remains MAPI, which remains the most widely studied in
PV applications. Therefore the discussion in this section will be based around
MAPI. Also of considerable importance to the present work is the chlorine-containing
MAPIc. While the inclusion of a lead chloride precursor at the deposition stage does
1The mesoporous and planar PSC architectures are sometimes referred to as normal and inverted,
respectively – which has likely developed by dint of the mesoporous architecture being considered
‘normal’ in the DSSC field. Note that this convention for PSCs is the reverse of that in common
use in OPVs, in which the planar structure discussed here would be referred to as ‘normal’ because
the opaque metal contact is the cathode.
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have several important effects on the final material obtained (as outlined in more
detail in Section 2.4.4.3), a large number of studies have shown that x, the chlorine
concentration in the final perovskite material, is low, almost certainly less than 0.01
(Unger et al., 2014; Yu et al., 2014). As such MAPIc has similar basic properties to
MAPI, since they are very close to being the same material, and a number of the
properties can be read across between the two materials.
2.4.2.1 Crystal Structure
The general formula for perovskites is ABX3, where A is a large cation, B is a small
cation and X is an anion. The perovskite crystal structure consists of an inorganic
cage formed of BX6 octahedra joined by shared X-sites at the corners, with the large
A-site cation in the centre of the cage. This is shown in Figure 2.6, which shows two
stable polymorphs of MAPI, the primary material of interest for PV devices.
Figure 2.6: The perovskite crystal structure, here illustrated for CH3NH3PbI3,
where A = CH3NH3, B = Pb and X = I. Two polymorphs are shown; cubic (a),
which in MAPI occurs above 330 K; and tetragonal (b), which occurs between
162–330 K, and is characterised by a rotation of the PbI6 octahedra around the c
axis.
The necessary conditions for the formation of a stable, 3D perovskite phase can
be computed from the ionic radii of the A, B and X species using the empirical
Goldschmidt tolerance factor t, which sets limits on the ratio of the A-X and B-X
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solid sphere bond lengths. This is given by;
t = rA + rX√
2 (rB + rX)
(2.1)
where rA, rB and rX are the ionic radii of species A, B and X respectively. The con-
dition for formation of a stable 3D phase for the halide perovskites is 0.81 < t < 1.11,
outside of which range the structure may break up into a 2D, layered structure. For
the formation of the cubic phase the requirement is more stringent, at 0.89 < t < 1.00
(Li et al., 2008; Green et al., 2014) – outside of this range distortions to the tetragonal
or orthorhombic phases are expected. Note however that transformations between
the different phases as a function of temperature are commonly observed.
Consideration of the ionic radii of Pb (rB = 0.12 nm) and I (rX = 0.22 nm) limits
the choice of cation to the largest inorganic species (such as Cs+, rA = 0.18 nm)
or smallest organic species (such as CH3NH +3 (methylammonium, rA = 0.18 nm) or
NH2CH NH +2 (formamidinium, rA in the range 0.19–0.22 nm)), all of which have
been reported in perovskite solar cells. Larger A-site cations cause the structure to
break up into a layered, 2D structure known as the Ruddleston-Popper perovskites.
As previously mentioned, these materials are also of interest for PV applications.
MAPI can be calculated from Equation 2.1 to have a tolerance factor of t = 0.83.
Therefore, from the first inequality given above, MAPI crystallises in the 3D per-
ovskite crystal structure (of course!); however, due to the low value of t, outside the
range 0.89 < t < 1.00, at room temperature the cubic phase is not stable but rather
the symmetry is lowered to tetragonal by means of a rotation of the PbI6 octahedra
about the c-axis, as shown in Figure 2.6(b). The cubic phase, as shown in Figure
2.6(a), only forms at temperatures above 330 K (Green et al., 2014).
It is interesting to note that this tetragonal-to-cubic transition in MAPI occurs
well within the operating range of solar cells (330 K = 57 ◦C, whereas solar cells
in operation can easily exceed 80 ◦C). A similar transition, from orthorhombic to
tetragonal, occurs at low temperatures (162 K), and has been shown to cause a
slight reduction in band gap and exciton binding energy (Even et al., 2014). The
tetragonal to cubic structural transition at 330 K has been shown to also have slight
effects on the band gap and exciton binding energy (Stoumpos et al., 2013), and
also to affect the charge carrier transport properties (Milot et al., 2015; Whitfield
et al., 2016) in MAPI. However, the current consensus is that these minor changes
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in material properties do not preclude the operation of efficient devices across the
working temperature range (Milot et al., 2015).
2.4.2.2 Opto-Electronic Properties and Device Operating Principles
Light Absorption
MAPI has a direct band gap between a valence band maximum formed of hybrid
Pb 6s and I 5p anti-bonding orbitals and a conduction band minimum consisting of
unoccupied Pb 6p orbitals (Park, 2013; Brivio et al., 2014). Experimental values for
the band gap energy of MAPI range from 1.50–1.61 eV, while MAPIc is not much
different at 1.55–1.64 eV (Burschka et al., 2013; Abrusci et al., 2013; Bretschneider
et al., 2014; Nazeeruddin et al., 2015). This sets an optical absorption cutoff at
around 800 nm, below which the absorption is relatively spectrally flat with a high
extinction coefficient of 1.5× 104 cm−1 at 550 nm (Kojima et al., 2009; Nazeeruddin
et al., 2015). As such, only thin layers are required for light absorption; typically
around 300 nm.
Exciton Dissociation
In common with many inorganic semiconductors, the exciton binding energy in per-
ovskites is now believed to be lower than the 25 meV thermal energy available at
room temperature. Estimates of the precise value vary depending on whether the
calculation uses a value of ′ at low frequencies or at optical frequencies – unlike in
many inorganic semiconductors these values are very different in perovskites (Lin
et al., 2014). The authors give a value of 2 meV for MAPI at room temperature,
while Miyata et al. (2015) estimate a ‘few’ meV at room temperature, based on
direct measurements at low temperatures. This diverges from earlier estimates, cal-
culated using optical frequency values for ′ , of around 37 meV (Conings et al., 2014),
50 meV (D’Innocenzo et al., 2014) or 45–300 meV (Snaith, 2013) but is an important
distinction as the newer, lower estimates greatly simplify understanding of device op-
eration since they predict that the excitons in perovskites are of Wannier-Mott type
(delocalised, weakly bound and with radii larger than the lattice spacing), rather
than Frenkel type (localised, strongly bound, radii on the order of one unit cell
or molecule) as found in organic semiconductors (Chilvery et al., 2015; D’Innocenzo
et al., 2014; Miyata et al., 2015), which in turn means that the photo-excited charges
dissociate rapidly into free electrons and holes under typical operating conditions.
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Charge Transport and Extraction
Once dissociated, the free charge carriers are highly mobile, following a band conduc-
tion model rather than the hopping mode seen in organic semiconductors. Mobilities
of up to 66 cm2 V−1 s−1 have been reported (Nazeeruddin et al., 2015), while typical
values lie in the 10–20 cm2 V−1 s−1 range (Wehrenfennig et al., 2014; Leijtens et al.,
2014). Accordingly, recombination between two photo-excited carriers (monomolec-
ular recombination) is low since excited carriers rapidly dissociate and are swept
apart; combined with a low bi-molecular recombination rate (Ponseca et al., 2014)
this leads to very long diffusion lengths; up to 1 µm in solution processed MAPIc
films and over 100µm in single crystals (Dong et al., 2015). These long diffusion
lengths mean that no BHJ structure is required, as in OPVs, since typical active
layer thicknesses are less than typical diffusion lengths. Furthermore, the diffusion
lengths are relatively well balanced for electrons and holes (Ponseca et al., 2014),
meaning that space charge build up under operation is limited. As such, carrier
transport happens within the perovskite material itself, driven by the built-in elec-
tric field established by the selective contacts.
These favourable opto-electronic properties not only make halide perovskites promis-
ing PV materials, but also allow for a degree of flexibility in device architectures not
possible in OPVs or DSSCs in which the active layer morphology is determined by
the very short diffusion lengths in those systems. There have been a proliferation of
different architectures reported in the literature. Some of the most commonly used
ones are introduced in Section 2.4.3.
2.4.2.3 Hysteresis, Ionic Conduction and Ferroelectricity
Hysteresis is commonly observed in perovskite devices (Snaith et al., 2014). While
initially this effect was not well understood, it is now becoming clear the unique
materials properties of the halide perovskites – supporting both ionic conduction
and ferroelectricity – along with filling and emptying of charge trap states, can
explain the phenomenon (Van Reenen et al., 2015).
Unusually among PV materials, MAPI and related halide perovskites support both
ionic and electronic conduction (Van Reenen et al., 2015; O’Regan et al., 2015).
Iodine vacancies and interstitials in MAPI are highly mobile, with activation energies
for ion migration being reported to be as low as 0.1 eV (Azpiroz et al., 2015). As such,
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mobile iodide ions can easily migrate towards the contacts in response to applied (or
photo-generated) electric fields, which has the effect of setting up a space charge
region opposing the field.
Additionally, halide perovskites are ferroelectric. Since they lack a centre of crystal
symmetry, their polarisation changes with applied electric fields, and can be reversed
(Frost et al., 2014). Typically, this is explained due to the rotation of the methy-
lammonium cations and their associated dipole moment, which is expected to both
distort the crystal lattice and change the electronic properties and capacitance of the
material (Walsh, 2015). Taken together, these effects mean that MAPI and related
materials display a multitude of short- and long-timescale responses to both applied
voltage and illumination.
Hysteresis is an important issue when characterising perovskite device performance,
as it can easily lead to an over-estimation of the PCE and other device metrics.
Photovoltaic devices are most often characterised by taking a so-called JV sweep –
varying the applied voltage while measuring the resulting current under illumination
– as described more fully in Section 3.5 in Chapter 3. Hysteresis can affect these
measurements in several ways.
Firstly, the most commonly observed manifestation of hysteresis is dependent on
the sweep direction, with values derived from a reverse sweep (from forward to
reverse bias) commonly found to be more favourable than those from a forward
sweep (reverse bias to forward bias) (Snaith et al., 2014; Kim and Park, 2014). This
has been shown to result from a lengthy settling time of the measured current, on the
order of several seconds, in response to changes in applied voltage . The build up of
space charge due to changing voltage takes several tens to hundreds of milliseconds
to equilibrate at each new voltage, and as such any current measurement performed
before the device has settled into steady state will over- or under-estimate the ‘true’
current for forward or reverse sweeps, respectively (Kim and Park, 2014).
Furthermore, somewhat confusingly, the magnitude of the sweep-direction hysteresis
(i.e. the degree to which a forward scan differs from a reverse one), is itself depen-
dent on the scan rate (a related but subtly different problem from that discussed
previously) (Tress et al., 2015). PV performance parameters derived from a fast JV
sweep (in which the voltage is varied too rapidly) will often be more favourable than
those derived from a slow sweep, with the boundary between ‘fast’ and ‘slow’ often
depending on the particular architecture and interlayers used (Tress et al., 2015).
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For reference, a sweep rate of 50 mV s−1 is employed in the present project and found
to be sufficiently ‘slow’ as to avoid hysteretic behaviour, at least in inverted cells.
This behaviour has also been explained based on ion migration (Snaith et al., 2014;
Tress et al., 2015).
Finally, light soaking (usually carried out with the device at forward bias) is often
observed to improve the performance of perovskite solar cells (Snaith et al., 2014). In
cells where TiO2 or similar materials are present, this may at least partly be due to
trap-filling in the metal oxide leading to an increase in its conductivity and resultant
improvement in charge extraction from the device. However, light soaking effects
are also observed in devices without trap-limited conductors, and so it is likely that
the unusual electronic properties of the perovskite also play a role (Sanchez et al.,
2014).
The technological importance of hysteresis in perovskite solar cells is that these
effects have likely led to overestimation of performance in a large number of device
reports, especially during the early development of the field – many authors chose
to report headline figures derived from ‘champion’ cells measured with fast, reverse
sweeps after adequate light soaking, and only later began to discuss any deviation of
the stabilised PCE values from such numbers. However, guidelines are now in place
for reliable measurement protocols, which most commonly rely on tracking the power
output near the maximum power point under illumination for a period of time until
stability is achieved (Snaith et al., 2014). These techniques are discussed further in
Section 3.5 of Chapter 3.
One final point to note, from the perspective of assessing the potential for perovskite
photovoltaics in future energy generation applications, is that hysteresis is only really
a problem if unreliable device metrics are reported due to hysteresis during initial
device characterisation. Once any device is installed in the field, its power output
will quickly reach its stabilised value since the voltage between the terminals will be
nearly constant, as set by the inverter.
2.4.3 Device Architectures
The excellent charge transport properties of the halide perovskites allow for a degree
of flexibility in device architectures not present in OPVs or DSSCs, and a number of
different designs have proliferated in the literature. While there are many fine distinc-
tions, these designs fall into two major groups; mesoporous and planar architectures,
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which bare the most similarity to DSSC and OPV architectures, respectively. These
two device designs are introduced briefly in the following sections.
2.4.3.1 Mesostructured Architecture
A mesoporous structure, in which the perovskite is deposited on a sintered metal
oxide scaffold, was historically the first structure used, and is today referred to as the
‘normal’ architecture – this reflects the fact that perovskite research was largely born
out of the dye-sensitised solar cell research community, which uses such architectures.
Note that, as previously mentioned, this naming convention in PSCs is backwards
compared with that used for OPVs.
Initially, the perovskite was used as a nanometer scale coating on the mesoporous
structure, which almost always consists of sintered TiO2 nanoparticles on top of a
dense TiO2 blocking layer (Green et al., 2014). This then quickly progressed to
allowing the perovskite to form a thin capping layer on top of the TiO2 layer, which
remains the state of the art architecture. These devices are sometimes referred to as
‘sensitised’, because the electron transport occurs through the TiO2 framework, in
a similar manner to DSSCs.
The next evolution of the mesoporous structure occurred when Lee et al. (2012)
showed that the mesoporous layer need not be conductive for high performance,
cells; taking advantage of the excellent electron and hole transport properties of
perovskite mentioned in the previous section. These cells are sometimes referred to as
‘meso-structured’, referring to the fact that the function of the mesoporous layer is to
improve the crystalline morphology of the perovskite layer, rather than participate in
charge transport. This structuring helps form a dense, pinhole-free morphology of the
perovskite active layer, which is key to high performance. Achieving similarly good
surface coverage and desirable morphology of the perovskite layer is a challenge in
inverted planar architectures, and has been shown to be crucial for high-performance
devices (Eperon et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2015).
Interestingly, while it has been shown that the mesoporous metal oxide layer is not
necessary for charge transport (Lee et al., 2012), the highest-efficiency devices re-
ported to date still tend to be based on a conductive and charge-selective mesoporous
TiO2 structure (see for example Jeon et al. (2015)). Novel structures based on this
architecture include the use of screen-printable TiO2 in conjunction with a Car-
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bon counter electrode, a structure which would lend itself well to high throughput
processing (Ku et al., 2013; Mei et al., 2014).
The clear disadvantage of the mesoporous architecture is the need to sinter the metal
oxide layers at high temperatures – 500 ◦C is typical. This regime would be unsuitable
for high throughput, large area manufacture, and this and other considerations have
driven research into planar architectures, which are discussed below.
2.4.3.2 Planar Architecture
Although there are reports of planar perovskite devices in the normal architecture
(that is, light enters though the cathode) (Conings et al., 2014), the majority of
interest in this area has been in planar inverted structures.
As mentioned previously, work by Lee et al. (2012) showed that the conductivity
of the TiO2 was not necessary for device function, owing to the excellent charge
transport properties of the halide perovskites. This opened up the possibility of us-
ing planar architectures similar to those used in traditional organic solar cells. This
structure is expected to have a number of advantages, including all low-temperature
processing and improved scalability to large areas owing to the two decades of knowl-
edge built up by the organic solar cell community. However, for reasons which are
currently not fully clear, the efficiency of devices based on such structures tends to be
lower than their mesoporous counterparts. As mentioned previously, this is almost
certainly due in part to active layer morphology, but probably also points to room
for improvement in organic interlayer selection and processing techniques, and may
also be due to uncontrolled factors, including humidity.
A typical planar device structure is shown in Figure 2.7. In this structure, light is
incident on the device through the glass substrate, transparent conductive Indium
Tin Oxide (ITO) layer, and organic hole-selective transport layer transport layer
poly(3,4 ethylenedioxythiophene):polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS). Note that
PEDOT:PSS is considered a synthetic metal, with the Fermi level lying below the
HOMO level. As such ambipolar transport is possible within PEDOT:PSS films, and
the energetics of the interface are best understood in terms of a metal-semiconductor
interface (Marshall et al., 2017). The energy barrier required for hole selection arises
due to formation of a Schottky barrier at this interface, as depicted schematically in
Figure 2.7c.
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Light absorption occurs in the perovskite, where the photo-generated excitons sepa-
rate rapidly into free electrons and holes owing to the low exciton binding energy, as
previously discussed. Driven by the electric field created by the difference in work
functions between the charge selective transport layers, the free carriers drift to the
contacts, with conduction being through the band structure of the perovskite mate-
rial. Phenyl-C70-butyric acid methyl ester (PC70BM) is used as an electron transport
layer, and Bathocuproine (BCP) is used as an interfacial layer to improve the contact
to the metallic back contact to avoid the formation of Schottky junctions. Trans-
port through this layer – which has too high a LUMO level to allow direct electron
transfer from the PCBM – occurs due to the formation of defect states within the
HOMO-LUMO gap, which occurs on deposition of the metal anode. Electrons are
conducted to the silver by means of hopping between these states (Lee et al., 2016).
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Figure 2.7: Schematic representation of a commonly used planar device
architecture (a), which has been used extensively in Chapter 5, showing the
transparent conductive substrate, organic transport layers, active layer and metal
anode. Energy level alignment of the layers (b), showing the charge generation and
transport processes. One dimensional band profile for the inverted structure at
equilibrium in the dark (c), showing barrier formation at the PEDOT:PSS/MAPIc
interface, leading to the existence of a depletion region within the MAPIc.
The main disadvantage of the planar architecture is the need for very smooth,
pinhole-free films for high-performing devices. Whereas the mesoporous architec-
tures can tolerate a certain level of film roughness, the active layer in the planar ar-
chitecture must provide a blocking function to prevent shunts between the electron-
and hole-selective layers. In the mesoporous architecture this function is partially
fulfilled by the meso-structured layer, which also provides templating and control of
the nucleation and subsequent crystal growth of the perovskite layer. As such, device
performance in the planar architecture depends sensitively on the film morphology;
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and indeed this is often the most important determining factor in planar device ef-
ficiency. This in turn means that the precise preparation conditions, as well as the
immediate underlying substrate material, must be carefully controlled in order to
allow reproducible performance.
2.4.4 Lab-Scale Perovskite Fabrication Techniques
While a number of scalable deposition techniques have been employed to deposit
PSC active layers, including screen printing (Mei et al., 2014), doctor blading (Deng
et al., 2015), slot die coating (Vak et al., 2015), as well as vacuum based techniques
(Liu et al., 2013), predominantly spin coating is currently used to produce small
area research devices, with relatively few reports of using fully scalable techniques.
Within this category, two techniques for depositing perovskite films predominate;
the so-called one-step and two-step methods.
2.4.4.1 Two Step Method
In the two-step method, a lead precursor layer is first deposited, most commonly con-
sisting of PbI2 deposited from a solution in dimethylformamide (DMF) or dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO) solvents (Burschka et al., 2013). There are recent reports of us-
ing other lead salts including PbNO3 (Shinde et al., 2017). This is then dried, and
the second step consists of drop casting or dipping the lead precursor film into a
bath containing methylammonium iodide (MAI) in an orthogonal solvent (usually
isopropyl alcohol (IPA)) (Burschka et al., 2013). After a short period of typically
seconds to a few minutes, a colour change from yellow to deep brown is observed,
and the devices are removed from the bath or rinsed with excess IPA to stop the
reaction, before a short drying/annealing step.
The two step technique has the advantage of being rapid compared with one-step
methods, in which excess organic species must be removed by a lengthy annealing
step. However, due to the rapid formation and crystallisation of the perovskite in
the two-step method, these films tend to have a rougher morphology compared with
those deposited by the one-step method. Furthermore, the process must be carefully
controlled to avoid large areas of unconverted precursors remaining in the final films
– although it has been reported that small amounts of unconverted PbI2 can in fact
help device performance by passivating defects at grain boundaries (Chen et al.,
2014).
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2.4.4.2 One Step Method
In the one-step method, the perovskite layer is deposited from a solution containing
both the organic (usually MAI) and the source of lead, usually in the form of the
lead salts PbCl2, PbI2 and/or lead acetate. Very often, the ratio of the precursors in
the solution is a long way off the stoichiometry of the final perovskite; for example
a very commonly-used technique employs a 3:1 molar ratio of MAI:PbCl2, meaning
that a large amount of excess organic material and chlorine must be removed to form
the final MAPIc. The role of chlorine in these devices is discussed further in Section
2.4.4.3.
A large amount of research has been dedicated to optimising the ratio of lead precur-
sor(s) to organic precursor(s), with a small excess of lead precursor sometimes being
reported to lead to increased performance (Roldan-Carmona et al., 2015). Further
refinements include engineering of the solvent system (Jeon et al., 2014), as well as
the use of anti-solvent treatments during spinning (ibid.). The effect of this last
refinement is to cause the nascent perovskite material to ‘crash out’ of the residual
solvent in the drying layer, leading to improved morphology with a lower density of
pinholes.
Once deposited, the rotation of the spinning substrate causes the solvent to form
a thin film and start drying by evaporation. As this happens, a dry film of an
intermediate crystalline precursor phase forms on the substrate. This transforms on
thermal annealing into the desired final perovskite phase. This introduces a further
complexity to the one-step method; any variations in annealing time, temperature
and environment (i.e. inert or ambient conditions) can have a dramatic effect on
the properties of the final film. Furthermore, since the perovskite crystallises during
annealing from nucleation sites formed during the spin coating step, the immediate
substrate material can have a drastic effect on the final film morphology, since it
not only affects nucleation but also partly templates the subsequent crystal growth.
Therefore processes which have been optimised for one particular substrate (for
example PEDOT:PSS) can’t necessarily be transferred successfully to another (e.g.
TiO2).
2.4.4.3 Role of Chlorine in MAPIc Devices
A large number of groups have reported the use of the mixed-halide material MAPIc,
which is often reported to lead to better performance than its all-iodide cousin,
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especially in planar devices (Yu et al., 2014; Unger et al., 2014; Colella et al., 2013;
Abrusci et al., 2013). The chlorine is usually introduced through the use of a lead
chloride precursor as the source of lead in the spin-coating precursor solutions, rather
than PbI2 as commonly used for the all-iodide material. Most commonly this is
used in a non-stoichiometric ratio of 1:3 with MAI. The reaction for the perovskite
formation is usually given as;
PbCl2 + 3 CH3NH3I CH3NH3PbI(3–x)Cl(x) + 2 CH3NH3Cl(1–x/2) (2.2a)
As can be seen from this formula, this reaction relies on the removal of a large excess
of methylammonium chloride; this has implications for the optimisation of deposition
protocols for this material. This is discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.
The value of x (i.e. the atomic % of chlorine in the final material), as well as
any other roles of the chlorine in determining the properties of the final films has
attracted a lot of research interest. Initially, it was assumed that films formed
from a chloride precursor formed a mixed-halide material denoted by the formula
CH3NH3PBI(3–x)Cl(x). This was later challenged by studies of the films by methods
such as EDX, EELS and XPS, which demonstrated the chlorine concentration in the
bulk of the films to be negligible; the only chlorine being found at interfaces within
the device on the order of 2-4 At % (Colella et al., 2013; Unger et al., 2014; Yu et al.,
2014). Yu et al. (2014) concluded that the majority of the chlorine leaves the films
as gaseous CH3NH3Cl (MACl) during annealing, and from theoretical calculations
Colella et al. (2013) put an upper bound on the value of x at around 0.04; at higher
x values phase segregation of a MAPbCl2 phase is expected due to the low solid
solubility of chlorine in the iodine perovskite (Bretschneider et al. 2014). Subsequent
studies, including results from the present work as reported in Chapter 5, have found
that optimised films contain no residual chlorine at all, within the detection limit
of the techniques used. Nevertheless, since the use of the chloride precursor does
still have an effect on the final film properties, the formula CH3NH3PbI(3–x)Cl(x)
(abbreviated to MAPIc in the present work) is still used for clarity.
The band gap is slightly affected by the addition of chlorine, as previously outlined
(MAPI: 1.50–1.61 eV; MAPIc: 1.55–1.64 eV (Burschka et al., 2013; Abrusci et al.,
2013; Bretschneider et al., 2014)). Additionally, some authors have reported im-
proved carrier transport in MAPIc films (Colella et al., 2013); however, in thin film
measurements it is difficult to decouple film morphology from intrinsic electronic
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properties of the materials, and given that diffusion lengths of 175 µm have been
measured in MAPI single crystals (Dong et al., 2015), it seems likely that the major
effect of using chlorine is morphological.
There are several ways in which use of a chloride precursor affects thin film morphol-
ogy. One key role of the chlorine is to slow the conversion process to the perovskite,
which in the case of all-iodide devices can occur too quickly, leading to rough films
exhibiting poor surface coverage (Yu et al., 2014). This effect occurs because in
MAPIc device formation, Pb-Cl bonds must be broken and re-formed as Pb-I bonds;
in MAPI, by contrast, this is not necessary. Conversely, the organic halide MACl is
more volatile than its iodide-equivalent MAI, and so the removal of the gaseous by-
products proceeds faster at a given annealing temperature in MAPIc films, in turn
allowing the final perovskite formation to proceed faster. While this would counter-
act the first effect, it is usually not relevant in reported device results because films
of the two materials are usually annealed at different temperatures, which have been
separately optimised (typically ˜100°C for MAPIc and ˜150°C for MAPI).
Furthermore, Tidhar et al. (2014) and Yan et al. (2015) studied the crystallisation
which occurs when depositing perovskite films from mixed-halide precursors, and
concluded that the presence of PbCl2 in the precursor leads to the formation of
nanocrystals in the solutions owing to its more limited solubility in commonly used
solvents compared with MAI or PbI2, which then act as nucleation centres for the
subsequent iodide-based crystals to grow. The end result of these differences tends
to be that MAPIc films exhibit increased grain size and surface coverage, leading to
smoother films with a lower density of pinholes compared with MAPI; along with a
crystallographic preferred orientation in the plane of the substrate (Yu et al., 2014;
Tidhar et al., 2014; Williams et al., 2014; Unger et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2015).
This morphological effect is likely to be the main cause of the improved performance
reported with MAPIc devices, and is especially important in planar devices.
2.4.4.4 Drawbacks of Lab-Scale Fabrication Methods
Processing-structure-property relationships in spin coated thin films are different to
those produced by scalable methods, and direct transfer of conclusions between the
two is not always possible. However, there are several features of the one-step and
two-step methods which should be commented on with a view to future potential for
up-scaling.
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The one-step method has several advantages compared with the two-step method
relevant to up-scaled PSC production. Use of this method reduces by one the overall
number of processing steps necessary to fabricate devices, and may for that reason
alone be preferred for transfer to up-scaled production, As previously discussed, the
slower crystal growth observed in this method allows high performing devices to be
fabricated in the planar, inverted architecture which is familiar from OPV research,
and may therefore prove to be more readily transferable to roll-to-roll production.
This is in contrast to the two-step method, where rough films generally require the
use of mesoporous architectures. The main drawback of the one-step method from a
scalability standpoint is that it requires a lengthy annealing step following deposition,
which can last up to an hour and is often performed at ambient conditions (see for
example (Hsu et al., 2014)). Annealing for these lengths of time in a roll-to-roll
manufacturing line would require unfeasibly large ovens, on the order of 1 km in
length for a web speed of around 17 m min−1 (which is well within the range of
web speeds used in industrial roll-to-roll coating). Therefore efforts are required
to reduce this annealing time. Also problematic at this step is the dependence on
ambient conditions, since prevailing humidity affects the nascent perovskite layer by
affecting the rate or Reaction 5.1 (You et al., 2014; Eperon et al., 2015; Gao et al.,
2015; Gangishetty et al., 2015; Jeong et al., 2016). These issues motivate the work
reported in Chapter 5.
One drawback which is common to both the one-step and two-step methods, how-
ever, is that the chemical reaction between the precursors, leading to the formation
of the final perovskite material, happens at the same time as the physical formation
of the active layer. Therefore both of these complex processes occur during one
processing step, meaning that there are many parameters to be optimised simulta-
neously. Perhaps not surprisingly therefore, there is a wide divergence in reported
methods between different groups, with precursor ratios, choice of solvents, annealing
conditions (including humidity) and immediate substrates used all varying.
Finally, since the solubility of the necessary lead halide precursors is low, the choice
of processing solvents is very limited; essentially only DMF, DMSO, γ-butyrolactone
(GBL) or dimethylacetamide (DMA) have been widely reported (Gardner et al.,
2016). All of these solvents are either highly toxic (e.g. DMF, (Kim and Kim,
2011)) or psychoactive substances which are controlled in many countries (GBL),
which represents a significant hurdle to scale-up. This problem is beginning to re-
ceive attention; Noel et al. (2017) reported a mixed solvent consisting of gaseous
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methylamine (MMA) in acetonitrile (ACN); the mixture was able to dissolve PbI2
and MAI, and films and devices cast from this mixed solvent system showed good
performance. However, MMA is also both flammable and highly toxic, which may
present a similar issue to DMF or other common solvents. This also does not address
the issue of the film’s physical formation and perovskite layer’s chemical formation
being coupled in one processing step, as mentioned above. A different approach,
which does address this problem, was taken by Jones et al. (2016), who used a solid-
state reaction to form the perovskite material up front in powder form, and then
re-dispersed it in α-terpineol to form a colloidal ink. While device performance in
that study was poor, this method has the advantage of de-coupling the physical and
chemical formation steps, and allowing the use of non-toxic solvents. Furthermore,
terpineol (and other hydrophobic organic solvents) may have the effect of improv-
ing the air-stability of the perovskite layer (Guo et al., 2016). These possibilities
motivate the work reported in Chapter 6.
2.4.5 Degradation
Perhaps the most important Achilles’ heel of perovskite solar cells, at least currently,
is the instability of the materials under ambient and operating conditions. Cells
based on both MAPI and MAPIc as well as all of the currently-reported mixed metal
and mixed cation materials degrade in the presence of oxygen, moisture and/or light,
and the degradation is accelerated at elevated temperatures (Habisreutinger et al.,
2014). The rate of degradation can be anything from total loss of performance within
tens of minutes (for unencapsulated, large area, planar devices), to a drop of ‘only’
20% or so of the original PCE over 1000 h, and depends on multiple factors including
device architecture, choice of perovskite composition and encapsulation (Berhe et al.,
2016). For comparison, silicon solar cells are commonly warranted to lose no more
than 20% of their initial rated PCE over 20 years of operation (Green, 2013).
Multiple factors contribute to this instability. Several of the interlayers commonly
used with PSCs are themselves unstable in ambient conditions, most notably poly(3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrene sulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) and 2,2’,7,7’ Tetrakis-
[N,N -di(4 -methoxyphenyl)amino] -9,9’ -spirobifluorene (Spiro-OMeTAD). Addition-
ally, this last material is often doped with lithium salts such as lithium bis(trifluoro-
methanesulfonyl)imide (Li-TFSI), which are hygroscopic, exacerbating the problem.
However the main limiting factor remains the perovskite material itself. Halide per-
ovskites have been shown to be sensitive to both oxygen (Li et al., 2016) and UV
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light (Berhe et al., 2016) – especially in a mesoporous architecture. This last prop-
erty is likely due at least in part to an interaction with the TiO2 (Berhe et al., 2016),
but may also be intrinsic to the perovskite, owing to ionic migration (Domanski
et al., 2017). However, some work has shown that the natural day-night cycle would
actually help to restore the initial PCE values of light-degraded perovskite cells in
the field (Huang et al., 2016).
Perhaps the most troubling degradation route is due to atmospheric moisture. Mois-
ture driven degradation of MAPI proceeds through a hydrated intermediate phase
(Yang J. et al., 2015), which is structurally unstable and allows for the release of
MAI, which breaks down to methylamine (CH3NH2) and HI (Leguy et al., 2015).
These species leave the films as gas, making the process irreversible, and leaving
PbI2 residue which is commonly detected and used as an indicator that films have
begun to degrade (Leguy et al., 2015). Since both the water vapour and the release
of the degradation products rely on gases permeating the interlayers of the solar cell
to reach the MAPI, the choice of interlayers can play a key role in slowing down
the process. Hole transporting materials based on screen printed carbon (Mei et al.,
2014) and hydrophobic polymers infiltrated with carbon nanotubes (Habisreutinger
et al., 2014) have been reported to greatly enhance the stability of PSCs. Other ef-
forts towards improving the stability have included tailoring the perovskite material
used, as well as various encapsulation schemes.
2.4.6 Use of Lead and Toxicity
A further drawback of PSCs is the use of lead, which is toxic to both human and
animal life. While the actual amount of lead present in any practical solar cell design
will be small, owing to the very thin active layer, this issue does nevertheless have
to be dealt with before commercialisation can be considered. Lead in consumer
electronics goods is banned under European REACH legislation; however there is
an exemption for solar cells, and indeed most silicon solar cells contain significant
amounts of lead in the form of the leaded glass frit which is co-fired with the silver
front contacts (Fthenakis et al., 2011).
The factor which sets perovskite solar cells apart is that the lead is present in the
form of lead halides, which are soluble (albeit sparingly) in water. This presents an
enhanced hazard, because were a cell’s encapsulation to fail in service, it provides
a mechanism whereby rainwater might leach lead halides from the cells and enter
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watercourses (Babayigit et al., 2016). Calculations by Hailegnaw et al. (2015) have
shown, however, that even under fairly extreme assumptions the leaching of lead
halides from perovskite solar cells is unlikely to represent a significant health hazard.
Furthermore, the authors calculated that generating a given amount of energy from
perovskite solar cells would almost certainly release less lead into the environment
than obtaining the same amount of energy by burning coal.
Nevertheless, the use of lead remains a problem; not least because it will impose strict
standards of environmental protection and recycling on any commercial producers of
PSCs, which may even be significant enough to deter many companies from entering
the market. A number of approaches have been attempted to address this problem.
Active research is ongoing into tin- and germanium-based perovskites; however at
the present time these materials are drastically unstable because the 4+ oxidation
state of tin and germanium is stable, in contrast with lead in which only the 2+ state
is stable. Therefore these materials rapidly oxidise, destroying their functionality.
Another approach is the use of highly effective encapsulation, which will nevertheless
be necessary to avoid the ingress of water in service. Finally, lead in lead-acid
automotive batteries is currently among the world’s most highly recycled materials,
with around 99% recycling rates in Europe and North America (International Lead
Organisation, 2011). In a similar way, it may be that the best practical solution to
the use of lead in PSCs is simply to instigate strict and well adhered-to recycling
protocols.
2.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, the necessary theoretical background has been introduced in order to
allow an understanding of the work reported in the subsequent chapters. First, the
basic principles behind photovoltaic power conversion were introduced and various
PV materials were reviewed in Section 2.2, where it was seen that PV power conver-
sion relies on three processes within a material; light absorption, charge separation
and charge extraction. A number of different materials were reviewed which achieve
these three requirements in different ways.
Printable conductive materials are necessary for the production of fully printed PV
cells in order to form the electrode(s), but also have a wide array of other applications.
In Section 2.3, the background and literature relating to these materials has been
reviewed, and especially the area of photonic curing, which has been seen to be a very
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promising processing technique to allow for improved conductivity while retaining
the desirable low-cost and high-throughput aspects of printed electronic systems.
Following this, in Section 2.4, the emerging field of perovskite photovoltaics was
introduced. From a review of the literature, it has been seen that these materi-
als represent a very promising development in PV research, since they can per-
form efficient light absorption thanks to their direct bandgap close to the optimum;
thermally-driven charge separation due to their high dielectric constant, as well as
efficient carrier transport arising from their high and balanced charge carrier mobili-
ties. These materials can be solution processed at low temperatures and potentially
low cost, leading to great potential as PV absorber materials.
From this literature review, it has been seen that there are a number of outstanding
issues which need to be addressed to move printable PV towards large-scale com-
mercialization. One issue is the widespread use of vacuum deposition for electrode
fabrication, which may increase process cost by necessitating batch processing. As
discussed in Section 2.3, printing of silver flake inks is a promising technique for the
formation of opaque electrodes in photovoltaics, as well as an array of other uses.
These materials offer cost and stability advantages compared with nano-sized or
copper-based inks, respectively, which make them attractive commercially. However,
their conductivity tends to be lower than these competitors, owing to an inability to
adequately cure or sinter the particles at accessible temperatures. The use of photo-
curing has in the past offered a means to improve conductivity of silver nano-inks
and copper inks. This therefore motivates the work reported in Chapter 4, in which
an investigation is made into the application of photo-curing to silver flake inks.
As mentioned in Section 2.4.4.4, the prevailing conditions during PSC fabrication
interact with the formation process of the perovskite from its precursors, especially
when using the one-step fabrication method. Furthermore, the lengthy anneal step
used in this process is undesirable. These two considerations motivate the work
reported in Chapter 5, in which the nature of the interaction between ambient hu-
midity, annealing time, and device performance is investigated; both in order to
understand the factors affecting cell performance, and to allow for the use of re-
duced annealing times by judicious selection of production environment.
Finally, a further barrier to commercialisation of PSCs is the use of highly toxic
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solvents in their manufacture, as discussed in Section 2.4.4.4. This motivates the
work reported in Chapter 6, in which a novel processing technique is proposed for
PSCs by means of colloidal inks. This may in future not only allow the use of
non-toxic solvents, but also overcome limitations imposed by the interactions be-
tween perovskite precursor solvents and the immediate substrate materials as well
as processing atmosphere.
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Chapter 3
Experimental Methods
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the experimental methods and characterisation techniques used in
the remainder of the thesis are introduced, both from a background point of view
and focusing on the specific techniques used in the remaining chapters. The printing
and coating techniques introduced in Section 3.2 are used in Chapter 4 to form the
conductive patterns used in the experiment of photonic curing, and in Chapters 5
and 6 to fabricate photovoltaic devices. Section 3.3 outlines the various thin film
characterisation techniques used, and Sections 3.4 and 3.5 go into more detail on the
electrical characterisation of printed conductors and PV cells.
3.2 Printing and Coating Techniques
A large part of the motivation for this thesis is the observation that solution-based
processing techniques, such as printing and coating, are often more cost-effective than
high temperature or vacuum-based techniques which are typically used for making
solar cells (Krebs, 2009). This arises from a large number of factors, including lower
temperature processing, more efficient use of material, and the potential for the use
of high throughput roll-to-roll processing (Logothetidis, 2014). In this section, the
basic printing and coating techniques of interest for printable solar cells, as well as
a large number of other printed electronic devices, are introduced. In this work,
the convention is followed that the distinction between printing and coating is that
printing consists of coating plus patterning. In the following sections, the screen and
stencil printing techniques used to make the conductive tracks for the investigation
of photonic curing in Chapter 4 are introduced in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3. Following
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this, the lab-scale techniques applicable to making solar cells in Chapters 5 and 6 are
introduced in Sections 3.2.4 to 3.2.6. Initially, however, the preparation techniques
for inks and precursor solutions, along with substrate cleaning and pre-treatment,
are introduced in the following section.
3.2.1 Ink and Precursor Solution Preparation and Substrate Pre-
treatment
Prior to printing or coating the material of interest must be dissolved or dispersed
in an appropriate solvent or dispersal medium to form a precursor solution or ink.
Deposition from precursor solutions is quite distinct from the use of colloidal printing
inks, and both techniques have been used in this thesis for different purposes. The
precursor solution based route is used extensively in Chapters 5 and 6, in which
precursor solutions of several layers in the solar cell design are deposited by spin
coating (see Section 3.2.4), while in Chapter 4, extensive use is made of colloidal
silver conductive inks. In Chapter 6 an attempt is made to develop a colloidal ink
for processing of the perovskite active layer.
3.2.1.1 Precursor Solution Preparation
In Chapter 5 spin coating is used to make perovskite solar cells. The precursor
solutions are prepared from a mixture of CH3NH3I (MAI) and PbCl2 in a 3:1
molar ratio in the solvent dimethylformamide (DMF). These solutions are pre-
pared by weighing 93 mg of PbCl2 and 159 mg of MAI per millilitre of solvent.
Anhydrous solvents are used and all processing occurs in a nitrogen-filled glove
box. Other precursor solutions, such as those used for the phenyl-C70-butyric acid
methyl ester (PCBM) and N2,N2,N2’,N2’,N7,N7,N7’,N7’-octakis(4-methoxyphenyl)-
9,9’-spirobi[9H-fluorene]-2,2’,7,7’-tetramine (Spiro-OMeTAD) interlayers were pre-
pared in a similar manner, with details given in the text. In Chapter 6, TiO2
layers are deposited by spin coating from a precursor solution comprising titanium
isopropoxide (TIP) and hydrochloric acid in ethanol. This is a form of sol-gel pro-
cessing in which the metal alkoxide hydrolyses to form an amorphous TiOx layer,
which transforms to the crystalline TiO2 phase on annealing.
3.2.1.2 Ink Preparation
A well-engineered printing ink is a complex system, typically consisting of several
components; a solvent or solvent mixture, an adhesive binder, one or more surfactants
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and stabilising agents, and often further additives intended to modify properties such
as drying rate and surface tension (Leach, 1993). The combination of the solvent plus
the binder is often referred to as the vehicle, into which the functional material (e.g.
metal, carbon etc.) is dispersed by one of a number of methods. Common dispersal
techniques include ball milling and shear mixing (Leach, 1993). A wide array of
materials are available for the ink vehicle, the properties of which must be matched
to the intended application, including properties such as stability of the dispersion,
viscosity (which is usually matched to the intended printing method), compatibility
with the functional material as well as cost and environmental toxicity.
The inks used in Chapter 4 were developed and marketed by the sponsoring company,
DZP Technologies Ltd, and are commercially available under the DZFlex brand (the
flake ink used was DZFlex F0280, and the spherical inks used were DZFlex S0470 and
S0250). These consist of an aqueous vehicle comprising a urethane-based binder, and
a high solids content in the range 70-85 wt%; the functional material (silver flakes
or micro-spheres) comprises between 60-70% by weight of the final ink. These inks
are designed for screen printing, and as such the viscosity is high at between 8000 –
13,0000 cP. In Chapter 6 an ink was fabricated for processing of the active layer of
perovskite solar cells. Due to this material’s intolerance of water, a new vehicle was
developed based on terpineol with an ethyl cellulose binder.
3.2.1.3 Substrate Pre-treatment
For good performance, substrate cleaning and pre-treatment is important for all
methods of printing. A large number of substrate treatments are available, which
have the aim of removing dust and other organic contaminants from the substrate,
often as well as modifying the surface energy to promote wetting or adhesion of the
ink.
In this thesis, different techniques have been used depending on the requirements
of the substrates. In Chapter 4, the poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) substrates
used for screen printing of conductive lines were treated by an adhesive roller clean-
ing system, which effectively removes dust and fine particulate matter, followed by
a solvent wash with isopropyl alcohol to remove any organic residues. Since the
screen printed patterns are several tens of microns thick, this was found sufficient
to avoid any problems of contamination. In Chapters 5 and 6, meanwhile, the spin
coated solar cell layers are much thinner, and dust contamination would be likely to
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lead to severe defects in the cells. Furthermore, in the absence of sufficient surface
preparation, there can be problems of poor wetting of the precursor solutions on
the substrates. As such, the substrates were treated with ultrasonication in various
solvents, intended to remove dust and any inorganic and organic residues. Following
this, dried substrates were treated with an oxygen plasma ash, in order to further
remove organic residues and leave a hydrophilic surface for improved coating of the
first spin coated layer.
This technique uses UV light to excite low pressure oxygen gas, creating a plasma
which is extremely reactive with any carbon-based contaminants on the substrate’s
surface. This leads to the production of volatile carbon species on the surface, which
react with ionised oxygen species in the plasma to form gases which are removed
by the vacuum pump. This leaves a very clean surface with a much higher surface
energy (more hydrophilic) than if there were organic contaminants present, and as
such greatly improves the wetting of the precursor solution. In addition to removal
of organic contaminants, polar and other functional groups may be left behind on
the substrate, further improving the wettability (Kolluri, 2003). In the work in
Chapters 5 and 6, spin coating of the first layer was always carried out quickly after
plasma ashing in order to avoid re-deposition of adventitious contaminants from the
atmosphere.
3.2.2 Screen Printing
Screen printing involves forcing of ink through a stencil using a squeegee, and has
been used in graphic arts for many years, as well as applications in producing printed
circuit boards (PCBs) and silicon solar cell contacts (Riemer, 1989). The stencil
defines the pattern to be transferred to the substrate and is held in place by a screen
mesh, which originally would have been made of silk but today polymeric or stainless
steel meshes are commonly used. The desired pattern may be formed on the mesh
by various techniques, the most common of which is the photo-emulsion technique in
which a polymeric emulsion is exposed to UV light in non-printing areas by means
of a mask, similar to optical lithography (Kipphan, 2001). Screen printing is a thick
film technique, with wet and dry film thicknesses ranging from a few microns to
several hundred microns, depending on the ink used, squeegee pressure, mesh of the
screen and other factors (Riemer, 1989). A schematic diagram of the screen printing
process is shown in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram showing the screen printing process. After
Sondergaard et al. (2013).
The dry film thickness can be calculated according to;
d = Vskp
c
ρ
(3.1)
where Vs is the screen volume (i.e., the volume of the open areas of the screen per
unit screen area, in m3 m−2), kp is the pickout ratio (i.e., the fraction of the ink
in the pores of the screen which is pushed through by the squeegee) and c and ρ
are the solids content of the ink and the density of the solid material, respectively.
The pickout ratio will depend on the viscosity of the ink, the surface properties of
the screen mesh and the screen-substrate separation, amongst other factors (Krebs,
2009). Inks used for screen printing tend to have very high viscosity compared
with those designed for other printing methods, with viscosities in the thousands of
centipoise being common. Correspondingly, the inks are able to sustain very high
solids content, which in turn makes the technique very applicable for printing of
thick conductive structures, in which the thicker films compared with many other
printing methods help to reduce the resistance.
The lateral resolution of screen printing varies depending on the substrate and screen
used, but is often quoted as 100µm or slightly less (Riemer, 1989). In this, and the
thickness of the patterns, screen printing is very different to many other printing and
coating methods commonly used for PV devices, which tend to produce thinner layers
(slot die, doctor blade coating) and/or higher lateral resolution (ink jet printing). As
such, where screen printing is used in PV device manufacture, it tends to be for the
conductive contacts only, and not the active layer in which finer thickness control is
required.
In this thesis, screen printing is used in Chapter 4 to print the majority of the
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conductive structures, both bulk and fine line structures. Stainless steel 400 mesh
screens are used with an aqueous silver conductive ink on PET substrates. The
technique was used in a slightly non-standard way, in that the base of the screen
was actually brought into contact with the substrate (i.e., snap-off distance of zero).
This was found to increase the reliability with which very fine structures at close to
the resolution limit could be produced. Using this technique, conductive fine lines
down to 70 µm could be printed, albeit with low yield.
3.2.3 Stencil Printing
A slightly modified version of screen printing, stencil printing is used in Chapter 4
because it allows production of marginally thinner conductive lines (higher lateral
resolution). The patterns also tend to be thicker in the vertical direction compared
with screen printing. Stencil printing consists of bringing a stencil (a negative of
the desired image cut into some material) into direct contact with the substrate,
and forcing ink through with a squeegee. The lack of a screen mesh improves the
available lateral resolution for fine lines because there is no interaction between the
mesh and the screen mask (which tends to blur the edges of the mask for very fine
lines defined on screens). Additionally, the stencil may be brought into very close
intimate contact with the substrate, minimising ink spread and wicking, which is
not possible with screen printing since there is always the thickness of the mesh to
account for. The pickout ratio for stencil printing is close to 1 since almost all of the
ink arriving at the open areas of the stencil will be forced through to the substrate
(Manessis et al., 2004). These factors allow for the printing of laterally thinner and
vertically thicker lines using the same ink formulation compared with screen printing,
which was desirable for the work in Chapter 4.
Using lithographically defined silicon stencils, Hyun et al. (2015) recently demon-
strated printed silver conductive patterns down to ˜22 µm width. In this project,
however, a Kapton stencil was used of thickness 125µm, in which lines of width
between 30–100 µm and length of 3 mm had been laser cut. The stencil was firmly
fixed to the substrate and ink was forced through the gaps using a metal squeegee
in the same manner as screen printing. Using this method, it was possible to form
conductive traces down to ˜50 µm width.
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3.2.4 Spin Coating
Spin coating is a very widely used thin film formation technique, which has been
used extensively in Chapters 5 and 6 of this thesis. In this technique, substrates are
loaded into the spin coater one by one, which holds the substrates either by vacuum
or mechanically. The substrates are rotated according to a pre-determined profile,
which can include multiple periods of acceleration and of spinning at a fixed number
of revolutions per minute (RPM). The ink or precursor solution may either be spread
on the substrate prior to spinning (a static dispense), or deposited after rotation has
already started (a dynamic dispense). The latter is preferred for reasons of greater
reproducibility, but the former is useful where wetting of the substrate is an issue.
A diagram of the spin coating process is shown in Figure 3.2.
Solution of functional 
material and/or precursors
Angular velocity (ω)Chuck
Drying film
Radial solution 
flow
Evaporation of
solvent
Figure 3.2: Schematic diagram of the spin coating process. After Krebs (2009).
The high speed rotation of the substrate causes the wet ink layer to be pulled into
a thin film by centrifugal forces, with most of the ink ejected off the substrate in
a radial direction and lost. The spinning film begins to dry during spinning by
solvent evaporation, which increases the concentration of any solute and may lead
to precipitation of dissolved material on the substrate. The spinning films experi-
ence many other physical effects, such as radial flow of dissolved material, viscosity
changes as well as shear thinning and possibly orientation of dissolved and/or pre-
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cipitated material with respect to the centrifugal force (Krebs, 2009). Despite this
complex situation, it has been found experimentally that the film thickness follows
the relationship;
d = kωα (3.2)
where d is the film thickness, ω the angular velocity and k and α are empirically
determined constants, which are affected by several factors including the viscosity
and concentration of the ink, the surface tension and boiling point of the solvent and
the surface properties of the substrate (Norrman et al., 2005). For commonly used
inks and substrates, α is often close to -0.5. More complex models which account
for these factors are available (Meyerhofer, 1978), however here it is sufficient to
note that the amount of ink deposited, ink deposition rate and spinning time do not
have a major effect on the film thickness (but may affect other parameters such as
homogeneity) (Krebs, 2009). This is an important reason for the good reproducibility
of spin coating recipes.
The reproducibility of film thickness when spin coating from a given solution with a
given spinning profile is a major reason for the very widespread use of spin coating
in the fabrication of PV cells, as well as a range of other devices. Furthermore,
spin coating lends itself well to small scale studies, or lab-scale materials screening,
since only very small amounts of ink are needed to coat substrates of modest size.
In this thesis, spin coating is used in Chapters 5 and 6 to deposit several layers of
lab-scale PV cells, because of its advantages of reproducibility, low ink usage as well
as the fact that the vast majority of literature reports of PV cell fabrication use this
technique, meaning that experiments from the literature can be readily reproduced
in many cases.
However, there are several drawbacks of spin coating. Owing to the high radial
forces, spin coating of colloidal inks (rather than solutions) is problematic, owing to
a tendency for the dispersed material to be flung to the edge of the substrate. For
this reason in Chapter 6 different coating techniques (namely doctor blade coating)
had to be employed for the investigation into perovskite powder inks. Furthermore,
from a large-scale manufacturing point of view, spin coating is not desirable, since a
large proportion of the precursor ink is wasted, and because the process is inherently
batch-based and as such not suitable for roll-to-roll manufacturing setups (Kumar,
2016). For this reason, several alternatives have been investigated, which are outlined
in the following sections.
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3.2.5 Doctor Blade Coating
Doctor blade coating consists of dispensing ink in front of a movable blade, which
spreads the ink across the substrate. This very simple technique can nevertheless
produce uniform layers, and unlike spin coating it is roll-to-roll compatible (where it
is commonly referred to as knife-over-edge coating), and can be used with colloidal
inks. For this last reason, doctor blade coating is used extensively in Chapter 6 of
this thesis to coat both active layer and hole transport layers of perovskite solar cells.
A diagram of the doctor blading process is shown in Figure 3.3.
Printed film
Blade 
gap (g)
Ink or Paste
Direction of
travel
Blade
Figure 3.3: Schematic diagram showing the doctor blading process. After
Sondergaard et al. (2013).
The dry layer thickness achieved with doctor blade coating can be calculated accord-
ing to;
d = 12g
c
ρ
(3.3)
where g is the blade-substrate gap. The factor of 1/2 arises from the assumption of
a fully developed Couette flow of the ink (Wengeler et al., 2013) and its precise value
may change depending on speed of coating and ink viscosity. Other factors which
will affect the coating include substrate surface energy and temperature. Substrate
temperature affects both the viscosity of the ink and the wetting on the substrate,
and was found to be crucial to achieving good quality coatings in Chapter 6 of this
work, in which a heated bed was used to raise the substrate temperature to ˜60°C
while coating. In the work in Chapter 6, the doctor blade was used in a slightly
non-standard way. Ink was deposited on the substrate in front of the blade, and
the blade was lowered to contact the ink before being raised to the desired coating
height; this was done in order to promote the formation of a meniscus between the
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blade and the ink. This was only necessary due to the small amounts of ink used in
this work; since for a large-scale doctor blade set-up excess ink would be supplied in
front of the blade, and so a meniscus would be expected to form.
3.2.6 Vacuum Thermal Evaporation
Vacuum thermal evaporation is a widely used technique which is commonly employed
for depositing the rear electrodes of PV cells, and has been used for this purpose
in Chapters 5 and 6. The material to be deposited is placed within a filament or
crucible, usually made of tungsten or a ceramic material, which is then heated to a
high temperature by passing a current through the filament, or in the case of ceramic
crucibles through a tungsten wire heater in which the crucible is placed. The entire
apparatus is enclosed within a vacuum chamber, which within the present thesis was
pumped to a pressure ≤ 4× 10−6 mbar.
On heating of the source material, evaporation occurs, and the material is deposited
in a line-of-sight fashion on the chamber walls as well as any devices which are
placed within the chamber. The evaporation rate is controlled by controlling the
power delivered to the filament, and monitored using a quartz crystal resonator
within the chamber. As deposited material coats the quartz crystal, its oscillation
frequency decreases, which can be used to calculate the mass, and with knowledge
of the material’s density, the thickness of material deposited. Typical evaporation
rates within this project were ≤ 1A˚ s−1 for bathocuproine (BCP) and 1–2A˚ s−1 for
Ag and Al.
Vacuum thermal evaporation is a very useful technique for small scale, lab-based
work, because it allows the formation of highly uniform thin films of material in
a solvent-free process, avoiding issues of solvent compatibility for the last layer or
layers in a device stack. However, it is wasteful of material and may not be suitable
for large-scale roll-to-roll coating due to the need to achieve high vacuum around the
substrates.
3.2.7 Alternative Fabrication Techniques
This section briefly introduces several coating techniques which, although not used
in the present thesis, are of significant interest for processing of solution processed
PV cells.
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Slot die coating consists of passing an ink feed through a slot die head, which contains
an ink chamber, an internal shim which allows setting of the width, as well as one
or more meniscus guides to allow for stripes of different widths to be coated. The
head is moved relative to the substrate while the head-substrate gap is fixed, leading
to controlled deposition of ink on the substrate (Krebs, 2009). This technique has
the advantage of minimal ink loss, applicability to a wide range of materials and
substrates as well as scalability from lab-scale coaters up to very large scale roll-to-
roll machines. Slot die coating of organic PV devices has shown promising results
(Kutsarov et al., 2017).
Spray coating is also seeing increasing interest for processing of PV devices, and has
been successfully employed in perovskite solar cells (Barrows et al., 2014). Broadly,
spray coating consists of passing an ink feed through a spray head, which causes
small droplets of ink to form (the ink is ‘atomised’) and be ejected towards the
substrate. The spray head may include an ultrasonic transducer, which assists the
atomisation process, or be a simple pneumatic design. Advantages of spray coating
include wide area coverage, tunable film thickness and relatively low material use,
not least because (similar to slot-die coating) the precursor solutions tend to be more
dilute compared with spin coating (Krebs, 2009). However, for both lab-scale and
roll-to-roll systems issues of solvent removal and handling need to be addressed.
3.3 Thin Film Characterisation Techniques
In the previous section, the techniques used to fabricate thin films and devices were
introduced. Following this, the chemical and physical properties of the layers need
to be characterised. In this section, the various microstructural characterisation
techniques used in this thesis are introduced. Following this, in Sections 3.4 and
3.5, more specific techniques for the characterisation of the electrical properties of
conductive patterns and solar cells, respectively, are outlined.
3.3.1 Surface Profilometry
For thickness measurements of thin films, contact profilometry has been used in
Chapters 5 and 6. This technique utilises a stylus which is brought into contact
with the thin film and tracks its height via the deflection of the stylus. Over the
length of a scanning range of the stylus, the roughness of the film is recorded. For
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thickness measurements, a step is required, so the film may either be patterned by
the coating process, or scraped with a scalpel prior to the measurement, to expose
the underlying substrate. In this thesis, the step height of at least three separate
positions on the film was used, and compared with the average height of the coated
film across a range of the stylus scan direction in order to account for roughness of
the coating.
3.3.2 Optical Microscopy
Optical microscopy is a versatile materials characterisation technique which allows
for rapid characterisation of the micro-scale properties of thin films. Advantages
of optical microscopy include its low-cost and lack of complex sample preparation
techniques, which mean that it is commonly used as the first step in a materials
characterisation process. Another advantage in the context of thin film PV is that
the colour of the samples is retained, which can provide distinction between different
layers, or be monitored to give information about processes such as crystallisation
or transformation of precursors.
Using a calibrated optical microscope, in Chapter 4 the width and thickness of
printed fine lines is measured. For samples of the dimensions used in Chapter 4
(width of around ˜100 µm and thickness around 10-20µm), the precision of optical
microscopy in taking dimensional measurements is likely to be sufficient, since the
variations within the samples themselves are larger than the uncertainty. For width
measurements each objective was calibrated using a calibration standard provided
by the manufacturer, and the ImageJ software package was used to measure features
of interest. For thickness measurements, a focus varying technique was used. The
microscope used incorporates a calibrated height scale graded in 1 µm steps, and the
accuracy of the technique was checked by measuring samples of known thickness.
For these measurements a 20x objective was used. In Chapter 4, this technique was
used in preference to other methods such as profilometry because it allowed rapid
measurements of a number of different areas of interest on the sample in order to
provide an average thickness estimate, and any gross non-uniformities in the printing
could be immediately spotted and excluded from the measurement area. In Chapters
5 and 6, optical microscopy is used as the first step in characterisation of the thin
films.
The drawback of optical microscopy for many applications is the resolution limit
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imposed by diffraction. Diffraction of the imaging light limits the resolution to
approximately half the wavelength, or ˜200 nm. To resolve features smaller than
this, scanning electron microscopy is commonly used.
3.3.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is an imaging technique in which electrons,
rather than light, are used to image the sample. Since the de Broglie wavelength of
an electron at typical SEM accelerating voltages of ˜10 kV is less than the atomic
radius of hydrogen, the resolution in SEM is limited by aberrations in the electron
optics as well as the fact that the incident electron beam will penetrate the sample
to an appreciable distance, leading to an interaction volume rather than a point,
amongst other practical factors. Imaging with SEM most commonly takes place in
a high vacuum environment, although increased pressure and various environmental
modes are possible.
Two broad types of imaging are possible in SEM, based on detection of secondary
electrons or backscattered electrons. The latter consist of primary beam electrons
which are deflected through large angles by interactions within the sample, and are
collected from a relatively large volume within the sample. Secondary electrons,
meanwhile, are generated by ionisation and re-emission events, and owing to their
lower kinetic energy are only collected from much closer to the sample’s surface.
As such, secondary electrons provide topographical information about the samples
and are the most commonly used for imaging, while the intensity of backscattered
electrons is dependent on atomic number and as such provide mainly compositional
contrast. Within this thesis, secondary electron imaging has been used exclusively.
Further details on the operational principles of SEM can be found in many textbooks
on the subject (Flewitt and Wild, 2003).
There are several considerations for imaging in SEM. Perhaps the most important
is to avoid sample charging, which occurs due to the build up of beam electrons
in non-conductive samples. This can be achieved by coating of insulating samples
with conductive coatings, such as gold or carbon, often by means of vacuum thermal
evaporation. Within this thesis, that has not been necessary. The silver structures
examined in Chapter 4 were already conductive, and the edges of the samples could
be grounded by means of conductive tape to the sample holder. In Chapters 5 and
6, the PV cells and active layer films were fabricated on conductive ITO or FTO
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glass substrates which were then grounded, which was sufficient to avoid significant
charging effects.
Within this thesis, two models of SEM have been used; an FEI Quanta 200F E-SEM
and a JEOL 7100F. Various accelerating voltages have been used throughout the
thesis and are noted in the individual chapters.
3.3.4 Energy-dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy
When samples are imaged by SEM, the interaction of the electron beam with the
electrons in the atoms making up the sample can give rise to X-ray emission. Atomic
electrons, excited by the incoming beam, relax to their ground state orbitals along
with the emission of an X-ray photon of characteristic energy depending on the
energy of the transition. These characteristic X-rays can be used to extract chemi-
cal information about the sample via Energy-dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX).
This technique utilises an X-ray detector coupled to an SEM which is used to ac-
quire an energy spectrum of the X-rays emitted from the sample (Flewitt and Wild,
2003). Advantages of EDX include rapid data acquisition and the ability to collect
a spectrum over the entire energy range simultaneously. This is in contrast to the
otherwise similar technique of Wavelength-dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (WDX);
however, the energy resolution of the latter is greater than that of EDX.
The composition of the sample can be determined qualitatively by the peak posi-
tions within the EDX spectrum, which are compared to known transition energies of
different elements. Quantification of the relative concentrations of materials present
is also possible, but does have some sources of uncertainty which limit its precision.
So-called matrix effects, i.e. interaction of the emitted X-rays with the sample, can
skew the collection probability of X-rays of different energies and must be corrected
for. Modern EDX software will tend to include correction factors. However, for
highest precision standards of known composition are often used. Further consider-
ations are that the area of the sample to be analysed should be flat since a rough
sample surface will affect X-ray collection probabilities, and a representative area
should be analysed to avoid local, non-representative compositional changes skewing
the analysis.
In this thesis, EDX is used in Chapter 6 to give a broad idea of the chemical make-up
of the samples, and in Chapter 5 to provide an indication of sample composition as
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a function of humidity. In Chapter 5 there was a desire to measure trace elements,
and so the EDX was supplemented by another technique, X-ray Photoelectron Spec-
troscopy.
3.3.5 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy
X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) is a highly surface-sensitive analysis tech-
nique, which is used in Chapter 5 as a method of measuring the compositions of
samples with higher precision than that available from EDX.
XPS is in some ways the inverse process of EDX. The sample is irradiated with X-ray
photons, leading to electrons being photo-excited from sample atoms. The kinetic
energy of the resulting photoelectrons is measured, which will have a characteristic
value depending on the binding energy of the electron within the atom which it came
from. The X-ray source is monochromated and with a well-characterised photon
energy, allowing the binding energy of the excited electrons to be calculated by
subtracting the measured kinetic energy from the known photon energy. This allows
a spectrum of binding energy to be generated, in which peaks are assigned to different
material based on known core level energy levels.
Since the photo-excited electrons have a high probability of interacting with atoms
within the sample material, only electrons originating from a very shallow depth
within the sample will be collected – the depth of analysis varies with material but
is typically no more than around 10 nm (Watts and Wolstenholme, 2003). This makes
XPS a highly surface sensitive technique, and care must be taken with samples which
have a different composition at the surface compared with the bulk. The measured
area, meanwhile, is relatively large compared with EDX, and is defined by the X-ray
beam. Within this thesis, XPS is used in Chapter 5 as a complementary method
of quantifying sample composition alongside EDX. An X-ray spot of 400µm radius
was employed.
3.3.6 X-ray Diffraction
X-ray diffraction (XRD) is a key technique for analysing crystalline materials. Using
an X-ray source, the sample is irradiated and the incoming X-rays are diffracted
by the lattice planes within the crystalline material. The intensity of the diffracted
X-rays is then recorded as a function of diffraction angle, which can then be used
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to extract information about the lattice spacing in the material by use of the well-
known Bragg equation; nλ = 2d sin θ, where θ is the angle of incidence of the X-rays,
which will be half of the scattering angle, λ is the wavelength of the incoming X-ray,
d the lattice spacing and n a positive integer (Leng, 2013).
X-ray diffraction may be performed on single crystals, thin films or, as in the case
of this thesis, polycrystalline powders. In powder diffraction, the orientation of the
crystallites is assumed to be random, and so contributions of scattering from all
lattice planes are observed. By comparison of the measured intensities as a function
of scattering angle with databases of known materials, identification of the materials
present within the sample along with their crystalline phase is possible. By analysis
of the relative peak intensities and widths, semi-quantitative phase fraction informa-
tion can also be extracted. While this is useful for a rough comparison, the precision
of semi-quantitative methods is not high. For higher precision analysis of the sam-
ple composition, full pattern refinement techniques may be used, which essentially
simulate the measured pattern by building up a structure based on simulated lat-
tice spacings and unit cell geometries. While this yields higher precision, it is not a
straightforward technique and comparison of measured with known and/or simulated
diffraction data is often sufficient. In this thesis, powder XRD is used in Chapter 6
to confirm the presence of the expected perovskite material in a synthesised powder
sample, using a PANalytical X’Pert diffractometer with Cu K-α radiation. Data
were acquired by Dr Dan Driscoll.
3.3.7 Ultraviolet-visible Spectroscopy
Ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) Spectroscopy is a powerful technique for investigating
the photo-physical properties of materials. Using a diffraction grating, a white light
source is separated into different wavelengths, and the sample is placed in the beam
path. The resulting transmission spectrum is measured, with the intensity of trans-
mitted light recorded as a function of wavelength. Various parameters can be mea-
sured; Transmittance (usually given as a percentage labeled %T), Absorbance (A)
or, with a suitable accessory, Reflectance (%R) (Fox, 2001).
Any absorption features arising from the air in the sample chamber and the sub-
strate (in the case of thin films) are removed, either by recording a representative
background which is then removed from the signal, or by operating in dual beam
mode in which the beam is split into two by a beam splitter and a blank substrate is
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placed in the reference beam. After reference to a background, remaining absorption
features in the spectrum arise from several physical processes of interaction between
the light and the sample. In the case of semiconducting thin films, we are mainly
interested in band-to-band transitions, which allow for a measurement of the optical
band gap. In the case of crystalline semiconductors with low disorder, the band gap
value could be simply extracted from the wavelength of the first absorption onset,
but frequently a Tauc plot is used, which can give greater precision.
Tauc plots are a linearisation of the absorption spectrum, according to;
(αhν)1/n = k(hν − Eg) (3.4)
where h is Planck’s constant, α is the absorption coefficient, ν is the photon fre-
quency, Eg is the band gap energy and k is a constant of proportionality. For indirect
allowed transitions n = 2, while for direct allowed transitions n = 1/2 (Tauc, 1968;
Viezbicke et al., 2015). To construct a Tauc plot for a direct gap semiconductor, as
has been done in Chapters 5 and 6, a plot is constructed with (αhν)2 on the vertical
axis and hν on the horizontal axis. The resulting profile will show a linear regime,
which is then extrapolated back to the horizontal axis, where the intercept gives the
band gap energy.
Usually, spectrophotometers measure the absorbance A rather than the absorption
coefficient α since the thickness of the sample is not known. The absorption co-
efficient α could be calculated from A using α = 2.303A/t, where t is the sample
thickness (Fox, 2001); however, for the purpose of the Tauc plot A can simply be
used because for a given sample the thickness is a constant and so the difference
between A and α represents a scaling of the vertical axis and will not affect the
intercept value on the horizontal axis.
For amorphous materials, Tauc plots are essential to extract an accurate band gap
value from complex absorption features seen with these materials. For other ma-
terials, this approach still has the advantage of distinguishing the main band gap
transition from transitions between defect states near the band edges (the so-called
Urbach tail), as the former will be linearised and the latter will not. The main
source of error in the technique is selection of the appropriate linear regime for the
extrapolation, which can be operator-dependent. However, comparative studies have
estimated a precision of ˜±0.05 eV (Viezbicke et al., 2015).
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Within this thesis, UV-Vis spectroscopy is used in Chapter 4 in order to measure
the reflectance and transmittance of printed conductors on PET substrates, and in
Chapters 5 and 6 to measure the band gap energy of perovskite thin films, in both
cases utilising a Varian Cary 5000 spectrophotometer.
Note on the Applicability of Tauc Plots to Perovskite Materials
Strictly speaking, analysis of band gaps via Tauc plots is only valid in the case of
parabolic bands (Tauc, 1968). The band structure of CH3NH3PBI3 (MAPI) has been
calculated (Brivio et al., 2014), and the bands are only parabolic very close to the
band edges. Furthermore, there is evidence of direct-to-indirect band gap transitions
in MAPI, which occur both as a function of pressure and temperature (Wang et al.,
2017) and spontaneously at room temperature owing to re-orientation of the methy-
lammonium cations (Hutter et al., 2016)1. As such, fitting of the absorption profile
with only one direct band gap transition will introduce an error (Wang et al., 2017).
A further complication in MAPI and related materials is the presence of excitonic
effects. In the presence of excitonic effects, Tauc plots will tend to under-report the
band gap, since the energy gap calculated is really ∆ETauc = Eg −Ex − b where Ex
is the exciton binding energy and b is a broadening parameter (Green et al., 2015).
As discussed in Chapter 2, the exciton binding energy in MAPI and MAPIc has
been shown to be low (Milot et al., 2015), as shown by the gradual disappearance of
the strong excitonic peak in the absorption spectrum at room temperature (Soufiani
et al., 2015). However, recent work has demonstrated that complete fitting of the
absorption profile even at room temperature requires models taking into account
excitonic effects, as well as both direct and indirect bandgaps (Wang et al., 2017).
Despite these problems, Tauc plots are widely used to estimate band gaps in MAPI
and related halide perovskites (Green et al., 2014; Manukyan et al., 2016; Eperon
et al., 2016). As noted by Green et al. (2015), despite underestimating the band gap,
Tauc plot analysis still provides a consistent method of measuring the absorption
1Interestingly, this property may be one reason why MAPI shows such favourable properties for
solar cells; since the indirect gap energy is calculated to be around 60 meV lower than the direct, it
is possible that light absorption is high due to the direct gap, but that excited carriers thermalise
to the lower conduction band minimum caused by the indirect gap, leading to significantly lower
recombination and hence enhanced carrier lifetimes (Hutter et al., 2016).
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edge; useful for comparative studies between material processed in different ways.
In this thesis, Tauc plots are used to compare different CH3NH3PbI(3–x)Clx (MAPIc)
samples as a function of humidity in Chapter 5, and to confirm the presence of MAPI
and study its degradation in Chapter 6. Therefore, the error in determining the
true band gap energy will not affect comparative conclusions between the otherwise
similar samples.
3.3.8 Steady State Photoluminescence
Another technique for determining the optical band gap of materials, photolumi-
nescence spectroscopy (PL) consists of illuminating a sample with light of a higher
energy than the transition to be measured, and measuring the resulting re-emission
spectrum. The illumination is chosen such that the photon energy is sufficiently
high to excite carriers across the band gap, which then recombine. Some of this re-
combination will be radiative, leading to emission of photons of energy equal to the
band gap energy. This technique can be used to identify the presence of expected
semiconductor materials in a sample based on presence or absence of emission at
their known band gap energies. This method is used in Chapter 6 of this thesis to
identify perovskite as well as degradation products (PbI2) in thin film samples.
Many more advanced analysis modes are also possible based on PL, including time-
resolved PL spectroscopy in which the decay characteristics of the excited species are
used to extract information about the recombination processes in the film or device,
as well as fluorescence microscopy (or PL mapping) in which a spatially resolved
picture of the photoluminescence is built up.
3.4 Characterisation of Printed Conductors
3.4.1 Four Probe Measurements
Electrical measurements of materials with very low resistance are complicated by
the resistance of the measuring wires and probes themselves. When using a typical
two-probe setup, such as a common multimeter, the voltage drop owing to the resis-
tance in the sensing leads and contact resistances to the sample becomes important
when the resistance to be measured is less than around 1W. In order to avoid this
problem, a four-probe setup is frequently used. This consists of sourcing a current
on two (usually outer) terminals and sensing the resultant voltage drop across two
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(usually inner) terminals. Since voltmeters are available with extremely high resis-
tance, almost no current flows within the sensing wires and so their resistance will
cause very little perturbation of the measurement. In addition to measurements of
low resistances, this is useful in measurement of low currents from solar cells during
a JV sweep; in this case a voltage is applied via one set of wires, and current is
measured via another set. Most PV devices within this thesis were measured using
a four wire system.
As well as being vital for measuring low resistances, four-probe setups allow for
straightforward measurement of the sheet resistance of samples, which is a key char-
acteristic for printed conductors. Sheet resistance, measured in W/, has the ad-
vantage that the geometry of the samples is, in principle, not a factor in the mea-
surement, which makes it straightforward to compare two conductive materials for
arbitrary geometries (since each square of material arranged in series will contribute
a resistance equal to the sheet resistance).
Within this thesis, a custom-built four-probe measurement set-up was developed for
the characterisation of printed conductors. A diagram of this is shown in Figure 3.4.
Spring 
loaded  tips
V
da
t s = 3mm
I
Film under test
Figure 3.4: Diagram of a four probe measurement system.
Spring loaded tips of equal spacing of 3 mm were used. Currents of between 0.001–
0.1 A were applied between the two outer tips by a Keithley 4200 SCS source-measure
unit (SMU), which was used to measure the voltage drop across the two inner tips. A
plot of voltage as a function of current is used to check that the measurement stays
within the linear regime (i.e., a straight line through the origin), and the inbuilt
software on the Keithley is used to rapidly take an average of 100 measurements
for each point, to avoid errors due to movement of the sample or leads. The sheet
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resistance Rs can be extracted according to the equation
Rs =
pi
ln 2
V
I
(3.5)
where the factor of pi/ ln 2 comes from the two assumptions that the sheet is is
infinite laterally (d s where d is the film width and s is the tip spacing) and thin
vertically (t s where t is the film thickness) (Smits, 1958). This first assumption is
not the case for the relatively small samples measured in this thesis, and so correction
factors must be applied to account for the finite extent of the samples. These are
provided in tables of published data (Smits, 1958), and where a value was required
between two of those given, linear regression was used to estimate the value of the
correction factor to use. It has been shown (Smits, 1958) that the error arising
from the second approximation (i.e., t  s), in the case of homogeneous samples
of uniform thickness, is less than 1% as long as the thickness to tip-spacing ratio
t/s ≤ 0.6. Within this thesis, a tip spacing of 3 mm is used, meaning that the
error is small so long as the film thickness is less than ˜1.8 mm. However, the
assumption that the film is homogeneous and of uniform thickness is highly unlikely
to be the case for printed samples. To mitigate errors arising from this, samples were
measured in at least three different positions and an average value taken. Finally, for
comparison to literature values, which are often quoted in the (slightly confusing)
units of W//mil, the thickness may be referenced to 1 mil (25.4µm) (ASTM, 2010).
This extracts a resistivity, which further accounts for non-uniformities in the printing
process affecting the validity of the infinitesimal thickness approximation.
3.4.2 Volume Resistivity
For measurements of fine lines used in Chapter 4, sheet resistance was not the most
relevant parameter, and so a volume resistivity was calculated according to the well-
known ρ = RA/l. This allows the contributions of imperfections within the printed
line to be accounted for, since it is possible for a line to show a good sheet resistance
when measured with a four-point probe at one small position along its length, while
showing no end-to-end conductivity owing to a break in the percolation network
somewhere along the length of the line.
Since resistances of the fine line samples were relatively large, a simple two-probe
setup was used to measure resistance. This was then combined with the line length,
which in the case of the work in Chapter 4 is defined by the screen as the distance
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between the two contact pads, and printed line thickness measured using an optical
microscope as described in Section 3.3.2.
3.4.3 Transfer Line Measurements
A more sophisticated method for measuring resistance of printed fine lines is the
transfer line (TLM) geometry. This allows contact resistance and sheet resistance
to be extracted from repeated measurements of the same printed sample at different
spacings. Within this thesis, samples were printed onto custom-designed PCBs which
allow for measurements in this geometry, and sheet and contact resistances were
extracted. These values were not used for the investigation into photo-curing because
of the likely influence of the PCB substrates on the photonic curing process. However,
since the contact resistances extracted were negligible, this technique allows for an
investigation of the effects of changing sample lengths and widths on the measured
resistivity – showing the effects of percolation in moving the system away from
behaving as an ideal homogeneous conductor. This is the only use which has been
made within this thesis of TLM measurements, as discussed in Chapter 4.
3.4.4 Adhesion Testing
In Chapter 4, tape peel adhesion testing is used as a method to investigate the
effects of photonic curing on the adhesion between printed samples and substrate,
and the cohesion within the printed material. The cross-cut method outlined in the
ASTM-D-3359-09 standard was followed precisely, except for the use of Scotch tape
rather than the specified 3M grade which, as noted in the standard, is no longer
available (ASTM, 2009). This technique uses an adhesive tape, which is fixed firmly
to the layer under test, and then peeled off at a specified angle. This effectively
tests whether the adhesion within the sample is better or worse than the adhesion
between the tape and the sample surface. While this is not particularly well suited
for absolute measures of adhesive bond strength, for which more complex methods
are available, it is sufficient for relative comparisons between samples which have
been processed in different ways. In Chapter 4, tape peel testing is used in this
manner.
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3.5 Photovoltaic Device Characterisation
Within this section several methods specifically applicable to characterising photo-
voltaic (PV) devices are outlined.
3.5.1 Current-density – Voltage Characterisation
The major method for characterising the performance of PV cells is by taking a
current-density – voltage (JV) sweep both in the dark and under simulated sunlight.
In order to simulate the solar spectrum, which is standardised to the AM 1.5 G
spectrum as discussed in Chapter 2, a solar simulator is used. This consists (in
the case of this thesis) of a gas discharge lamp, along with appropriate filters to
match the solar spectrum. The light intensity at the sample plane is measured and
adjusted prior to each measurement by means of a calibrated Si reference cell, at
100 mW/cm2 for full AM 1.5 G light. Sample heating should ideally be avoided as it
will affect the characteristics of the cell (mainly by impacting the voltage). Within
this thesis, a temperature controlled sample stage was not available and so a large
metallic sample holder or large metallic block placed under the sample were used to
stabilise the temperature.
A programmable voltage source is used to sweep the applied voltage over the range
of interest, and an ammeter records the resulting current. In the case of this thesis,
a Keithley 2400 SMU was used as both voltage source and current meter. The
resulting measured current is plotted as a function of applied voltage to form the
JV curve. An example is shown in Figure 3.5. The following sections detail how the
photovoltaic parameters are extracted from this measurement.
Power Conversion Efficiency
Power conversion efficiency (PCE) is calculated from the JV curve measured under
standard AM 1.5 G illumination by finding the ratio of electrical power out of the
solar cell to power in from the lamp. The power produced by the solar cell at a given
voltage and current is given by
Pout = V × I (3.6)
where I = J×A is the current density multiplied by the cell’s area A. This parameter
will therefore take a maximum where the product V × J is maximised, which is
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Figure 3.5: An example of a typical JV curve, showing dark and light
measurements, VOC and JSC, and the rectangle of maximum power output used to
determine PMP, VMP and JMP. The ratio of the two shaded rectangles gives the fill
factor.
equivalent to finding the area of the largest rectangle which will fit ‘underneath’ the
JV curve, as indicated by the green rectangle in Figure 3.5. The point where this
occurs is known as the maximum power point, PMP. The input power is already
known, so having found VMP and JMP, the PCE can be calculated according to;
PCE = Pout
Pin
= VMPJMP
Pin
= VOCJSCFF
Pin
(3.7)
where in the last equation we have the three most commonly used photovoltaic
parameters; VOC, JSC and the Fill Factor (FF), all of which should be maximised
for highest efficiency. These are explained in the following sections.
Open Circuit Voltage (VOC)
The open circuit voltage (VOC) is the applied voltage at which no more current flows
– that is, the applied bias is sufficient to ‘pinch off’ the inbuilt field of the solar cell.
This parameter will be related to the band gap of the material in the active layer,
but is always lower than it due to a range of loss mechanisms present in the cell. The
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value of this parameter will be sensitive to anything which lowers shunt resistance
in the cell, as well as having a slight negative temperature dependence.
Short Circuit Current (JSC)
Short circuit current (JSC) is the current which flows when the applied voltage is zero,
i.e. short circuit. This represents the maximum photo-generated current within the
cell. Its value will be sensitive to the efficiency of charge generation, separation and
extraction, and therefore anything which increases non-radiative recombination will
affect JSC. High values of series resistance will have a negative impact on JSC. Ad-
ditionally, light absorption within the active layer must be maximised for maximum
JSC, meaning that this parameter is sensitive to active layer thickness.
Fill Factor (FF)
Fill factor (FF) is defined by;
FF = VMPJMP
VOCJSC
. (3.8)
As such, this parameter measures the ratio of the two rectangles shown in Figure
3.5, or put another way, how close the JV curve is to the ideal, rectangular shape
(note that an actual rectangle could never be achieved at finite temperature). The
fill factor has a complex relationship to other parameters in the cell, and will have a
maximum attainable value which increases with the VOC. A high fill factor signifies
few loss mechanisms after charge generation and separation, so parasitic resistances,
low shunt resistance and poor charge transport in the interlayers will all reduce the
fill factor (Green, 1981).
Sheet Resistance
In addition to VOC, JSC and FF, there are other important parameters which can be
extracted from the JV curve. The two most frequently used are sheet resistance Rs
and shunt resistance Rsh. Sheet resistance refers to the resistance of the transport
layers and electrodes, which is added in series to the PV cell. Ideally, this should
be zero. Any sheet resistance beyond zero will manifest as a reduction in fill factor,
and at high values also lead to a loss of JSC. The magnitude of Rs can be estimated
from the slope of the JV curve at VOC and at forward bias.
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Shunt Resistance
In contrast to sheet resistance Rs, shunt resistance Rsh should be infinite in an
ideal cell. Where shunt resistance is reduced, this is often due to defects within the
material leading to pin holes in which the transport layers come into contact with
each other. Low shunt resistance will lead to a steeper gradient of the JV curve at
J = 0 and reverse bias, and will lead to a reduction in VOC and fill factor.
Modelling via the Ideal Diode Equation
While highly complex models can be made taking into account many factors of
real solar cells, a simple model can be constructed by treating the solar cell as a
superposition of dark current through the diode plus the photo-generated current.
In the ideal case (i.e., Rsh = ∞,Rs = 0 and the diode is ideal), the dependence of
current density J on voltage V is given by;
J = JL − JD = JL − J0
[
exp
eV
kT
− 1
]
(3.9)
where JL and JD are the light and dark currents, J0 is the diode’s dark saturation
current density, e is the charge on an electron, k is Boltzmann’s constant and T the
temperature. Here the convention has been followed that the light-generated current
has a positive sign (rather than negative as commonly shown in JV curves). The
term exp eVkT  1 for V > 0.1 V and so the -1 term is often neglected (Lindholm
et al., 1979).
In the case of non-idealities such as Rs > 0, Rsh <∞ and non-ideal diode behaviour
(i.e., the ideality factor n > 1), this becomes;
J = JL − J0
[
exp
eV + JRs
nkT
− 1
]
− V + JRs
Rsh
. (3.10)
The ideality factor n is primarily a measure of the types of recombination present in
a cell, and quantifies how far from an ideal diode the cell is.
In practice, it is often necessary to include extra terms, for example in a so-called
double diode model, in order to account for further non-idealities seen in real devices,
such as interface diodes and imperfect contacts.
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3.5.2 Hysteresis, Light Soaking and Steady State Photocurrent
As discussed in Chapter 2, one factor which requires particular attention for per-
ovskite solar cells is the presence of hysteresis, both in terms of the scan rate and
scan direction. Because of this hysteresis, JV curves measured on reverse sweeps
(that is, from forward to reverse bias) often give more favourable PV parameters
than those measured the other way, and similarly fast sweeps often record higher pa-
rameters than slow sweeps. Within this thesis, all sweeps were performed at a rate
of 0.05 V s−1; scanning more slowly than this had no noticeable effect on the values
measured and so this appears to have been sufficiently slow to allow for equilibration
of the current at each voltage step.
In terms of scan-direction hysteresis, in Chapter 5 inverted devices are used in which
this hysteresis is not as pronounced, and is almost negligible. Nevertheless, devices
were measured both forwards and backwards, with all parameters used for analysis
being derived from reverse sweeps for consistency. In Chapter 6 normal planar
devices are used in which the hysteresis is very pronounced. For these devices, JV
curves were usually recorded displaying both forward and reverse sweeps, with PV
parameters extracted from both. Additionally, devices in Chapter 6 were subjected
to a steady state photocurrent test, in which a voltage close to VMP is applied and
the current is tracked over a period of 100 s. The steady state efficiency can then be
extracted from the point where the curve appears to have stabilised. While ideally
longer measurements would be needed to be sure that the systems have come to
equilibrium, measurements were limited to 100 s to avoid excessive sample heating
and environmental degradation.
One further problem with obtaining reliable measurements which is seen with devices
in both Chapters 5 and 6 is that light soaking appears to improve the performance,
in some cases drastically. As discussed in Chapter 2, this may arise from ionic motion
in the perovskite and/or photo-induced trap filling or doping in the transport layers
(particularly TiO2 and PCBM). In order to allow comparisons between different
devices, in this thesis all devices were measured repeatedly while under light soaking
using reverse scans until the reported efficiency stabilised (or in some cases started
to decrease). The stabilised parameters were then recorded, or in the case where the
devices began to degrade, the peak parameters before the degradation.
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3.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, the experimental methods used in the remainder of the thesis have
been outlined. In Section 3.2, the printing and coating methods, as well as ink and
substrate preparation, are discussed. Following this, general thin film characterisa-
tion techniques were introduced in Section 3.3, before discussing specific techniques
for printed conductors and PV devices in Sections 3.4 and 3.5 respectively.
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Chapter 4
Photonic Curing of Aqueous
Silver Inks for Improved Printed
Conductors
4.1 Introduction
Conductive inks are of fundamental importance to printed electronics, being used not
only for solar cells, but as key components in many other applications, as previously
outlined in Chapter 2. The most commonly used conductive inks on the market
today are based on gold, silver or copper, which may be in the form of nanoparticles
or micron-sized particles or flakes. Various forms of carbon, such as carbon black,
graphene and/or carbon nanotubes are also commonly used. Effort is being put
in to the development of alternative non-noble metal inks including aluminium and
nickel, and into so-called reactive or metal-organic decomposition (MOD) inks in
which multiple components react on the substrate to form a metallic layer (Perelaer
and Schubert, 2013), but by and large these remain at the research stage.
Among the three most industrially used materials of silver, carbon and copper
(IDTechEx, 2016), carbon based inks offer by far the lowest cost, but typical con-
ductivities are at least an order of magnitude lower than metallic inks (Perelaer and
Schubert, 2013). While conductivity may improve with the introduction of nano-
carbons such as graphene, this currently makes the inks far more expensive, and
whether graphene inks can match the performance of silver or copper is still to be
observed.
Metal nanoparticle inks offer high conductivity and are commonly used. Commonly
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reported resistivities for such inks correspond to values of between 10-100 times the
resistivity of bulk silver, depending on substrate and curing used (IDTechEx, 2016).
However, their cost is high owing to the costly synthesis techniques of the nanopar-
ticles (Li et al., 2005). In order to stabilise the nanoparticles against agglomeration,
a variety of organic ligands or capping layers are used, which must be removed after
printing before the patterns become conductive, usually precluding conductivity at
room temperature (Grouchko et al., 2011).
Micron-sized particles and flakes have a large cost advantage as a raw material over
nanoparticles, along with other advantages such as conductivity after room temper-
ature drying. While copper is far cheaper than silver as a raw material, copper inks
are prone to oxidation which sometimes necessitates very specific post-treatment to
reduce the oxidised material back to copper (Polino et al., 2016). Furthermore, the
vast majority of conductive inks currently available are based on organic solvents,
which require precautions to be implemented in storage, handling, transportation,
use and disposal, all of which greatly add to overall system costs. Therefore, aqueous
inks have significant cost and environmental advantages (Leach, 1993).
As such, despite the relatively high raw material cost of silver, an aqueous, micron-
sized silver ink is likely to be the most cost effective conductive ink for many ap-
plications, at least where the conductivity of carbon inks is insufficient for the ap-
plication (IDTechEx, 2017). However, such inks commonly have lower conductivity
than nanoparticle inks when both are cured thermally in a similar way. Common
bulk resistivity multiples are in the range 100 to 200 times the resistivity of bulk
silver (IDTechEx, 2016). Therefore if a technique can be developed which replicates
the conductivity of nanoparticle inks with micron-sized, water-based inks, it would
represent a commercial advantage applicable to many printed electronic devices.
Conductivity in printed conductors based on particle inks arises due to the existence
of a percolation network, as discussed in Chapter 2. Most techniques for improv-
ing conductivity aim to increase the degree of connectivity of the particles forming
the percolation network by the application of heat (Perelaer and Schubert, 2013).
However, for flexible applications the plastic substrates limit the range of available
curing temperatures. For this purpose, photo-curing has been investigated. The aim
is to heat the printed layer to increase its conductivity without damaging the plastic
substrate.
In the following sections, experimental work is reported in which photonic curing
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was investigated for several micron-sized aqueous silver inks. In Section 4.2, further
background of sintering of metallic inks via photo-curing is given. In Section 4.3,
an estimate is arrived at as to the transient thermal situation in a typical ink as a
result of optical power input. This is necessary in order to estimate the temperature
ranges which could be expected from a typical treatment. Following this, Section 4.6
details the experimental procedure used to optimise the lamp input and treatment
of the samples. These settings were then used to photo-cure printed bulk and fine
line samples in Sections 4.5 and 4.6. In this last section, a surprising observation was
made of a large improvement in manufacturing yield of conductive tracks. Via SEM
analysis, supported by further experimental work in Section 4.6.6, a crack-healing
mechanism is proposed to explain this phenomenon. Finally, in Section 4.7, some
applications of photo-cured silver inks are introduced.
In relation to the increased yield of conductive tracks referred to above, it should be
noted that there exist multiple definitions of manufacturing yield. Within this thesis,
the word yield is used to mean the ratio of tracks which showed conductivity from
end to end as a proportion of all tracks which were printed (i.e., the single line yield).
It is in this context which the reported yield increases have been measured. This
definition is likely to be relevant in applications where only one or a small number
of conductive tracks exist – for example RFID antennae or the connection of solar
cells into modules. However, it should be borne in mind that in the context of the
manufacture of a hypothetical device containing a large number of tracks, all of which
must be conductive, this single line yield would not be a relevant parameter, since
the failure of even one out of potentially thousands of conductive tracks could cause
the failure of a device. In such situations the yield will be a complex parameter
resulting from the interplay of many factors in the device manufacturing process,
many of which may be unrelated to the processing of the conductive ink, and as
such is not considered within this chapter.
4.2 Photonic Curing
In addition to drying (removal of solvent), many conductive inks require curing
and/or sintering after deposition before they become conductive, or to increase the
existing conductivity. As discussed in Chapter 2, the term curing indicates the
removal of residual solvents and organic ink components which may be present,
often along with a cross-linking of polymeric binders. Sintering, meanwhile, is a
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process of partial fusing between adjacent particles, leading to physical changes in
the particles’ shape and size.
Commonly driven by heat and/or pressure, sintering proceeds between adjacent par-
ticles when in intimate contact, driven by surface free energy minimisation (Perelaer
and Schubert, 2013). It is often energetically favourable for adjacent particles to
fuse together because this leads to a smaller surface area to volume ratio (Greer and
Street, 2007). Usually, but not always, an external energy input above a certain
onset energy is required to initiate sintering, which is commonly provided thermally
(although pressure sintering is also a well-known technique). The resulting struc-
ture is denser and will become more conductive, due to increased connectivity in the
percolation network. After sintering the overlap area between each pair of adjacent
particles becomes larger, reducing the contact resistance, and additional percola-
tion networks may be formed, reducing overall resistance in the same way as adding
resistors in parallel (Roberson et al., 2012).
While sintering does not require melting, the temperature at which sintering will
begin is related to (but lower than) the melting point of the material. Calculation
of expected sintering temperatures is complex. However, using a model based on
surface pre-melting, Krasnikov and Bokarev (2015) calculated that for metals the
surface melting point would occur somewhere between 35% – 92% of the bulk melting
temperature, depending on material, and made the assumption that the onset of
thermally driven sintering would be at this temperature.
Since the bulk melting temperature of silver is 962°C, this leads to a crucial dis-
tinction between nanoparticles and micron-size particles. Due to their small size,
leading to a very high surface area to volume ratio, the melting point in nanopar-
ticles is lower compared to the bulk material (Buffat and Borel, 1976). Therefore,
when considering conductive inks, sintering of nanoparticles can often be achieved by
simply heating the structure, even when temperature-sensitive polymeric substrates
are used (Schroder et al., 2006; Kao et al., 2011). For micron-sized inks this is
generally not possible, even with high-temperature stable polymers (Faddoul et al.,
2012).
This need to subject the printed structure to much higher temperatures than the
substrate can tolerate is the key reason for using photonic curing, since with this
method, temperature rises can largely be confined only to the printed layer, with
the substrate less affected (Schroder et al., 2006). Further advantages of photonic
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curing are its wide coverage area and high throughput, crucial for large-scale roll-to-
roll manufacturing. Using this technique, the maximum temperature of the printed
structure is essentially only limited by the need protect the binder from total de-
composition, rather than the substrate.
Relatively little work has been reported on photo-curing of micron-sized inks, possi-
bly due to their higher temperature sintering requirement. Tam et al. (2016) investi-
gated intense pulsed light sintering of a custom Cu ink with a mixture of nanoparti-
cles and flakes, in which the sintering was reported to be caused by the nanoparticles.
Park et al. (2016) used infrared irradiation to cure flake silver inks, which led to an
impressive reduction in sheet resistance. Infrared curing, however, necessitates a
longer treatment time owing to the lower power density commonly achieved. Cui
et al. (2014) applied photonic curing to electrically conductive adhesives containing
silver flakes. Here the authors’ intent was to crosslink the polymer binders for adhe-
sion, rather than to improve the conductivity. Nevertheless, the authors noted that
when using extreme settings for the input power density, they observed sintering of
the silver flakes, but that this came at the cost of loss of adhesion. This last paper
demonstrates the balance which must be struck between beneficial treatment of the
silver flakes and avoiding decomposition of the binders. During the literature search,
no mention could be found of photo-curing of aqueous inks. Therefore the objective
of the experiments reported in this chapter was to investigate this technique in an
attempt to reduce as far as possible the resistance of a variety of different types of
printed structures.
4.3 Effects of Light on Samples
4.3.1 Introduction
The aim of this Section is to develop a model to estimate of the expected temperature
rises of printed silver samples as a result of optical energy input from the flash lamp.
The photo-curing process is caused by optical energy from the lamp, some of which is
absorbed by the sample, causing its temperature to rise. Therefore, the lamp output
and typical sample optical absorption were first measured in order to estimate the
energy input to the samples. Following this, a model ink system was determined by
estimating the thermal properties expected of a typical aqueous screen ink formu-
lation. Then, an approximate solution to the heat transfer equation was calculated
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using these inputs. This allowed a comparison of the calculated temperature rise
with the expected sintering range of silver particles already discussed in Section 4.2.
4.3.2 Output of Lamp
The lamp used in this study was a Xe gas discharge lamp, the output of which is
shown in Figure 4.1. This data was measured and provided by the lamp manufac-
turer Heraeus Noblelight Ltd., using a 400 V lamp voltage and 3 ms pulse duration;
the same conditions which are used in most of this chapter. As shown in Figure 4.1,
the lamp output peaks in the visible, and is relatively spectrally flat in the range 400
– 800 nm. For estimation of the input power density, the data were integrated nu-
merically over the wavelength range of interest to yield an approximate input power
density of 350 W cm−2, which over 3x 3 ms pulses gives a total energy input supplied
at the plane of the sample of 3.15 J cm−2. This of the same order of magnitude, but
slightly lower than that reported by (for example) Niittynen et al. (2015), who re-
ported between 4 – 10J cm−2; however, it was unclear whether that figure was in the
plane of the samples, and moreover the energy required for successful photo-curing
is highly material dependent.
Figure 4.1: Irradiance of Xe lamp measured at 30 cm distance, 400 V lamp input
and 1 or 3 ms exposure time. Data provided by the lamp manufacturer.
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4.3.3 Transmittance and Reflectance of Samples
The optical properties of typical screen printed samples were measured in the UV-
visible-NIR region between 380 - 1000 nm. This represents the output region of the
lamp. Reflectance mode data is shown in Figure 4.2a, in which smoothed data for
combined specular and diffuse reflectance are shown. The reflectance accessory used
with the UV-Vis-NIR spectrometer contains an auxiliary detector, which has a low
detectivity in the range 1000 - 800 nm. Combined with relatively low levels of signal,
this led to a low signal-to-noise ratio in this region. Data in Figure 4.2b have been
smoothed via a moving average in the region above 800 nm.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: Smoothed reflectance (a) and transmittance (b) data for silver inks
printed on PET substrates, using spherical or flake silver materials and either
uncured or thermally cured for 90 minutes at 120°C. The smoothed data were
passed through a 100 point moving average filter in the range above 800 nm to
correct for very poor detector signal-to-noise in this region. Reflectance spectra are
referenced to a PTFE standard, while transmittance spectra are referenced to air.
The thickness of the printed layer was 20µm.
The samples were also measured in transmittance mode, as shown in Figure 4.2b.
The spectra were also noisy in the region above 800 nm, due to a similar issue to
that described above. As such, smoothed data were used in the same way as the
reflectance data. The transmittance of all silver ink samples, at a thickness of 20 µm,
was essentially 0%. The small features at around 900 - 800 nm are artefacts remaining
from detector noise.
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The transmission of the PET was high, at around 90% or above across most of
the wavelength range. Consideration of the reflectance data for bare PET shown
in Figure 4.2a, which showed that the reflectance is approximately 10% across the
wavelength range, indicates that that portion of the incident light which is not
transmitted is likely to be reflected, rather than absorbed in the PET. This is an
important observation in the context of using visible light to photonically cure silver
samples on PET substrates, because very little of the output of the lamp is likely
to be absorbed by the PET substrate, while close to 100% of its output is either
absorbed or reflected by the silver layer. As such, there is no need to mask the
samples to protect the substrate.
4.3.4 Estimation of Thermal Properties of Printed Samples
The modelling was carried out for a silver flake ink, which is treated as being com-
posed of silver, water and polyurethane (the binder actually used is proprietary but
is based on polyurethane), in the ratio 0.6:0.3:0.1 by weight. When printed and dried
but uncured, 70% of the water is assumed to evaporate (the outcome of the mod-
elling is not very sensitive to this number). After thermal curing this can be assumed
to reduce to two phases (silver and polyurethane). As such, estimating the overall
thermal properties (such as thermal conductivity and heat capacity) is non-trivial,
but is necessary in order to gain an insight into the transient thermal behaviour of
the printed layers in response to optical input. Table 4.1 lists the properties of the
inks which have been used as inputs to the model, while Sections 4.3.4.1 and 4.3.4.2
describe the calculations used.
4.3.4.1 Thermal Conductivity
In order to model the transient thermal behaviour of the printed layers, it is impor-
tant to estimate as accurately as possible the thermal conductivity of the composite.
However, direct measurement would be unlikely to yield accurate results for several
reasons. Firstly, most available methods involve heating the samples, and as such are
unsuitable for samples whose properties change when heated (as the properties of un-
cured inks most certainly do) (C¸engel and Ghajar, 2015). Second, measurements of
the thermal conductivity of physically small samples leads to large uncertainty (Be-
jan and Kraus, 2003). As such, the overall thermal properties have been estimated
based on effective medium theory.
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Table 4.1: Summary of material properties of a typical water-based silver ink used
as inputs to the model. Note that the properties of PU were taken from an online
materials database (UL LLC, 2017).
Material
Weight%
(Ink)
Weight%
(Uncured
but dried)
Vol.%
(Cured)
Thermal
Conduc-
tivity /
W/(m K)
Specific
Heat Ca-
pacity /
J/(g K)
Density /
kg/m3
Silver 60% 76% 86% 429 0.23 10,490
Water 30% 11% nil 0.6 4.18 1,000
Poly-
urethane
10% 13% 14% 0.037 1.8 940
Originally formulated by Maxwell, and later modified by de Vries and Bruggemann
(given, for example, in Woodside and Messmer (1961) and Bird et al. (2007)) this
model treats the composite as a two phase system in which the silver is dispersed
in the PU/water matrix. Clearly, this is far from reality, and cannot account for
percolation in the silver phase. Nevertheless, it has been shown to be (surprisingly)
accurate for volume fractions of the conductive phase of up to around 0.4 (Pietrak
and Winiewski, 2015).
It should be noted that although the volume fraction of silver particles in the mod-
elled ink is much larger than 0.4, such a model may nevertheless be expected to
provide a reasonable description of the system, at least for the uncured case, be-
cause the key factor is whether there is good connectivity (i.e. percolation) between
the particles of the conductive phase. From the low electrical conductivity of the
uncured samples which has been measured, it can be inferred that the connectivity
in the sample is poor, and that therefore an effective medium model which does not
take inter-particle interactions into account can still be relevant. This consideration
is less true for the cured inks owing to the improved connectivity between the silver
particles brought about by thermal curing; however models taking account of perco-
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lation are prohibitively complex and beyond the scope of this thesis. Therefore this
can be seen as a limitation of the model for the cured case.
The effective thermal conductivity KEff for both uncured and cured layers was cal-
culated according to;
KEff
K0
= (1− φ) +Aφ(K1/K0)(1− φ) +Aφ (4.1)
where K0 and K1 are the conductivity of the matrix and filler, respectively, φ is
the volume fraction of the filler and the correction factor A, which arises due to the
non-spherical shape of the silver particles, is given by;
A = 13
3∑
k=1
[
1 +
(
K1
K0
− 1
)
gk
]−1
(4.2)
where the Gk are shape factors relating to the shape of the filler particles (Bird
et al., 2007). Here the silver flakes are treated as ellipsoids of aspect ratio 1:3 giving
g1 = 0.65 and g2 = g3 = 0.18. This calculation resulted in an estimated thermal con-
ductivities of KEff = 0.07 W m−1 K−1 for uncured ink and KEff = 0.13 W m−1 K−1
for cured ink.
Check via Wiedemann-Franz Law
Notwithstanding the experimental difficulties mentioned earlier, there is an impor-
tant experimental check we can make of these values. The well-known Wiedemann-
Franz law states that the ratio of thermal to electrical conductivity in metals is
proportional only to temperature, i.e.
KAg = LAgσAgT (4.3)
where the constant of proportionality, L, sometimes known as the Lorentz number, is
nominally a constant but does depend slightly on material and temperature (Bejan
and Kraus, 2003). The value for silver at room temperature, LAg , can be calculated
precisely by using literature values for electrical and thermal conductivity, at LAg =
2.27× 10−8 WWK−2. Therefore, by measuring the conductivity of a batch of screen
printed fine line samples, the calculated values could be checked experimentally.
From the mean conductivity extracted from a batch of 15 uncured and 5 thermally
cured samples, this method estimates a thermal conductivity of KWF = 0.09 ±
0.04 W m−1 K−1 uncured and KWF = 0.6 ± 0.1 W m−1 K−1 cured. This approach
is consistent with the approach of Fu et al. (2012) and Choi et al. (2015); in the
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former case the values given for a very similar system are close to the estimated
values arrived at here.
The values derived from the Wiedemann-Franz law are very close to the thermal
conductivity predicted by effective medium theory in the uncured case, with the
theoretical calculation being within the experimental error of the conductivity mea-
surement. This allowed these values to be used with confidence in the further cal-
culations. For more conductive samples, however, the estimates do begin to diverge
from the measured values, which is very likely due to increased percolation in the
cured samples, which is not accounted for by effective medium theory, and more
sophisticated models for the thermal conductivity would be necessary (Pietrak and
Winiewski, 2015). However, directly substituting the measured KWF in the cured
case leads to the semi-infinite approximation (made in section 4.3.5) invalid, since
the critical length would become more than 3x the film thickness (see Section 4.3.5
for further discussion). As such, the modelling was run for cured samples using the
calculated thermal conductivity, but it should be borne in mind that this is likely
to lead to a model which overestimates the front surface temperature for the cured
case.
4.3.4.2 Heat Capacity of Printed Layers
The effective specific heat capacity of the printed ink was estimated based on the
Neumann-Kopp law, which has been found to give reasonable values across a range of
filler loadings in other polymer-matrix composites (Chen et al., 2017). The effective
heat capacity cEffp is given by;
cEffp = cAgp ψAg + cPUp ψPU (4.4)
where cAgp = 233 J kg−1 K−1, cPUp = 1.800 J kg−1 K−1, and ψAG and ψPU are the
weight fractions of silver and polyurethane, respectively. This calculation gave a
value of cEffp = 881 J kg−1 K−1 uncured and cEffp = 457 J kg−1 K−1 cured, with the
difference reflecting the excess water in the uncured case.
4.3.5 Transient Temperature Distribution
Having estimated the thermal properties of the cured and uncured inks, the transient
temperature distribution in one dimension was estimated by treating the printed
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layer as a semi-infinite slab of cured or uncured material. The aim of the modelling
was to estimate the maximum temperature reached within the layer, since this is the
most important parameter to infer the likely effects of the photonic treatment on the
printed layers. Therefore, the transient temperature rise was estimated according
to an approximate solution to the heat transfer partial differential equation derived
by Carslaw and Jaeger (1959), which is given in simplified form in e.g. C¸engel and
Ghajar (2015) as;
∆T (z, t ≤ tp) = 2 [I(1− r)]
k
√
αt× ierfc
(
z
2
√
αt
)
(4.5)
for t ≤ tp (where tp is the pulse length); and
∆T (z, t > tp) = ∆T (z, t)−∆T (z, t− tp) (4.6)
for times t > tp. Here I is the light intensity, R is the reflectivity of the surface
and ierfc is the integral error function – a standard mathematical function (C¸engel
and Ghajar, 2015). When applied to multiple pulses, Equations 4.5 and 4.6 there-
fore model periods of heating, followed by periods of adiabatic diffusion of the heat
through the volume of the printed sample. While this is not technically cooling, it
is often referred to as such because the front surface of the printed films does cool
(Guillot et al., 2012; Guillot and McCool, 2015). The actual cooling of the film by
radiation, convection to the air and conduction through the substrate is expected to
occur over longer timescales and can be neglected in this short-term model (Abbel
et al., 2012).
For the purpose of the estimation of temperature rise, the most commonly used
lamp settings were applied – that is, 3 pulses each of 3 ms duration at an effective
frequency of 100 Hz. The results of solving Equation 4.5 for these parameters for
both cured and uncured inks is shown in Figure 4.3.
As shown in Figure 4.3, in both uncured and cured cases the photonic curing causes
a temperature profile within the ink which is very different to that which could be
achieved by traditional thermal curing. Due to the modest thermal conductivity of
the printed layers, the energy input from the lamp is confined mainly to the upper-
most ˜10µm, leading to a very high temperature rise of over 300 K in the front layers
while protecting the temperature-sensitive substrate. At depths of 10 and 20 µm, the
maximum temperature rise is much lower and occurs later in time. Owing mainly to
its higher thermal conductivity, the model predicts slightly different behaviour in the
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.3: Transient temperature distribution through the thickness z of a model
printed layer, both uncured (a) and cured (b), as a result of a square-wave optical
power input, calculated according to Equation 4.5. The difference between the two
cases is caused mainly by the higher thermal conductivity of the cured case.
Nevertheless, in both cases the maximum predicted temperature rise is much
higher than the glass transition temperature of the PET substrate, and is
concentrated in the upper layers. While the uncured case likely represents a good
approximation of reality, the cured case is less certain since the thermal
conductivity in the model diverged from that estimated experimentally.
cured case, in which the heat penetrates further into the sample and the temperature
distribution is more homogeneous. While this is likely to be qualitatively true, the
reliability of the precise numbers predicted for the cured case is questionable. Two
factors cause this; the estimated thermal conductivity deviated from that predicted
from the Wiedemann-Franz law (leading to a possible overestimate of temperature
rise), but simultaneously the higher thermal conductivity makes the semi-infinite
approximation dubious (leading to a possible underestimation).
This last point can be quantified by calculating the thermal diffusivity α. Essentially
any system can be modelled as semi-infinite if the time of interest is short enough
(C¸engel and Ghajar, 2015). By using the parameters calculated in Sections 4.3.4.1
and 4.3.4.2, we can calculate the thermal diffusivity α = ρcp for the uncured and
cured layers, and therefore the critical length Lc which heat would be expected to
diffuse through the layer in time t, using;
Lc =
√
4αt (4.7)
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where t = 3 ms is pulse length used in the present work. This gives a value of
Lc = 10.7µm for uncured inks and Lc = 28.5µm for cured inks. In the uncured case,
this critical length Lc is less than the film thickness, justifying the approximation of
the printed layer as semi-infinite in this case. Conversely, for cured layers, the critical
length is greater than the film thickness. For a more accurate estimation in this case
the influence of the substrate would have to be taken into account; without which,
the temperature rise estimated would tend to be an underestimate, because the semi-
infinite approximation leads the model to predict that the heat would diffuse over a
longer distance than really exists within the printed layer.
Finally, we can compare these predicted values with measured values reported in
the literature. Abbel et al. (2012) reported measurements in a similar photonic
curing set-up to that used here, albeit with much thinner lines of ˜1 µm, reported
temperature rise at the back surface of between 60 – 140 K after one pulse, and
around 200 – 250 K after 3 pulses. Comparing this with the model in Figure 4.3a. ,
i.e. the uncured case, at a depth between the front surface and 10µm, this is very
close to the behaviour predicted. No equivalent data was given by the authors for
cured samples.
Note on Use of Lumped Capacitance Models
Some authors (e.g. Kang et al. (2011)) used a lumped capacitance method to es-
timate the temperature rise in the entire printed layer. This approach is justified
where the Biot number – the ratio between convection at the sample’s surface to
conduction of heat within the sample – is less than 0.1 (C¸engel and Ghajar, 2015).
Using the values derived in Section 4.3.4, a value of 15 W m−2 K−1 for the convective
heat transfer coefficient of air, and the known geometry of the screen printed samples
with a typical dry film thickness of 20 µm, the Biot number is calculated as 0.004 for
uncured and 0.002 for cured samples. Both of these are much less than 0.1, implying
that the printed layers can be modelled as thermally thin. As such the temperature
within the layer is expected to rapidly equalise after the pulses have been applied.
However, use of this lumped capacitance method would miss information about the
very short timescale transient temperature profile in the ink layer, which is vital for
understanding the effects on the microstructure. Using this approach, Kang et al.
(2011) calculated an overall temperature rise of ˜475°C, but they were using around
four times the energy density employed in the present work, and moreover there are
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some troubling aspects to the model presented in their paper (i.e. they calculate
the Biot number for individual particles rather than the layer as a whole). Using a
similar approach to Kang et al. (2011) with the materials and energy input in this
project results in an estimated overall temperature rise for one flash in the uncured
case of only 45 K and in the cured case of 126 K. Since the photo-curing was measured
to have an effect (in many cases a drastic effect) on the samples, clearly these are an
underestimate, which demonstrates the need to model the depth-resolved behaviour.
4.3.6 Conclusions and Limitations
In this section the temperature distribution in a representative printed layer as a
result of a typical photo curing energy input has been estimated, based on a semi-
analytical solution to the heat transfer equation, along with calculated thermal prop-
erties of the uncured and cured inks. It was estimated that in both the cured and
uncured cases, the temperature rises in excess of 300 K at the front surface, while
the back surface remains at a much lower temperature.
Comparing with previous work, the model’s predictions were compared with reported
experimental data (Abbel et al., 2012), and found to be very similar. Qualitatively
similar conclusions were also arrived at by modelling work by Guillot et al. (2012)
and Fu et al. (2012), but with very different materials and input energy densities
leading to different magnitude of the temperature rise. This approach is compared
and contrasted with that of Kang et al. (2011), who employed a lumped capacitance
method. It is seen that this method, which essentially calculates the average temper-
ature through the whole layer, leads to a significant underestimate of temperature
rise, justifying the approach taken here.
There are several limitations of this approach, especially in the case of thermally
cured samples. For one, the thermal conductivity in the cured case may have been
underestimated, due to effective medium theory approach being unable to account for
percolation in systems with good connectivity between the conductive particles. This
would lead to an overestimate of temperature rise at the front surface. Conversely,
the higher thermal conductivity of the cured case leads to a critical heat diffusion
length Lc being much longer than the film thickness. Since substrate effects are not
accounted for, this may lead to an underestimate of overall temperature rise. In
order to account for the substrate, a multi-layer model could be developed which
changes the input material properties as a function of depth. This would likely be
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unfeasible with the analytical modelling approach taken in this chapter, and would
require the use of finite element methods to model heat flow between different layers
in the multi-layer structure.
Other limitations include the need to estimate and/or measure the thermal properties
of the silver ink, and the treatment of the input pulse as a square wave, rather than
allowing for more realistic input energy temporal profiles. Additionally, it is likely
that the thermal properties of the silver ink may change significantly during the
photo-curing, as the first flashes begin to cure the layers – this is not accounted for
in the present model, but was in the work of Fu et al. (2012) and did not affect the
main conclusion. Finally, the model is one-dimensional; if more spatial information
were required, finite element methods could be employed.
Despite these limitations, we can conclude with confidence that the front surface
temperatures can be brought to much higher temperatures than the substrate, and
temperatures in excess of 330°C are expected. This is much higher temperature than
could be tolerated using a conventional thermal cure. While the precise temperature
may vary from this figure due to the limitations discussed, this is an interesting
conclusion, because based on the discussion in Section 4.2, the onset of sintering of
the silver particles might be expected at these temperatures. This is investigated
experimentally in the following sections.
4.4 Printing, Curing and Characterisation of Samples
4.4.1 Printing and Curing
The inks used in this chapter consisted of ‘flake’ and ‘spherical’ inks (which refers
to the shape of the conductive silver particles). Both types of inks consist of aque-
ous Ag dispersions, with constituent ratios close to that shown in Table 4.1. The
flake inks have a nominal 1-3 µm Ag flake size, while the spherical inks contain
spherical Ag micro-particles of nominal 0.8–1.9µm average radius. Poly(ethylene
terephthalate) (PET) substrates were cleaned by contact cleaning with a commer-
cially available Teknek adhesive roller system followed by an isopropyl alcohol (IPA)
wash. The samples were screen printed, using a manual flat bed screen printing
process through a 400 mesh stainless steel screen, which featured a polymeric stencil
defined lithographically, where the right angles of rectangular samples were defined
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at 45°to the weave of the mesh. Inks were forced through the screen using a metallic
squeegee.
The printed samples were separated into four groups; control (uncured), photonic
treatment only, thermal treatment only and thermal plus photonic treatment. The
control group were held with no further treatment for later analysis. Those samples
which required thermal curing were treated in air in an oven at 120°C for 1.5 hours.
This thermal curing regime was measured to lead to a stabilised value of sheet resis-
tance, as shown in Figure 4.4, representing the point when the pattern is fully dried
and the degree of crosslinking in the binder no longer increases. The maximum tem-
perature tolerable for the thermal cure is dictated by the PET substrate; although a
high-temperature stable grade of PET was used, this still begins to deform at around
130°C).
Figure 4.4: Average sheet resistance (mean ± standard deviation) for three batches
of screen printed samples from flake ink when thermally cured for various times at
120°C. After around 1.5 hours curing the sheet resistance shows little or no further
improvement with further curing.
The samples used for the investigation consisted of into two types; 20x20 mm2
squares, termed ‘bulk’ samples, and fine lines of 30 mm length and varying widths
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between 70 – 100 µm, with 5x5 mm2 measurement pads at the ends. The bulk sam-
ples were chosen to simulate applications such as electrodes in PV cells, in which
conductivity is needed over a wide area. The fine line samples, meanwhile, were
intended to simulate conductive interconnects for applications such as bus bars or
RFID antennae.
4.4.2 Geometrical Characterisation
The width and thickness of the printed samples is necessary in order to calculate
resistivity and sheet resistance values. The width of the samples was measured at
five points using a calibrated optical microscope, and the values averaged. Similarly,
the thickness was measured at five points using a focus varying technique (ISO,
2015). The advantages of such a technique over commonly used techniques such as
contact profilometry include higher speed and lower cost of the measuring equipment,
which meant in the case of this project that data could be acquired at the point of
manufacture of the samples. Printed silver inks on PET are in some ways well
suited to this technique because there is very clear contrast between the sample and
substrate.
The precision of thickness measurements by focus variation techniques has been
found to be up to 10 nm depending on the system used (Danzl et al., 2011); however,
the accuracy of the measurement of thickness of printed samples will be dominated by
the variation in height within the sample itself. As such, the thickness measurement
is the dominant source of error in this experiment. By measuring five points along
each sample, the standard error in these measurements can be used as an estimate
for the relative error in later conductivity measurements.
4.4.3 Electrical Characterisation
After printing, and again after any curing used, the resistance of the samples was
measured. The bulk samples were measured using a custom-built spring loaded four
point probe, and the known geometry of the samples and probe was used to find the
appropriate correction factor to calculate sheet resistance (see Section 3.4). Sheet
resistance was used because this is the most relevant parameter for the intended
applications in areas such as PV cells. Measured resistance values were corrected
based on the measured thickness of the samples to a nominal thickness of 1 mil
(25.4 µm) for comparison with literature values.
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Fine line samples, meanwhile, were intended to simulate applications in which the
most relevant parameter is the resistance of a printed track. As such, and to allow for
comparison of samples of different geometries, the resistivity of the fine line samples
is quoted. Note that the difference between resistivity and sheet resistance is only
geometrical, so with the known geometry of the samples they are interchangeable.
For this measurement, the resistance of the samples was measured using specially
flattened copper probe tips, in order to avoid damage to the samples. The resistance
was measured using only two probes. While ideally a four-probe resistance measure-
ment would give higher precision, this would have required significantly changing the
sample design in order to provide access points for the voltage sense. In any case, the
resistances of the samples in this experiment were on the order of tens to hundreds
of Ohms due to the relatively small samples, and as such the loss of precision of
two-probe measurements due to resistances in the measuring wires and probe tips is
likely to be minor.
Having measured the resistance, the conductivity was calculated by Ohm’s law and
the samples’ geometry. Conductivity, rather than resistivity, was used for all calcu-
lations of averages because it allows the averages to take account of non-conducting
samples (where the conductivity is simply zero), while the resistivity would go to
infinity. However, the vast majority of the literature on conductive inks quotes the
resistivity (usually in the non-SI unit µW cm). Therefore once a value for average
conductivity had been found, it was inverted once more in order to be able to quote
an average resistivity. The relative standard error of the conductivity mean was used
to provide the error in the quoted resistivity figures.
4.4.4 Orientation Effects in Fine Lines
No effects of the samples’ orientation with respect to the direction of squeegee travel
were observed on the resistance of the bulk samples, and the yield of conductive
samples was 100% regardless of the curing used. Neither of these were true for the
fine line samples. Part of the aim of this experiment was to determine the minimum
width of line which could be screen printed reliably, and as such patterns with a
range of widths between were designed into the screen. Due to the possibility of ori-
entation effects arising from different ink build-up with patterns oriented transverse
or longitudinal to the direction of the squeegee motion (i.e. ±45°to the weave of the
screen mesh), both of these cases were designed into the screen.
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A small initial trial was run with the fine line samples in order to determine the nar-
rowest lines which could be printed with respectable yield for the main experiment,
and any orientation effects. The results of this are shown in Figure 4.5. Samples
printed transverse to the squeegee motion showed much higher conductivity at all
widths than those printed parallel. This effect has not been fully investigated, but
could arise from a build-up of ink along the long edge of the samples due to the
step between the open area of the screen and the polymeric resist, leading to a
thicker, more homogeneous ink layer being deposited in the transverse case. For this
reason transverse printed samples were used for fine lines for the remainder of the
experiment.
Figure 4.5: Conductivity of screen printed lines as a function of line width, when
printed parallel or transverse to the squeegee direction, and uncured (shades of
black) or photo-cured (shades of red). The transverse-printed samples showed
superior conductivity in all cases.
The conductivity of lines at widths less than 90 µm was zero when uncured. When
photo-cured, some samples of 80 µm did become conductive, but samples at 90 and
100 µm width were significantly more conductive. Since some yield of conductive
samples in the uncured case is desirable in order to be able to measure the effects of
photo curing, the 90 µm lines were chosen for the remainder of the experiment.
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4.4.5 Optimisation of Lamp Inputs
The aim of this experiment was to determine the lamp settings which led to the
maximum possible improvement in resistance, before the onset of obvious sample or
substrate damage. The Xe gas discharge lamp used provides a relatively large number
of parameters which can be varied, including lamp voltage, pulse number, pulse
length, working distance and pulse frequency, as well as the lamp type and a range of
optical filters. The effect of modifying these parameters is to either change the overall
energy delivered to the printed sample (lamp voltage, pulse number); to change the
power delivered (pulse length, working distance); to modify the temperature history
in the sample (pulse frequency and number) or to modify the spectral content of
the incident light (lamp type and filter). As discussed in Section 4.3, all of these
parameters will influence the temperature and therefore final electrical properties of
the samples.
For the purposes of the present work, initially a lamp was chosen which provided
a wide enough footprint (the area of the beam in which the irradiance is close to
uniform) to cure the samples used; of approximately 150 × 30mm2 at the sample
plane. To achieve this with the available lamps, a working distance of 30 mm was
necessary. A Ce-doped glass envelope was employed in front of the lamp in order to
reduce the irradiance in the wavelength range below 350 nm, as high intensity UV
light may damage the polymer binders in the ink. With these parameters fixed, the
lamp settings were then optimised by varying lamp voltage, pulse number, and pulse
length, while also holding the pulse frequency fixed at 100 Hz (except in the case of
10 ms pulses in which 50 Hz was used to allow for some off time).
A variety of samples were used for this optimisation, and their resistance was mea-
sured between defined points before and after the photonic curing. A summary of the
results shown in Figure 4.6. Because there was quite a wide variation in initial resis-
tances of the samples, the data are plotted as resistance improvement as a percentage
of initial resistance. As such the maximum improvement possible is 100% and min-
imum is -100%, signifying a structure which went from open circuit to conducting
or vice-versa, respectively. Note that no cases of 100% resistance improvement were
observed during the course of the optimisation, although improvements of well over
99% were measured.
The optimisation was carried out with a mixture of thermally cured and uncured
samples. While this is desirable in terms of providing a process which treats a wide
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variety of samples, in light of the significant difference in the expected response
of cured and uncured samples to photonic curing outlined in Section 4.3, it might
have been better to optimise the treatment separately for the two groups of samples.
While this represents a limitation of the present work, it did not preclude a very large
increase in conductivity being achieved with a wide range of samples, as discussed
further in Section 4.6.
Figure 4.6: Data gathered during the lamp settings optimisation. The graphs show
the effects of changing lamp voltage (a), pulse number (b) and pulse length (c) on
the percentage improvement in sheet resistance (where ’negative improvement’
signifies that the resistance increased).
As shown in Figure 4.6, the lamp voltage was first optimised, using a pattern of 3
pulses of 3 ms at 100 Hz (this regime had previously been used by the lamp man-
ufacturer). The effect of changing the bank voltage has the greatest effect on the
lamp energy input, and in turn on the conductivity of the treated patterns – this is
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in agreement with previous work by Niittynen et al. (2015). Using the power supply
available, the maximum voltage was 400 V. As shown in Figure 4.6a, voltages of less
than 315 V had relatively little positive effect on the conductivity of the samples –
in fact the mean outcome at 300 V was negative, showing a decrease in conductivity.
This may be due to the treatment causing a partial blow-off of printed layers but
without yet depositing enough energy to lead to curing. At 315 V and 345 V, the
mean improvement ratios were 31% and 56%, respectively; however, 400 V led to the
biggest improvement at 71%, and several samples showed improvements of over 99%.
Therefore this voltage was used for the remainder of the experiments. The fact that
the best results were achieved at the maximum power supply voltage implies that if
the energy input to the samples could be increased further, a further improvement
might be expected.
Since the voltage was already at its maximum value, and the working distance had
already been fixed due to the geometry of the samples, the next parameter which
was varied was the pulse number. By adding additional pulses closely spaced to
one another, the maximum expected temperature in the printed layer is higher, as
shown in Figure 4.3. As shown in Figure 4.6b, moving from 1 to 3 pulses did increase
the mean improvement ratio, and at 3 pulses the best results were achieved, with
some samples having an improvement ratio close to 100% (signifying a change in
sheet resistance by up to five orders of magnitude). The data for two pulses are
included for completeness but the statistics are not as clear because relatively few
samples were treated with 2 pulses. Finally, moving to 9 pulses, no change was
observed in the samples. This is unexpected, but one possible explanation would be
the inability of the capacitor bank in the lamp’s power supply to store enough charge
for 9 pulses at 400 V, meaning that the actual energy delivered per pulse was lower
than expected. For the pulse number experiment pulse length was fixed at 3 ms.
A final experiment was conducted in which the pulse length was varied. Again,
naively one would expect that a longer pulse with a given constant power would
deliver more energy overall, but similar to the pulse number experiment, it appears
from the results (Figure 4.6c) that the energy delivered did not increase in the
expected manner with longer pulse lengths; again, the improvement in the samples
was actually less with 5 ms pulses compared with 3 ms. This indicates that higher
peak power which is sustained over the whole treatment time (as is the case for
3 ms pulses) leads to more improvement compared with lower peak power caused
by capacitor droop, even if the treatment time is longer in the second case. In the
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case of 10 ms pulses the average improvement was only just above zero, while several
samples were damaged, similar to the case of 300 V in Figure 4.6a.
Based on these results, the settings used were as follows; 400 V, 3 pulses of 3 ms
length at 100 Hz.
4.4.6 Further Characterisation of Samples
The samples were further characterised by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) in
order to examine any effects on the microstructure. This was carried out using an
FEI Quanta E-SEM using a secondary electron detector at an accelerating voltage
of 10 kV and working distance of 6 mm.
The adhesion between the bulk samples and the PET substrates was measured using
cross-cut tape peel testing according to the standard ASTM D3359-09 using Scotch
tape. This standard defines six classes of result depending on the amount of mate-
rial removed by the tape, from Class 5B (no removal) to Class 0B (major or total
removal).
4.4.7 Conclusions
In this section the procedure used to print, cure and characterise the samples and to
optimise the lamp input settings was outlined. After an initial trial, thermal curing
of 90 minutes at 120°C was used, since samples showed no further improvement
in resistance after this point. Fine line samples were printed with the long axis
of the line perpendicular to the motion of the squeegee, at a line width of 90 µm,
because this was shown to be the minimum width necessary for acceptable yield in
the uncured case.
For the lamp settings optimisation, the lamp type, optical filter and working distance
were fixed, the aim was to increase as far as possible the improvement (i.e. reduction)
in resistance of a large number of printed samples. By varying the input power,
overall input energy and temporal profile it was possible to arrive at settings which
showed a large mean improvement in resistance across a wide range of samples, and
in many cases reduced the resistance by several orders of magnitude. While these
settings could potentially be further refined for specific applications, the settings
arrived at in this section were able to have the desired effect on a wide range of
different sample types, and so were used for the remainder of the project. The next
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stage of the work was therefore to measure more thoroughly the effects of photonic
curing on different types of samples, with a view to reducing as far as possible the
resistivity of the printed ink.
4.5 Photo-Curing of Bulk Structures
In this section the photonic curing of silver flake inks in a 20x20mm2 pattern is
described. These bulk patterns have the advantage of being readily printable with
100% of the printed patterns being conductive (100% yield), and are close to the
likely geometry required for applications such as PV cells and some types of RFID
antennae. A batch of 25 bulk samples (of area 20× 20mm2) were printed from flake
silver ink onto PET substrates and separated into the four sample groups described
in Section 4.4.
4.5.1 Electrical Characterisation
The sheet resistance of the bulk samples (mean ± standard deviation) as a function
of curing used are shown in Figure 4.5. As shown in the figure, the mean sheet
resistance, as well as the standard deviation, of the uncured samples was much
higher than any of the cured cases, at 1.5 ± 0.6 Ω/, which is around seven times
higher than thermally cured samples, and around 15 times higher than photo-cured
samples, which showed an average sheet resistance of 0.1±0.02 Ω/, while the most
conductive sample had a sheet resistance of 50 ± 5 mΩ/. Given these values are
normalised to a thickness of 1 mil (25.4µm), this corresponds to a resistivity bulk
multiple of ˜70 times, which although high is competitive with many nano-inks
(Cherrington et al., 2011).
There was no observable advantage of thermal plus photonic curing with this sample
group over conventional thermal curing in terms of sheet resistance, as the thermal
plus photonic group showed a higher sheet resistance than the photonic only group.
This is not expected from the modelling work, but may be due to the increased reflec-
tivity of the samples after photo-curing. However, thermal plus photonic curing was
shown to lead to a similar resistance improvement to photonic curing when treating
fine line samples Section 4.6. As such this may be simply a random fluctuation, since
a small number of more resistive samples increased the mean in this group.
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Figure 4.7: Average sheet resistance (mean ± standard error) of bulk samples as a
function of curing regime used.
Based on these measurements, photonic curing can be seen to replicate or in some
cases improve upon the effects of conventional thermal curing, but in a much shorter
time (30 ms vs. 90 min). The yield of conductive structures as 100% in all cases.
4.5.2 Effects on Adhesion via Tape Peel Testing
As discussed previously, an advantage of photo-curing is that it protects the tem-
perature sensitive substrates. However, the binder must also be protected from
total thermal decomposition in order to retain the adhesion of the samples on the
substrate.
In order to measure the effects of photo-curing on adhesion, the bulk samples were
tested by tape peel testing. Representative photographs of the tape and the samples
after testing are shown in Figure 4.8. Samples from all four curing protocols were
tested, and the results fell into two categories. Uncured, thermally cured and ther-
mal plus photonic curing all led to samples in which the adhesion remained good
(category 4B in the standard), as shown by the lack of material removed by the tape
(this is shown in Figure 4.8 by the thermal plus photonic case only, but the results
were similar for uncured and thermally cured samples).
Those samples which had been photo-cured without prior thermal curing showed
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Figure 4.8: Adhesion testing of photo-cured and uncured samples. Most of the
samples showed good adhesion (class 4B, top row). The photonic only group
showed poor cohesion (class 0B, bottom row).
poor adhesion – or more specifically poor cohesion within the printed layer itself.
This is visible in Figure 4.8 by the large amount of material which is removed by the
tape, but also the large amount of material which remains attached to the substrate.
Technically this case is not covered by the ASTM standard, but since the samples
have clearly failed they were labeled as category 0B. This behaviour was also observed
on similar sample types by Niittynen et al. (2014).
This cohesive failure likely indicates the presence of a buried interface in the samples,
where the photonic curing has only penetrated a certain distance into the printed
layer. This is partly to be expected from the modelling work based on the critical
length Lc for uncured samples being approximately half of the film thickness.
These results indicate that, for most cases, the adhesion remains good after photo-
curing. In some cases of uncured samples, cohesion of the layer was poor, which
may be an issue for flexible applications. By previous thermal curing, this can
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be avoided. If thermal curing is undesirable prior to photonic curing (for example
because of the increased time required), one potential solution to this problem is to
employ a photonic step-curing regime for uncured samples, whereby the samples are
treated using low intensity pulses initially in order to replicate the effects of thermal
curing, increasing the thermal conductivity, and subsequently high intensity pulses
are used to lead to further curing and sintering.
4.5.3 Conclusions
In this section a batch of bulk samples based on silver flake ink were printed and
cured via one of four cases (uncured, thermal only, photonic only or thermal plus
photonic). The uncured samples showed a sheet resistance approximately seven
times higher than any of the treated samples, and around 15 times higher than
the photonic group. In these samples, the photonic curing alone led to the lowest
sheet resistance while thermal plus photonic curing matched but did not exceed the
improvement available with thermal curing alone. This is however likely to be due
to random effects in the samples used, since in the Section 4.6, thermal followed
by photonic curing did show a large improvement. Adhesion testing revealed that
high intensity photo-curing should ideally be preceded by another curing technique
in order to maintain good adhesion.
Even matching the conductivity of thermal curing is nevertheless desirable from
a manufacturing standpoint, since the photonic treatment is much quicker than
thermal treatment, leading to reduced capital expenditure and increased throughput.
Due to these advantages, the work was continued in order to carry out a large scale
trial on a printed interconnect application – which for many applications of printed
electronics is closer to the geometry used in the real world. This is reported in the
following section.
4.6 Photo-curing of Fine Line Structures
4.6.1 Introduction
Having seen that the photonic curing could replicate or even improve upon the effects
of thermal curing in bulk samples, a trial was made of photonic curing of a large
batch of screen printed fine lines. The fine lines had an average width of 90 µm
and length of 30 mm. As previously discussed, these lines were chosen to replicate
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more closely a large number of potential applications in printed electronics, such as
printed interconnects, bus bars and some RFID antennae which would tend to be of
a fine line geometry (Venkata et al., 2015). In these applications, conductivity, track
width and cost are all important factors. Therefore, photonic curing was applied to
screen printed fine lines with the aim of reducing the resistivity as far as possible,
while maintaining adhesion, as well as speeding up the processing compared with
thermal curing.
4.6.2 Electrical Characterisation
The resistivity of a batch of 51 fine line samples is shown in Figure 4.9. As shown
in Figure 4.9a, uncured samples had a high resistivity of 7600 ± 3100 µW cm at the
outset; thermally cured samples were less resistive at 1100±230 µW cm; photonic-only
samples were more conductive again, at 150±25 µW cm, while thermal plus photonic
samples were the most conductive, with a resistivity of 100 ± 12 µW cm. In other
words, when compared with uncured samples, thermal curing led to on average a
6.9x improvement in resistivity, photonic curing alone led to a 50x improvement, and
thermal + photonic curing led to a 75x improvement; this last figure represents a 10x
resistivity improvement (as well as a reduction in standard deviation) compared with
conventional thermal curing. This last value represents a bulk resistivity multiple of
˜62 times. At these resistivities, the silver flake ink begins to match the performance
of typical (more costly) nano-silver inks (IDTechEx, 2016).
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(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 4.9: Resistivity (mean ± standard error) of samples as a function of curing
used. Note that a logarithmic vertical scale has been used due to the large
difference in resistivity between uncured and cured samples. Resistivity of samples
in all four batches (a); samples before and after photonic curing (b) and samples
before and after thermal + photonic curing (c). The black squares show the yield
of conductive samples. The before-and-after comparisons in (b) and (c) show the
effects of photo curing on yield.
Figures 4.9b and 4.9c show before-and-after comparisons for the photonic-only and
thermal plus photonic samples – in the former case comparing photonic curing alone
with no curing, and in the latter conventional thermal curing with thermal curing
followed by photonic curing. The resistivities in both cases are much lower after the
photonic curing; by factors of 50 and 10 respectively. However, perhaps the most
striking observation is the effect of the photo-curing on yield (i.e., the proportion
of samples which showed conductivity at all), as indicated by the black squares in
Figure 4.9. This is discussed in the following section.
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4.6.3 Effects of Photo Curing on Manufacturing Yield
Figures 4.9a to 4.9c show the effects of photonic curing on the yield of conductive
samples. As indicated in Figure 4.9a, the yield was approximately constant when
comparing no curing and thermal curing, at 44% and 47%, respectively. This differ-
ence is small enough that it is likely to simply reflect random fluctuations between
sample groups. In order to estimate the error in yield (which is already itself an
aggregate value) 5 groups of samples were compared which had had nominally the
same treatment. The standard deviation in yield relative to the mean was then used
as an estimate for the random error in this measurement.
The photo-cured samples showed much higher yields than those without photonic
curing. Figures 4.9b and 4.9c show before-and after comparisons for the photo cured
and thermal plus photonic cured samples, respectively. The yield in the former case
increased from 56% uncured to 80% after photo-curing. The thermal + photonic
group increased from 53% with thermal curing alone, to 100% with additional photo-
curing. This drastic increase in yield was caused by a large number of samples in
both groups which changed from no conductivity to high conductivity as a result of
the photo-curing, and was not observed in bulk samples. Bearing in mind the the
increased importance of percolation effects as the sample size is reduced (as discussed
in Section 4.6.5), it is likely that this different behaviour arises from the increased
probability of gaps in the percolation network to appear in fine lines – this implies in
turn that their conductivity can be influenced more dramatically by small changes
in connectivity between the particles. Since the yield of samples in the uncured
and thermally cured samples was the same, it is hypothesised that the dramatic
difference seen with photonic curing is due to physical changes in the samples other
than the removal of water and cross-linking of binder which is caused by thermal
curing alone. This may include additional removal of binder and/or partial sintering
of the particles, leading to ‘healing’ of fine cracks or gaps in the percolation network.
This hypothesis is investigated in the following sections via SEM.
Finally, this is at the time of writing the first reported observation of an increase in
yield by photo-curing of screen printed conductive inks over and above that which
can be achieved by conventional thermal curing. This is likely to have important im-
plications for the the low-cost ambitions of many applications in printed electronics.
If the yield can be increased by post-processing, then once the capital cost of the
equipment has been amortised, all other things being equal the cost per part can be
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reduced by a similar factor.
4.6.4 Particle Size Statistics
The effects of photo-curing on the microstructure of the printed samples was analysed
by acquiring a large library of SEM images both before and after thermal and/or
photonic curing from a number of different areas and across multiple samples from
each condition, in order to ensure representative results. Typical micrographs are
shown in Figure 4.10.
Figure 4.10: SEM images of the four curing cases. Uncured (a) and thermal only
(b) showed smaller mean particle size than photo-cured (b) and thermal +
photonic (d).
As shown in these images, the flake inks by no means sinter fully as a result of the
photonic treatment. However, the photo-cured samples showed larger particle sizes
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than thermal or uncured samples. This was quantified using a custom routine in
the image analysis software ImageJ, which measured the maximum length along the
longest axis of each particle. The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 4.11a,
comparing the case of uncured with photo-cured samples. The photo-cured samples
showed a small but statistically significant increase in mean and median particle size,
from 1.8± 0.05 µm to 2.1± 0.06 µm, respectively.
A two-tailed Student’s t-test indicating a low p value (probability of the means be-
ing the same) of p < 0.0003. Furthermore, the particle length distribution showed
a higher skewness in the uncured case, in this case likely caused by the fatter dis-
tribution of particle lengths lower than the mean, while the photo-cured samples
showed a more counts at larger particle sizes. This would be consistent with smaller
particles fusing together, which would then be counted as one larger particle by the
software. Coarsening of powder materials during sintering is known to proceed via
consumption of smaller particles in favour of larger ones (German, 2010).
(a) (b)
Figure 4.11: Distribution of particle lengths measured from a library of SEM
images. Comparing uncured with photo-curing (a), the mean and median particle
lengths in the photo-cured samples are longer, and the skewness is lower – in this
case caused by a fatter distribution of particle sizes lower than the mean. This
would be consistent with fusing of smaller particles.
In order to check the power of the technique, the photo-cured samples were com-
pared with themselves; this led to the estimated means being the same, with a high
probability (p = 0.64). Therefore although the measured difference in mean particle
size is relatively small, it is likely to be real. Given the calculated peak temperatures
found in Section 4.3, these observations support the hypothesis of partial sintering
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from the photo-curing leading to coalescence of adjacent particles and therefore crack
healing. As discussed in Section 4.6.5, since fine line samples are more likely to be
approaching the percolation threshold, their conductivity is sensitive to even a small
increase in connectivity. Therefore even the modest amount of sintering observed is
sufficient to lead to the large yield and conductivity improvement.
4.6.5 Percolation Effects on Resistivity Measurements for Fine Lines
In order to explain the different outcomes of photonic curing for fine lines compared
with bulk samples – especially when considering yield – an experiment was done to
investigate the effects of reducing track width on the resistivity of printed silver lines
of different lengths, using two spherical and one flake inks.
The resistivity of a printed fine line is sometimes a tricky parameter to measure,
not only because of the difficulty of determining an accurate cross sectional area
(as discussed previously), but also because as the width of the conductive tracks is
reduced, they start to become more susceptible to cracks, defects or narrow sections
which interrupt the percolation network. In other words, as the width of a printed
pattern is reduced, it starts to behave less like a homogeneous slab of conductive
material (which is the assumption made when calculating resistivity using the Ohmic
formula), and their micro-scale inhomogeneity starts to become a critical factor,
meaning they must be treated as percolative systems.
In order to investigate this effect, two spherical and one flake ink were printed through
a specially designed 400 mesh stainless steel screen onto a specially-designed PCB,
in which silver-coated copper pads are arranged at different spacings, allowing the
inks to be measured in a Transfer Line Measurement (TLM) geometry using four
probe contacts. This method allows a highly accurate resistance measurement to
be made between known points. The PCB was designed in collaboration with Dr.
Martin Arnold of Anvil Semiconductor Ltd. and is sketched in Figure 4.12d. Ink
tracks were thermally cured at 120°C for 90 min, and the resistance between adjacent
contacts was measured using a four probe measurement, and the width and average
height of the printed tracks were measured using an optical microscope (using a focus
variation technique in the latter case).
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(a) (b)
(c)
Printed Ag
Printed Ag
(d)
Figure 4.12: The effects of reducing printed track width on the measurement of
resistivity. If using pure material there ought to be no correlation. Data is fit using
a power law and a linear fit, and the goodness of fit is compared by the R2 value.
In the case of larger spherical particles (a), the power law fit is a much better
match than a linear fit, implying that the patterns are approaching the percolation
threshold; for smaller spheres (b) the linear fit remains better. In the case of flakes
(c) both fits are relatively poor but the power law fit is marginally better, implying
that at the very narrowest line the percolation threshold may be being approached.
The PCB (d) was designed in collaboration with Dr. Martin Arnold of Anvil
Semiconductor Ltd.
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Figures 4.12a-c shows resistivity as extracted from the TLM measurements as a func-
tion of ink track width for the three inks. Since the resistivity calculation accounts
for the ink width, the expected outcome (e.g. for a bar of pure metal) would be
no dependence of resistivity on track width. For wider samples (with respect to the
particle size) and smaller ink particles this relationship holds. However, for narrower
samples and larger particles the statistical nature of conduction within the printed
line between the contact pads becomes a significant factor. As such the calculated
resistivity starts to increase at lower ink widths. This is most marked for the spher-
ical ink with the largest particle size, but also notable for the flake ink. In the case
of smaller spherical particles, a linear fit gives a better approximation to the data,
while for flakes and larger spherical particles a power law gives a better fit (as shown
by higher R2).
The dependence of conductivity on track width can be understood through perco-
lation theory, which predicts that many properties of percolative systems (including
the number distribution of clusters above the critical size, which in this case relates
to the conductivity) follow a power law as the percolation threshold is approached
(Grimmett, 1999); this has been measured experimentally in conductive composites
(Song et al., 1986). Aharony and Stauffer (2003) derive the result that conductivity
in percolative systems is only independent of system size for systems which are sig-
nificantly large; for systems of dimension closer to the correlation length (the radius
of gyration of the typical cluster size) the conductivity is expected to diverge via a
power law dependence (with the precise exponent being system dependent).
This dependence on particle size can be understood in terms of the number density
of the particles. Since the inks are manufactured to the same weight fraction of
silver, in the case of smaller particles there will be a correspondingly larger number
of particles per ml of ink. When printed, the same volume of ink is passed through
the screen in either case. Therefore the number of smaller particles present in the
final film is larger than for larger particles. Classical percolation theory predicts a
critical volume fraction for conduction between spherical particles of 0.15 (Scher and
Zallen, 1970). Using this, along with the known particle sizes and sample geometry,
the expected critical number density Nc can be calculated (for spheres) according
to;
Nc =
V φc
pi/6D3 (4.8)
where V is the pattern’s volume, φc = 0.15 is the critical volume fraction, and D is
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the particle diameter (modified from Jing et al. (2000)). For spheres of 1.9µm and
0.8 µm mean diameter, respectively, Nc = 1.13× 106 m−3 and Nc = 1.51× 107 m−3;
i.e., the percolation threshold is reached in the presence of an order of magnitude
fewer particles in the case of larger particles. However, based on their known volume,
a typical printed track can be calculated to contain significantly more particles than
either of these calculated critical number densities; therefore, both systems can be
assumed to be above the percolation threshold (for track widths above approximately
20 µm at least).
However, as previously discussed, the conductivity of the system is dependent on
not only being above the percolation threshold, but also on the degree of connec-
tivity between particles, and on the existence of multiple parallel percolation paths
which reduce the overall resistance by acting as parallel current paths, as previously
discussed. In the case of inks containing larger particles, where critical spanning
clusters within printed films contain an order of magnitude fewer particles, the per-
colation network is likely to be more fragile – i.e. more susceptible to small changes
in connectivity, simply due to the lower number of parallel current paths. This is
likely to be the origin of the observed power-law dependence of resistivity on track
width, even at sample volumes which would be expected to contain well above the
critical number of particles required for percolation.
Therefore, as the width is reduced but the length is maintained, the probability
of interrupting the percolation network is higher for larger particles, because the
network exists between fewer members. The different behaviour in the case of flakes
is likely due to their higher packing efficiency compared with spheres (Chaikin et al.,
2006), although they do show a similar trend.
Since the narrowest lines in the TLM study were 100 µm in width, the relevance of
these observations is that for the 90 µm width fine line samples used in the remainder
of this section, it is expected that the small changes in the degree of percolation might
be expected to have dramatic changes in the measured resistivity, which explains the
differences in behaviour between the fine line and the bulk samples, as well as showing
how a relatively minor sintering effect can have a major effect on yield.
4.6.6 Investigation of Crack Healing Using Stencil Printed Samples
Stencil printing is a technique which allows thinner lines to be printed compared
with screen printing (Manessis et al., 2004; Hyun et al., 2015), which (depending
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on the thickness of the stencil used) are often also thicker vertically. Both of these
characteristics mean there is a greater probability for fine line cracks to form which
interrupt the percolation network; the reduced width due to the mechanism discussed
in Section 4.6.5 and the thickness due to the increased propensity for the outside of
the films to dry before the inside (Leach, 1993). This makes stencil printed samples
a good technique to investigate further the crack healing hypothesis arrived at in
the previous section, in this case by deliberately printing samples which are likely
to show poor yield, photo-curing them, and then analysing those specific samples
which changed from non-conductive to conductive.
A set of fine line samples were stencil printed, using a specially designed laser-cut
Kapton stencil of thickness 125µm, and using the same flake silver ink as used
previously. Additionally, a set of patterns was printed from a spherical silver ink of
nominal average particle size 1.9 µm. The stencil was designed with groups of 30 mm
lines on a 3 mm pitch with gap widths varying from 30 – 80 µm. The narrowest lines
which showed end-to-end conductivity without photonic curing were printed through
a 50µm stencil, with average widths of the printed line of 74 ± 6 µm when using
spherical ink. This stencil was used for the remainder of the experiment, however,
the line widths in this experiment varied far more than those produced using screen
printing, due to wicking of the ink underneath the stencil, especially when using
the less viscous flake ink, which led to maximum widths of up to 200 µm. Due to
this variation, the uncertainty on both the width and thickness measurements were
combined in quadrature to estimate the relative error on the calculated resistivity.
Otherwise, all curing and characterisation was carried out as described previously.
The resistivity and yield of these lines are shown in Figure 4.13.
Similar to the screen printed samples, the resistivity of the stencil printed samples
was improved dramatically by photonic curing, above that which was achieved with
thermal curing alone. This is most noticeable in the case of the spherical ink, which
showed almost no resistivity improvement with thermal curing but an improvement
of over 2 orders of magnitude with photonic curing. As expected, the yield of con-
ductive patterns is worse than for stencil printed samples; although this improves for
both flake and spherical inks with photo-curing, it does not reach the higher values
achieved with screen printing.
Several samples which showed a switching behaviour of conductivity were analysed by
SEM. The samples chosen for SEM analysis were all from the thermal plus photonic
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.13: Resistivity (mean ± standard deviation) and yield for flake (a) and
spherical (b) inks as a function of curing, when printed using stencil printing.
group, and were chosen because they had been open circuit after thermal curing
alone. Representative images are shown in Figures 4.14 and 4.15.
As shown in Figures 4.14 and 4.15, both samples showed defective regions which
spanned most or all of the width of the sample. This is more clear in the case of the
flake ink. Figures 4.14b-d show enlargements of areas where the crack is spanned
by a single particle (c) or not quite spanned (d). The distances required to span
such divides are very small, as low as a few hundred nanometres in some cases,
and less than the particle size. A crack-healing mechanism would therefore be a
good explanation for the step-change in conductivity seen in this sample. Figures
4.15b-d show similar crack formation in the case of the spherical ink, although here
the evidence is less clear-cut because the cracks observed tended to be larger and
required many particles to span. However these images demonstrate how the impact
of increasing conductivity of only a small number of particles by removal of binder
and/or by partial sintering of the silver material can have step-change effects on the
conductivity of the entire trace, supporting the crack-healing hypothesis.
Note that this is an extreme example which demonstrates the principle. Since the
vast majority of nodes in a percolation network are connected to ‘dead end’ paths,
which do not contribute to conduction, cracks or gaps within the sample need not
span the entire width to interrupt the critical path or paths which do contribute
to conduction. The effect of partial sintering can therefore be seen in probabilistic
terms; with enhanced connectivity between adjacent particles, the probability of a
critical path existing which spans the length of the sample is enhanced.
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Figure 4.14: SEM images showing a fine crack in a stencil-printed flake ink sample.
This sample had shown no conductivity before photonic curing, but was conductive
afterwards (resistivity ρ = 1940± 250 µW cm).
4.6.7 Conclusions
In this section the photonic curing of fine lines printed via screen or stencil print-
ing from micron-sized, water-based silver inks has been investigated. The aim was
to improve the conductivity of the inks to become competitive with typical nano-
silver inks (which tend to be more costly), while not damaging the PET substrates,
which deform at around 130°C. In an experiment involving screen printed fine lines,
the conductivity of the photo-cured printed patterns was increased by an order of
magnitude compared with conventional thermal curing (the resistivity dropped from
1100 ± 240 µW cm to 100 ± 12µW cm). This last value corresponds to a bulk mul-
tiple of ˜62 times, which puts the resistivity close to that commonly reported for
nano-inks (which vary from approximately 20 to 110 µW cm – bulk multiple between
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Figure 4.15: Optical (a) and SEM (b-d) micrographs of stencil printed spherical
silver ink. The optical image was obtained away from the defective region shown in
(b). This sample showed no conductivity before photonic curing, but was
conductive afterwards (resistivity ρ = 420± 55 µW cm).
approximately 12 to 70 times – when cured at or below 120°C, with the precise value
depending on a number of factors (Greer and Street, 2007).)
In addition to this reduction in resistivity, a dramatic increase in yield was observed
for the fine lines; this had not been observed with bulk samples in Section 4.5, and
not previously reported in the literature. It was hypothesised that fine lines become
more sensitive to small changes in connectivity between the particles making up the
percolation network as due to their reduced width. This was supported in Section
4.6.5 by length-dependent resistivity data, which deviate from no dependence for
thick lines (as expected for a bulk material) to a power-law dependence (as expected
for a percolative system near the percolation threshold) for fine lines. A relationship
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was also observed with particle size. By SEM analysis of the photo-cured samples,
a small but statistically significant increase in mean and median particle size was
observed (of approximately 15%), and based on this observation a crack healing
hypothesis was proposed in which fusing of adjacent silver particles leads to the
healing of cracks which would otherwise interrupt the percolation network. Using
a rather extreme example of stencil printed lines (chosen because of their tendency
to form cracks), this hypothesis was further tested by SEM, and it was shown (for
flake inks at least) that in samples which had shown a step-change in conductivity,
numerous fine cracks were bridged by only a few particles in several places in the
samples. This provides strong evidence in support of the crack healing hypothesis.
Along with the data reported in Section 4.5, these experiments demonstrate the
potential for photonic curing as a post-processing technology for low-cost printed
conductors. In the following sections, several real-world applications of printed silver
are presented, with a focus on the effect of photo-curing on the performance.
4.7 Applications of Water-Based Silver Inks
This section details several real-world applications of the aqueous silver ink which
were trialled in order to demonstrate its performance. Initially, it was intended
to integrate photo-cured screen printed silver as a replacement back electrode for
perovskite solar cells. This was unsuccessful, as discussed briefly in the following
section. However, several other applications were trialled with more success, includ-
ing photo-cured RFID antennae and wearable sensors.
4.7.1 Solar Cells
Photo-cured silver electrodes were tested on PV cells as part of this EngD project,
but unfortunately a number of technical hurdles and practical constraints hindered
this work, and no working devices were produced with photo-cured electrodes. On
a practical level, the photonic curing set-up is located on the site of an external
collaborator, and due to concerns over lead toxicity no work involving perovskite
deposition or un-encapsulated perovskite cells was permitted on that site. This
severely hampered the experimental work in this area.
The perovskite cells produced as part of this project are very sensitive to moisture,
and the silver electrode is applied as the final layer in the stack. When aqueous
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silver ink was deposited in place of the usual vacuum-deposited electrode, the cells
immediately degraded, showing a rapid colour change of the perovskite layer to
bright yellow. To overcome this problem, a trial was made of depositing the silver
electrode before spin coating the remaining layers to form the perovskite cells, using
a PEDOT:PSS/ITO/glass top electrode which was held mechanically on to the cell.
However, all the devices in this experiment were shorted. It is likely that the surface
roughness of the micron-sized silver was too high, and the electrodes were able to
punch through the perovskite layer stack and contact the ITO.
In future work, several steps could be attempted to integrate these two technolo-
gies. A non-aqueous ink could be formulated to allow direct deposition on moisture-
sensitive materials; this was beyond the scope of this project both on time grounds
and due to commercial interests of the sponsoring company. Alternatively, depending
on the layer immediately beneath the silver ink layer, it might be possible to use an
aqueous silver ink with very high solids content without damaging the active layer.
Some success has been achieved with this method and the colloidal perovskite cells
reported in Chapter 6. With a significant modification of the PV cell architecture,
an interdigitated back electrode structure might allow for use of inks containing non-
compatible solvents such as water, and potentially mitigate roughness issues. This
would require charge selective contacts to be deposited and accurately patterned
over the back electrode, as well as a much finer pitch than is commonly achieved
by screen or stencil printing owing to limited charge carrier mobility. Finally, vari-
ous lamination schemes might allow for half-cells to be produced containing printed
silver electrodes with appropriate buffer layers before being combined into full PV
cells.
4.7.2 RFID Antennae
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) antennae, which are typically manufactured
from etched copper, are a rapidly-growing market in which printed conductors could
lead to reduced cost and allow for novel form factors (IDTechEx, 2017). One chal-
lenge of printing antennae from low-cost conductive inks is that the RF performance
depends critically on the conductivity of the pattern. In order to investigate whether
with the use of photonic curing would make aqueous silver inks a viable candidate for
this application, a group of RFID patch antennae were printed according to a design
specified by a collaborators at the University of Sussex. This design, for a 5.8 GHz
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microstrip patch antenna (Lee and Tong, 2014), calls for a minimum track width of
287 µm and gap width of 145 µm; dimensions which are sufficiently close to the prac-
tical resolution limit of manual flatbed screen printing that the demonstration will be
of interest both from a conductivity and a dimensional point of view. Furthermore,
the RFID antennae can be tested electrically and give a simple performance-based
indicator of comparative performance.
A screen design was produced to match the supplied specifications of the RFID
antennae. Since the specifications called for printing on Kapton polyimide film due to
its favourable dielectric properties, the screen printing process had to be re-optimised
for the different ink-substrate interactions on the polyimide film surface. Therefore
the screen was designed with a range of gap widths allowing for different amounts
of ink spread after printing. Prints were made with the desired inks and measured
dimensionally using optical microscopy. The pattern which was found to give the
closest match to the specified dimensions was the 10% spread pattern, similar to the
spread measured with flake inks on PET substrates. The screen design can be seen
in Figure 4.16 along with a photograph of a printed antenna.
Figure 4.16: Screen design and photograph of microstrip patch antenna printed on
Kapton substrate.
The antennae were printed, cured and characterised using both flake and spherical
inks in the same manner described previously, with the squeegee direction transverse
to the axis of the fine line part of the antenna. After curing the samples were then
measured in the RF domain by the collaborator. This measurement consisted of
exciting the printed structures at a range of frequencies and measuring the return
loss signal using a signal analyser. The actual parameter measured, and reported in
Figure 4.17, is the first scattering parameter S11. Measurements were carried out
with a characteristic impedance of 50W. The return loss RL is related to S11 by
the equation RL = −20 log10 |S11|. Return loss is a measure of the fraction of the
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input power reflected from the antenna and returned to the input node. Under the
assumption that there are no other sources of power in the circuit (no interference),
the fraction of the input power which is not reflected can be assumed to have been
radiated by the antenna, and thus the magnitude of the return loss is a figure of merit
for the antenna under test. This will depend upon many factors in the case of printed
antennae, including conductivity, layer capacitance, homogeneity and dimensional
tolerance (Lee and Tong, 2014). The results of the best RF measurement for each
ink type are shown in Figure 4.17.
Figure 4.17: Return loss (indicating the ratio of emitted to reflected radiation) of
RFID antennae printed from flake and spherical aqueous inks with various curing.
Uncured samples are not shown in Figure 4.17 because their low conductivity was not
sufficient to show any resonance peak. The reference device was a nanoparticle based
ink-jet printed antenna. The photo-cured flake ink sample most closely matches the
performance of the reference antenna, and shows a significant improvement over
the thermally cured sample, with a higher value of |S11| implying that a higher
fraction of the input power was radiated. This can be attributed to its over 6x higher
conductivity. The spherical ink sample was intermediate in both conductivity and
RF performance. Deviations of the resonance peak position away from 5.8 GHz are
likely to point to dimensional non-uniformity between samples, which is a factor
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which is difficult to control when using manual screen printing – an automated
printing process would be expected to improve this factor significantly.
Although none of the screen printed antennae were able to match the performance
of the reference in terms of the return loss, the broader peak seen with with the flake
ink sample may be preferable for some applications. Furthermore, the performance
of the photo-cured flake ink antenna compared favourably with previous reports of
similar microstrip antennae (Kang et al., 2016). This demonstrates the potential of
aqueous silver inks when combined with photonic curing, since conventional thermal
curing alone was not sufficient to produce a useable antenna.
4.7.3 Stretchable and Wearable Electronics
Apart from their lower cost, one property of micron sized inks, and flake inks es-
pecially, which makes them interesting in a range of applications is their enhanced
stretchability performance, which arises because the structure is usually not fully
sintered (Wagner and Bauer, 2012). This makes them interesting for uses in fields
such as wearable sensors, in which inks must survive a range of mechanical deforma-
tions including tensile and compressive strains. As an example of such an advantage,
in Figure 4.18 a prototype of a wearable finger position sensor is shown, which could
be of interest for novel human-machine interaction applications.
Figure 4.18a shows a bending test undertaken on an uncured flake ink, in which
the sample was bent repeatedly around a radius of 1.5 cm while the resistance was
monitored. Figure 4.18b shows the same test undertaken on a photo-cured ink. Both
inks showed good performance, with the conductivity not lost after many bending
cycles. The photo-cured sample showed approximately 10x lower resistivity than the
uncured samples (not shown in the figures which are normalised to 1 at the start of
the test). While both samples showed good survivability, the photonic cured sample
did show a faster rise in resistance under the bending test, rising to approximately
2.2x its original resistance after 50 cycles, while the uncured sample rose to only ap-
proximately 1.2x initial resistance. This likely arises from the combination of partial
sintering making the photo-cured sample more brittle, as well as binder removal with
photo-curing. Interestingly, most of the rise in the resistance baseline shown with
the two samples was recovered when they were measured some time after the test,
implying that some of the rise is due to transient effects within the samples and/or
substrates, including possibly sample heating.
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Figure 4.18: Indicative results of the use of aqueous silver inks in a wearable
application.
Figure 4.18c shows an example application of this technology, namely a wearable
strain sensor which was used to sense the bending of different fingers, which was
made using uncured ink owing to its better survivability in the bending test. As
shown in Figure 4.18d, the sensor showed good differentiation between different
inputs, in this case the bending of different fingers. This could be of interest for
future motion sensing applications.
4.8 Conclusions and Further Work
In this chapter the photonic curing of aqueous, micron-sized silver inks was described
for the first time. These inks are of interest for printed electronics because they are
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low-cost, highly conductive and non-toxic. The conductivity of some formulations
of aqueous silver ink, however, is not as high as the more costly nano-silver inks
when both are cured thermally at the same temperature. The maximum thermal
curing temperature is usually limited by the substrate, for example PET substrates
are limited to around 120°C. As discussed in Section 4.12d The major reason for the
difference in conductivity achieved is the size-dependent melting point suppression in
nano-particles, meaning that sintering can be achieved at relatively lower tempera-
tures; this is not a significant factor in micron-sized systems. Perhaps for this reason
the majority of conductive inks research in recent years has focused on nano-sized
systems.
In this chapter, the application of visible light photo-curing was applied to micron-
sized aqueous silver inks, which is to the best of the author’s knowledge the first such
report in the literature. As discussed in Section 4.3, from approximate calculations
this technique is expected to be able to concentrate temperature rises in the printed
layer while protecting the substrate. Based on this, batches of bulk (Section 4.5) and
fine line (Section 4.6) samples were photo-cured. Both sample types showed large
increases in conductivity due to the photonic curing, with bulk samples matching
thermal curing and fine line samples reaching approximately an order of magnitude
lower resistivities. The fine line samples also showed a remarkable increase in yield
after the photonic curing. The different behaviour of fine line samples can be ex-
plained by percolation theory and considering the size of the particles and fine lines.
Measurements in Section 4.6.5 demonstrated that the percolation threshold is likely
to be approached for the geometry and particle sizes in use in this project. Because
of this, fine line samples are much more sensitive to small changes in connectivity
between the particles. Such changes in connectivity were observed by SEM analysis
of the photo-cured samples, which, as discussed in Sections 4.6.4 and 4.6.6, showed
an increase in mean particle size as a result of photonic curing, showing that partial
sintering had been achieved and explaining the increase in both conductivity and
yield – in the latter case via healing of cracks or breaks in the percolation network.
This novel result is likely to have important implications for manufacturing of low-
cost printed conductors.
Finally in Section 4.7, several applications of photo-cured inks are discussed. Un-
fortunately PV cells could not be successfully produced using the photo cured inks.
However, RFID antennae were produced in which photonic curing allowed respectable
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performance to be achieved, which was not possible with conventional thermal curing.
A prototype wearable strain sensor was also demonstrated, in which the photo-cured
ink showed similar performance to thermal cured.
One piece of obvious further work arising from this chapter would be to attempt to
integrate photo-cured inks with PV cells for low-cost printed electrodes. In Section
4.7.1 several potential strategies are given for doing this, including re-formulation
of the inks, use of lamination or protective layers within the PV cells’ architecture.
Another aspect which would be interesting to investigate further would be whether
the sintering observed after photonic curing would allow the solids content of the
conductive inks to be reduced, thus further reducing their cost. Finally it would be
interesting to investigate the photonic curing of other materials of interest for printed
electronics, for example other metallic conductive inks such as copper, aluminium or
nickel, as well as semiconducting inks such as metal oxides.
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Chapter 5
Processing-Structure-Property
Relationships in Inverted
Perovskite Solar Cells
5.1 Introduction
This chapter reports on the development of lab-scale methods for ‘large-area’ per-
ovskite solar cells (PSCs), principally focusing on an investigation into the effects
of humidity on the active layer properties and device performance. In this work,
‘large-area’ is used to mean devices of an active area of approximately 1 cm2. While
this is not large in the context of utility-scale power generation, the terminology is
used to distinguish these devices from those commonly reported in the literature
which often have active areas of 0.08–0.3 cm2. This distinction is discussed further
below.
As noted in Chapter 2, there are a number of possible architectures and deposi-
tion routes which have been successfully employed for perovskite solar cells. In
this chapter it was decided to focus on an inverted, planar architecture, using
ITO/PEDOT:PSS as the transparent electrode and hole transporting material, re-
spectively, along with PC70BM as the electron transporting material. This architec-
ture may have a number of benefits in terms of future industrial scale-up. Inverted
architectures avoid the use of high temperature sintering (at 500°C) which is neces-
sary for production of the TiO2 electron transport layers commonly used in normal
architectures. This may limit the scalability of the latter, owing to increased energy
input during manufacturing and incompatibility with flexible substrates. A further
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benefit is that inverted architectures in general display much lower hysteresis (both
in terms of light-soaking and scan-direction) than normal architectures (Heo et al.,
2015); this observation is also true for the devices reported here.
The remainder of this chapter is split into three sections. In Sections 5.2.2 and
5.2.3, a comparison is made between the two-step and one-step deposition methods,
respectively, for the production of inverted PSCs with active areas of 0.39 cm2. Both
of these methods have advantages, but in the present work it was found that the one-
step method led to higher-performing devices. However, it was observed that device
performance in the one-step method depends sensitively on both annealing time
and ambient humidity, and that furthermore these two parameters were themselves
related. As such, in Section 5.3, an investigation was made into the combined effects
of ambient humidity and annealing time on large-area, inverted PSCs.
Part of this chapter has been published in Nanotechnology – at the time of this pub-
lication, this was the first report of the effects of ambient humidity on the optimum
annealing time for PSCs in general, and the first report of humidity effects on large
area, inverted PSCs.
5.1.1 Note on Device Active Areas
As has been outlined in Chapter 2, in order for PSCs to be commercially viable,
it is necessary to replicate the high performance reported for small-area devices
(typically having an active area of < 0.3 cm2) over larger areas. As such, two device
active areas were chosen for use in this chapter; initially, small areas of 0.39 cm2
were used to investigate the optimum deposition technique for use with an inverted
architecture. Following this, devices with an active area of 0.94 cm2 were used for
the investigation into the effects of ambient humidity on annealing time. As the
active area is increased, the requirements on layer uniformity become more stringent
because of the larger measurement area (effectively taking an average performance
over the whole substrate). There are also negative impacts on performance due to
the increased resistance of the contacts (especially the transparent electrode) over
larger areas. However, in a future, up-scaled device architecture, it may be that
the perovskite modules would be formed in stripes of approximately 1 cm in width.
As such, the use of ˜1 cm2 active areas can be expected to replicate more closely
the issues with such devices, since at least one dimension over which the films are
required to be uniform is common to both.
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It should be noted that the use of these large active areas necessitated the fabrication
of only one device per substrate – this is in contrast to the practice in the majority
of research groups and literature reports, in which each substrate contains several
devices (usually between 3-8) which are defined by pixelated back or front contacts.
Due to this distinction, the standard deviation of devices measured under nominally
the same conditions would be expected to be larger, since each device reported
in the present work represents only one substrate, while the bulk of uncontrolled
fluctuations are likely to happen from substrate to substrate, rather than within the
area of one substrate. Therefore, use of one device per substrate allows us to draw
potentially more robust conclusions about the reproducibility of device performance
which would be expected under various real-world conditions.
While many of the fabrication methods used in this chapter, such as spin coating,
are not scalable, it is important to clarify the various deposition options for the
perovskite active layer, as well as the effects that different processing conditions have
on the structure and performance of the solar cells prior to any scale-up attempt.
5.2 Comparison of Two-step and One-Step Deposition
Methods
5.2.1 Introduction
As noted in Chapter 2, reported methods for lab-scale PSC production can be clas-
sified as either two-step (inter-diffusion - based) or one-step (mixed precursor based)
methods. Around the time of this work, reports had emerged of the use of both
classes of methods with success in both normal (Burschka et al., 2013) and inverted
(Xiao et al., 2014; Chiang et al., 2014) architectures. However, the active areas in
many initial reports were very small (e.g. Xiao et al. (2014) used 0.08 cm2).
Therefore it was decided to undertake a comparison between two-step and one-step
deposition methods on larger area devices (0.39 cm2). To this end, a brief optimisa-
tion process was carried out for two-step devices, by (a) varying the MAI solution
concentration while holding the PbI2 layer thickness constant, followed by (b) varying
the PbI2 layer thickness while holding the MAI solution concentration constant – see
Section 5.2.2. The performance of these devices was then compared with devices of
the same active area produced by one-step deposition following published protocols –
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see Section 5.2.3. This comparison was used to inform the choice of method for mov-
ing to larger active areas. It should be noted that these two methods will produce
slightly different materials owing to the use of a lead chloride precursor in the one-
step method. As such, the two-step method is expected to produce CH3NH3PbI3
while the one-step method is expected to produce CH3NH3PbI(3–x)Cl(x). As dis-
cussed in detail in Chapter 2, it appears from both literature data as well as mea-
surements reported in this chapter that the amount of residual chlorine in the latter
material is very low, possibly negligible. However, the convention of distinguish-
ing between the two materials established in Chapter 2 will be followed here, with
perovskite material derived from all-iodide precursors referred to as MAPI and that
from chloride-containing precursors referred to as MAPIc.
5.2.2 Two-step Deposition
As discussed in Chapter 2, the two-step method may have several advantages from a
scale-up perspective, including reduced annealing times for the active layer compared
with the one-step method, and potentially reduced dependence on prevailing ambient
conditions. However, as noted by Xiao et al. (2014), the performance of inverted
devices produced by this method depends very sensitively on a number of parameters,
especially the layer thickness of the PbI2 seed layer, MAI solution concentration, as
well as the thickness of the PC70BM interlayer.
5.2.2.1 Effect of MAI Solution Concentration
While the use of the two-step deposition method has been widely reported, there is
a wide discrepancy between the MAI solution concentrations used in literature; this
is also a parameter whose optimum value depends on the device architecture and
the parameters used to deposit the other layers in the cell (for example PbI2 layer
thickness and surface roughness, annealing protocol and dipping time in the MAI
solution). At the time of this study one report existed correlating the performance
of PSCs with MAI solution concentration, in which the authors concluded that 6–
8 mg/ml was the optimum for a normal, mesoporous architecture (Im et al., 2014).
However, it was expected that switching to an inverted architecture may effect this
value owing to the different influence of PEDOT:PSS compared with mp-TiO2 on the
roughness of the PbI2 layer. Therefore before devices could be fabricated using the
two-step method, it was necessary to determine an appropriate MAI concentration.
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In order to make this determination, an analysis was undertaken of the morphology
of the active layer by SEM when coated at different solution concentrations. Indium
Tin Oxide (ITO)/glass substrates (Lumtec) were cleaned in methanol by 5 minutes’
ultrasonication, followed by an O2 plasma ash for 10 minutes at 100 W and 15 SCCM.
Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS, Al 4083, Here-
aus) was deposited by spin coating for 40 s at 5000 RPM, using a static dispense, and
dried at 150°C for 10 minutes. Devices were spin coated in an N2 glove box. The PbI2
layer was deposited first by spin coating from a 462 mg/ml solution in Dimethylfor-
mamide (DMF), using 20 µl for a 1.5×1.5 cm2 substrate, spin coated at 3000 RPM
for 5 s followed by 6000 RPM for 5 s using a static dispense, and dried at 100°C for
5 minutes under nitrogen. It was observed that a three minute solvent anneal after
depositing the PbI2 layer, performed by leaving the wet films under a petri dish
at ambient temperature, seemed to improve that layer’s morphology. The thick-
ness of the PbI2 layer, which is determined by the spin coating speed and solution
concentration in DMF, was held constant.
The MAI layer was deposited by a ‘drip-spin’ technique, similar to that described
by Im et al. (2014); depositing 18 µl of MAI/Isopropyl Alcohol solution at various
concentrations and waiting for 20 s before spinning off the excess at 2000 RPM for
45 s using the lowest available acceleration setting. The waiting time was fixed since
this has been reported to also affect crystallite size, and so had to be controlled.
The MAI concentration was varied from 2–20 mg/ml. The perovskite conversion
process happens quickly (within a few seconds) once the MAI contacts the PbI2,
as evidenced by the rapid colour change of the film from yellow to dark brown.
Following deposition, the films were dried in the glovebox at 100°C for five minutes.
SEM micrographs are shown in Figure 5.1. From these images, it is clear that
the MAI concentration affects the crystallite size of the MAPI layer dramatically.
The large cuboidal structures visible on the SEM images are interpreted as the
MAPI, with a more amorphous layer of PbI2 visible beneath. When using very low
concentrations of 2 mg/ml (SEM not shown), no cuboids were seen, while at slightly
higher concentrations, such as 4 mg/ml large cuboids are present with large gaps
between them. At higher MAI concentrations, the size of the cuboids decreases
while their packing density increases.
This behaviour can be attributed to the effects which the solution concentration
has on the nucleation and subsequent growth of the MAPI crystals. When the
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Figure 5.1: Effect of MAI Concentration on Active Layer Morphology by SEM.
MAI/IPA solution initially comes into contact with the PbI2 layer, the reaction
between initiates at randomly distributed sites across the PbI2 film, but the density of
these nucleation sites will be set by the solution concentration. As the crystallisation
proceeds, more reactants are used up until either all available PbI2 or MAI have been
used up. In the case of low concentrations, this will leave unreacted areas of PbI2,
while for high concentrations there may be unreacted MAI present; however some of
this may be removed by sublimation on thermal annealing. Therefore, at lower MAI
concentrations, the crystallites are larger but more widely spaced, due to the lower
density of nucleation sites.
For device performance, larger crystalline grains would usually be preferred, since
charge transport within grains would be expected to be better than across grain
boundaries. However, there are two competing effects; the film thickness must not be
too large, since that would lead to excessive recombination in the active layer before
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charge carriers reach the contacts; and crucially full coverage must be achieved,
since any areas of exposed PbI2 will not contribute to light absorption but will likely
act as recombination centres. Therefore, from the SEM analysis, a concentration of
8 mg/ml was used in future work, which was chosen to balance crystallite size against
substrate coverage. This is in agreement with the optimum found in (Im et al., 2014)
on mesoporous architectures, indicating that any roughness differences imparted by
the mesoporous layer to the PbI2 layer do not significantly affect the crystallisation
in the second step.
5.2.2.2 Effect of PbI2 Layer Thickness
In addition to MAI solution concentration, the initial PbI2 layer thickness is expected
to play an important role in determining performance. The thickness of this layer
influences both the thickness of the active layer, and in cases where the conversion
is incomplete, will determine the amount of any residual PbI2 present. Therefore,
in order to investigate the effects of PbI2 layer thickness on device performance,
the spin speed was varied while holding the solution concentration constant. The
resulting PbI2 layer thickness was measured by contact profilometry. Following a
drip-spin procedure as discussed in the previous section, at a solution concentration
of 8 mg/ml, devices were completed by deposition of PC70BM, bathocuproine (BCP)
and Ag. The performance of the devices as a function of layer thickness is shown in
Figure 5.2, which presents the PV parameters derived from a group of 5 devices for
each condition; representative JV curves are shown in Figure 5.3.
From a comparison of the power conversion efficiency (PCE) of devices containing
different layer thicknesses, shown in Figure 5.2, we can see that the performance
depends only relatively weakly on PbI2 layer thickness across the range investigated,
with champion cells at the lowest thickness (212 nm) showed PCEs of 1.3%, while
the highest overall PCE was 2.1%. However, from observation of the JV curves
shown in Figure 5.3, increasing the PbI2 layer thickness has the effect of increasing
the open circuit voltage (Voc) while decreasing the short circuit current (JSC). This
is the situation which might be expected, since a thicker layer will lead to a reduced
chance of pin-holes forming through the thickness of the device, which would lead
to a reduced voltage by allowing contact between the ETL and HTL, but at the
same time lead to increased recombination of carriers before reaching the contacts.
Furthermore, the JSC is also lowered for layers of thicknesses less than the optimum,
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Figure 5.2: Photovoltaic parameters of inverted perovskite cells produced using the
two-step deposition method as a function of PbI2 layer thickness.
because of reduced light absorption. From the JSC values measured here, it appears
that somewhere around 300 nm is optimum from the point of view of maximising
JSC, while thicker layers (367 nm) led to the highest VOC.
It should be noted that in all cases measured here the device performance was rel-
atively poor. This was likely caused by a number of factors. The JV curves in
Figure 5.3 show poor fill factor. This is likely due to incomplete coverage of the
ETL (PC70BM) on the relatively rough active layer. This would be expected to lead
to areas of direct contact between the MAPI and the Ag back contact, which act
as significant recombination centres. One significant drawback of inverted architec-
tures for PSCs appears to be the requirement for either ultra-smooth active layers,
or planarisation via thick PC70BM layers.
In conclusion, devices were produce using the two-step deposition method, and the
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Figure 5.3: JV Curves of cells produced using different PBI2 Layer Thicknesses.
effects of MAI solution concentration and PbI2 layer thickness investigated. While
it was found possible to fabricate working, large area devices, the performance was
poor, with PCEs only around 2%. The performance of these devices was compared
with those made by one-step deposition, reported in the following section.
5.2.3 One-Step Deposition
5.2.3.1 Introduction and Role of Chloride Precursor
In order to compare their performance against that of two-step deposited devices,
inverted PSCs were fabricated using a one-step deposition method from a mixed
precursor solution containing MAI and PbCl2 in DMF at a 3:1 molar ratio. Note
that, as previously mentioned, this does not represent a stoichiometric ratio of the
reactants, containing an excess of MAI and unwanted Cl. This makes the one-step
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deposition method more complicated from a chemical point of view compared with
the two-step method.
As discussed in Chapter 2, the role of any residual chlorine in the final films was
initially not certain. A number of studies at around the time of this work had
indicated that the chlorine concentration in the bulk of the films was negligible; the
only chlorine being found at interfaces within the device on the order of 2-4 At % (Yu
et al., 2014; Colella et al., 2013); at higher x values phase separation of a MAPbCl2
phase is expected due to the low solid solubility of chlorine in the iodine perovskite
(Bretschneider et al., 2014). However, at this point it was not clear whether this small
amount of residual chlorine affected the properties of the MAPIc sufficiently that it
should be considered a distinct material from MAPI, or whether the main difference
was in driving the very different morphology of the films. It has since become clear
that the latter is most likely the case – as discussed in Chapter 2, the main effect of
using a chloride precursor is expected to be morphological (Unger et al., 2014; Zhang
et al., 2015). As such, the material formed from the one-step route from a chloride
precursor is here referred to as MAPIc to distinguish its processing route from MAPI,
even though they may be chemically identical. Yu et al. (2014) concluded that the
majority of the chlorine leaves the films by sublimation of CH3NH3Cl (MACl) during
annealing, giving the formula;
PbCl2 + 3 CH3NH3I CH3NH3PbI(3–x)Cl(x) + 2 CH3NH3Cl(1–x/2) (5.1)
However, it should be noted that the actual reaction has been observed to take place
through an intermediate non-perovskite phase, which forms on the substrate when
the solvent is removed; as such 5.1 represents only the overall process.
5.2.3.2 Film Formation via One-Step Method
The precise formation of the intermediate phase has implications for device process-
ing, since it provides nucleation sites for subsequent crystal growth of the MAPIc
phase. Figures 5.4a and 5.4b demonstrate one aspect of this complication. Figure
5.4a shows a bright field optical microscope image of a MAPIc film which was spin
coated from the precursor solution onto a hot substrate (the substrate was kept on
a hotplate at 100°C and removed and put on the spin coater quickly prior to solu-
tion dispensing – these conditions were measured to give a substrate temperature
of ˜90°C via an IR thermometer). Figure 5.4b, meanwhile, was deposited onto a
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cold substrate. As can be seen from the micrographs, there are far larger voids in
the case of a cold substrate compared with a hot one. This can be attributed to a
number of factors. It is likely that the substrate temperature affects the wetting of
the precursor solution on the substrate, which could lead to differences in the distri-
bution of reactants in the dry film. Furthermore, the higher temperature would lead
to much faster evaporation of the solvent in the former case. This leads to a more
homogeneous distribution of reactants on the substrate, and as such more uniform
coverage of the precursor phase. Therefore when crystallisation of the MAPIc layer
occurs, there is a higher density of nucleation sites, meaning that the growing grains
of MAPIc nucleate on average closer together, such that they are more likely to meet
and coalesce before the reactants are used up, leading to smaller pinholes.
In addition to the dependence on substrate temperature, the morphology of the active
layer films is affected in several ways by the use of the chloride precursor. Because
of the necessity of breaking Pb – Cl bonds, as well as the need to remove the large
excess Cl via sublimation of MACl, the conversion of the precursors to the final
perovskite is much slower compared with the all-iodide two-step method – up to 45
minutes annealing at 100°C for the former as compared with a few tens of seconds
at room temperature for the latter. This slower conversion leads to the desirable
morphology already discussed (larger grains, smoother films and preferred growth
direction in the plane of the substrate). This also leads to several complications in
terms of film fabrication. Perhaps the most immediately apparent of these is the
dependence of the film quality on the ambient humidity while annealing. Figures
5.4c and 5.4d show the difference between annealing for 20 minutes at 15% RH and
40% RH, respectively. In the higher humidity case the size of the voids is clearly
much larger. This can be attributed to the fact that reaction 5.1 is accelerated in
the presence of moisture because CH3NH3I is hygroscopic and because the formation
and removal of MACl gas is favoured in moist conditions by an acid base interaction.
This is a key consideration for forming pinhole-free films, leading to good device
performance, and is discussed in more detail in Section 5.3.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.4: Optical micrographs of MAPIc layers grown on
glass/ITO/PEDOT:PSS substrates using various different growth and annealing
conditions. The top line shows the effect of substrate temperature at deposition,
where (a) was at 100°C while (b) was deposited at room temperature; both
annealed for 20 minutes at 40% RH. The bottom row gives an indication of the
effects of ambient humidity and annealing time. (c) was annealed at 15% RH,
while (d) was annealed at 40% RH. Note the enlargement of the voids which show
up as bright spots on the bright field images.
5.2.3.3 Device Performance Using One-step Deposition
In order to compare performance between devices produced by the two-step method,
inverted devices were fabricated using the one-step method using the same active
area of 0.39 cm2 as the two-step devices discussed above. Glass/ITO substrates
were cleaned and spin coated with PEDOT:PSS in the same manner as reported in
Section 5.2.2. A number of different deposition protocols were trialled. Based on the
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observations of the effect of substrate temperature on film quality shown in Figures
5.4a and 5.4b, substrates were heated to 100°C prior to deposition, Furthermore, it
was found that keeping the precursor solution heated to 70°C led to more uniform
film coverage. This may be attributable to improved wetting on the PEDOT:PSS
substrate of a hot solution. Therefore, an optimised procedure consisted of a dynamic
dispense of the perovskite precursor solution in (MAI:PbCl2 from Dyesol/Sigma
Aldritch respectively, at a 3:1 molar ratio in anhydrous DMF, using 158.9 mg MAI
and 92.6 mg PbCl2 in 1.06 ml DMF to give 20wt%) at 2000 RPM for 30 seconds onto
a heated substrate. The films were then allowed to dry in the glovebox for 1 minute
and then removed from the glovebox and annealed at 100°C in ambient air for various
times (approximately 20 minutes being optimum).
Upon removal from the glovebox, the devices immediately change from yellow to
a deep red colour, which quickly reverses to yellow upon heating. This indicates
the rapid formation of a hydrated crystalline precursor phase. A colour change
from bright yellow to dark brown indicates formation of the perovskite, and takes
around 17-20 minutes to occur at 100°C and 20% RH. Interestingly, while pure PbCl2
crystallises to form a white solid, the yellow colour observed of the as-deposited
solution indicates the formation of Pb-I complexes in the solution – likely to be in
the form of (PbI6)–4 octahedra (Hu et al., 2017).
After annealing, the films were returned to the glovebox, where a layer of Phenyl-
C70-butyric acid methyl ester (PC70BM, Dyesol) was spin coated from a 50 mg/ml
solution in dichlorobenzene (DCB) at 1000 RPM for 20 s. Finally, 5 nm of BCP and
65-100 nm of Ag were thermally evaporated to form the back contact. The JV curve
of the champion cell is shown in Figure 5.5.
The efficiencies achieved with these devices are a lot higher than those achieved with
two-step deposited devices. At the time of this study these efficiencies compared
very favourably with those reported in the literature for devices of similar active
areas. It is clear, however, that the anneal time and humidity drastically affect the
performance. This motivates the work reported in Section 5.3, in which both of
these parameters are investigated. It is for this reason that only the champion cell is
shown in Figure 5.5, since the variation in devices annealed for different times and
under different humidities was so wide.
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Figure 5.5: JV curves showing reverse sweep of champion small area device
produced using one step deposition, having active area of 0.39 cm2
5.2.3.4 Moving to Larger Area
The good performance of the small area devices meant that larger active areas could
be contemplated. Devices were fabricated using the same one-step deposition method
outlined above, but using substrates of area 2 × 2 cm2. The active area, defined by
the overlap of the ITO transparent conductor and the Ag back contact, was ˜1 cm2.
For measurement these devices were masked to 0.943 cm2 using a black mask. JV
curves for the champion cell are shown in Figure 5.6. These devices also showed
good performance, compared with devices fabricated by two-step deposition. The
best PCE achieved with the larger devices was 6.6%, and the average was 4.1%.
Device performance at larger area compared with the smaller-area devices was hin-
dered by several factors. The series resistance, demonstrated by the slope of the JV
curve at far forward bias, increased slightly compared with smaller area devices. This
is partly due to the increased sheet resistance contribution from the now-larger ITO
layer. Furthermore, a reduction in VOC was seen on the large area devices, combined
with a decrease in shunt resistance, as shown in the JV curves in Figure 5.6 (the
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decreased shunt resistance can be deduced from the increased slope of the curves
at low applied bias). This could be a result of shunting in the larger-area devices,
since over a larger device area there is a higher probability of forming shunt paths,
which will reduce VOC and shunt resistance. Furthermore, JSC is reduced slightly
in the larger device, showing lower charge collection efficiency over the larger area.
The similar slopes of the graphs at high applied bias and past VOC implies that the
sheet resistance of the devices was similar, meaning that lower JSC can probably be
attributed to either lower charge collection efficiency at the interlayers or reduced
optical absorption owing to less complete surface coverage of the larger active area.
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Figure 5.6: Champion large-area cell (2x2 cm2 substrate area, approximately 1 cm2
active area) measured using forward and reverse sweeps, before and after light
soaking. The reverse sweep PCE after light soaking was 6.6%. The hysteresis
(difference in PV parameters between different JV sweep conditions) is low, which
is consistent with other reports of inverted devices.
One further feature of these devices shown in Figure 5.6 is that the hysteresis is
remarkably low, both between forward and reverse scans, and between scans taken
before and after light soaking. This is consistent with previous reports of inverted
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planar PSCs, and is one of the major benefits of this architecture. Because of the low
hysteresis measured in this architecture, for subsequent analysis in the following sec-
tions only the reverse sweeps were used (although forward sweeps were also recorded,
as well as checking for any light soaking effects). By this approach the comparison of
different devices across different batches and conditions was simplified by reducing
the number of potential variables.
As has been mentioned several times, while fabricating both the small and large-area
devices for the purpose of this comparison, it was observed that the performance
was highly variable, based on both the thermal annealing time and the prevailing
ambient humidity. Furthermore, it became clear from observing the colour change
of the films while they are being annealed, that higher humidity conditions led to a
faster change from yellow (indicating the precursor phase) to dark brown (indicating
the perovskite phase). Based on these factors, it is important to understand the
nature of this relationship and potential trade-offs. Therefor a full investigation was
made of the effects of ambient humidity, which is reported in the following sections.
For this, it was decided to use large area devices only (active area 1 cm2). While
the PCE of the larger area devices was not as high as that achieved at smaller
area, the devices showed a sufficient level of performance to justify switching to this
larger area for the remainder of the work reported in this chapter. By focusing on
structure-property relationships for larger-area devices rather than small ‘pixels’, it
is likely that the conclusions reached will be more representative of the performance
of future up-scaled devices, which is after all the ultimate goal of the research.
5.2.4 Conclusions
In this section, the performance of inverted, planar PSCs made via the one-step and
two-step deposition methods was compared. Further, several of the factors affecting
the structure and performance of devices produced based on both methods were
outlined. The aim of this comparison was to determine which deposition technique
would be most suitable for inverted planar geometry, which is expected to have
a number of advantages in terms of scalability, including use of low temperature
processes and reduced hysteresis.
In Section 5.2.2, it was demonstrated that devices can be made by two step method.
Based on a brief optimisation study, the optimum MAI concentration in IPA appears
to be around 7 mg ml−1, and the optimum PbI2 layer thickness appears to be around
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300 nm. While this method has several advantages, including reduced processing
time and less pronounced dependence on ambient conditions compared with the one
step method, the PCE of these devices was low, at around 2%. This is likely due
to unavoidable layer roughness from the two-step method. Owing to the need to
planarise these rough layers, thicker PC70BM layers were used than is commonly
reported. While this avoided shorted devices, it significantly harms the current
due to the reduced conductivity in the thicker PC70BM. This consideration applies
equally to films produced via the one-step (or any other) method when used in the
inverted architecture, and can be seen as one of its main drawbacks.
Following this, in Section 5.2.3, devices were made using the one-step method, based
on a chloride precursor. This method opens up considerations of substrate temper-
ature, material and ambient conditions which are not present when using two-step
deposition. However, the PCEs of champion cells produced via this method were
far superior, with 8.9% at an active area of 0.39 cm2 and 6.6% at an active area of
0.94 cm2. Furthermore, devices showed negligible hysteresis. Therefore in compar-
ison to the two-step method, the one-step method appears to be preferable for use
in the inverted planar architecture. These high PCEs, however, only represented
the champion cells in each batch, which were annealed for the correct time under
the correct humidity, and performance of other devices was highly variable. Owing
to this observation, it is necessary to understand the effects of ambient conditions
on the performance of these devices, so that this variability can be brought under
control. This forms the basis of the work outlined in the following section.
5.3 Effects of Ambient Humidity and Annealing Time
on Structure and Performance of Perovskite Solar
Cells
5.3.1 Introduction
As noted in the previous section, a wide variation had been observed in the perfor-
mance of PSCs produced using the one step method. From simple observation of
the colour change of the films while annealing, it was clear that the humidity played
a role in the conversion of the precursors to the final perovskite, with the films an-
nealed under higher humidity being observed to change more quickly from yellow to
dark brown. Similar observations had been reported several times in the literature,
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in both normal (Eperon et al., 2015) and inverted (You et al., 2014) architecture
cells. Table 5.1 summarises the key findings from these studies.
Table 5.1: Summary of previous reports of the effects of ambient humidity on the
properties of PSCs.
Architecture
Anneal
Time
(min)
Anneal
Temp.
(°C)
Optimum
Humidity
(% RH)
Notes Reference
Inverted 90 90° 40% –
(You et al.,
2014)
Inverted 35 100° 35% In oven
(Zhou et al.,
2016)
Normal
(planar)
90/15 90°/120°
0% (Best de-
vices formed
in glove box)
Note that PCE
of mesoporous
devices showed
no trend with
humidity
(Eperon
et al., 2015)
As can be seen from Table 5.1, where existing reports have investigated the effects of
humidity, the optimum humidities given vary widely. One reason for this is the use
of different annealing protocols; for example, You et al. (2014) annealed samples at
90°C for 90 min, and reported that 40% RH was optimum. The samples in the present
work have all been annealed at 100°C. This relatively small change in annealing
temperature has a drastic effect on the film formation properties of the MAPIc
layer. As an example of this, Zhou et al. (2016) reported annealing MAPIc in an
inverted architecture at 100°C in an air-filled oven for a fixed 25 min annealing time
(drastically shorter than that used by You et al. (2014)), and reported the optimum
humidity to be 35% RH. The same humidity was reported to be optimum for hot
plate annealing under ambient conditions, again with annealing time fixed (but this
time at 35 min). The authors speculate that the oven heats the films more uniformly
and efficiently than the hotplate, explaining the discrepancy in annealing times.
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However, no information is given as to how the prevailing ambient humidity affects
the optimum annealing time.
In normal architectures, the picture seems to be more complicated. Eperon et al.
(2015) reported a thorough study of the effects of atmospheric moisture on normal
architecture PSCs, and reported that a certain level of moisture exposure was nec-
essary for forming high preforming devices. However, this moisture exposure could
be introduced in a number of ways, from exposure of the MAI powder to ambient
air, to annealing in humid atmospheres, to exposure of the already-annealed film
to moisture while oxidising the Spiro-OMETaD HTM (which is commonly achieved
for normal architecture devices by leaving the film in air overnight). This moisture
exposure was reported to have a variety of effects on the MAPIc film. Based on
photoluminescence quantum efficiency (PLQE) studies, the authors concluded that
the photo-physical properties of the MAPIc were enhanced by moisture exposure,
with 50% RH leading to the highest PLQE. However, when looking at the effects of
annealing under different ambient conditions, it was concluded that for planar de-
vices the optimum was at 0% RH but with MAI which had previously been exposed
to moisture, while for mesoporous devices there was no trend with humidity (these
data are shown in the supporting information of the paper). This difference between
planar and mesoporous devices in the same study is a strong pointer towards a mor-
phological effect of humidity while annealing, because the mesoporous architecture
is well known to strongly template the perovskite crystal growth.
Looking at these previous reports, the unanimous conclusion is that some level of
humidity exposure during fabrication leads to better performing devices. However,
it is still not clear precisely what level should be used for a given architecture or
annealing temperature. Further, while it is clear that humidity and optimum an-
nealing time are related, there was no comment on the nature of this relationship
in the literature. This is important information, not only to optimise one particular
fabrication process, but also to give a potential strategy for dealing with fluctua-
tions in humidity. Finally, having knowledge of this trade-off would give the option
of using the humidity level as a tool to reduce the annealing time – shortening the
lengthy anneal time will be critical if the one step method is to be used for up-scaled
production. These reasons, combined with the lack of literature data on this subject,
motivated the investigation reported in the remainder of this section.
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5.3.2 Experimental Procedure
Glass/ITO substrates were cleaned and coated with PEDOT:PSS in the same manner
as reported in Section 5.2.2. The PEDOT:PSS - coated substrates were transferred
to a glovebox where the MAPIc layer was deposited by spin coating in the same
manner as described in Section 5.2.3.3. They were then removed for annealing in
ambient, humid air. In order to control the humidity, devices were annealed in an
air-filled dry-box, in which the humidity could be controlled by controlling a flow of
compressed dry air (CDA) combined with evaporation of DI water inside the box.
Humidity and air temperature values were recorded during processing using a pair
of digital hygrometers, and average values used. When a humidity below ambient
was desired, introduction of CDA led to a pressure increase inside the dry box. In
order to avoid spurious results which may arise from varying the vapour pressure
above the perovskite films, the pressure was equalized by using a one-way valve. The
effects of ambient pressure, and indeed chamber size, on the film formation process
is not fully known, and may be a confounding factor in previous published studies
which used small chambers at elevated pressures.
The aim of this experiment was to quantify the effects of humidity during processing
on device structure and performance, and to come to a conclusion about the optimum
annealing time to be used for the specific device structure employed. To this end,
a range of humidities from 0% (inside an N2 glovebox) to 40% RH was chosen, and
a range of annealing times from 15 to 45 minutes was used (15 minute devices are
not shown in the results section as it quickly became clear from the film colour
that regardless of humidity, it was not possible to form the perovskite in this time).
For each combination of time and humidity, a number of separate devices were
fabricated and characterised and average performance data extracted after discarding
anomalies. As discussed previously, this approach is distinct from that taken by many
authors in which separate pixels are formed on the same substrate and characterised
as separate devices; the one-device-per-substrate approach was chosen because the
primary effects of changing humidity are expected to be morphological changes to
the active layer, and so extracting statistics from multiple devices on one substrate
is less meaningful than examining variation between substrates nominally processed
under the same conditions. Furthermore, all devices in this study were large-area
(active area = 0.943 cm2) devices; this was chosen as obtaining a smooth morphology
is even more critical for large area devices compared to their smaller counterparts.
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Finally, no efficiency-enhancing techniques (such as an anti-solvent quench) were
used.
5.3.3 Device Performance
Figure 5.7 shows representative JV curves under 1 sun illumination for devices an-
nealed at various humidities for various times. The PV parameters extracted from
a total of 39 such devices is shown in Figures 5.8 and 5.9, which both plot the same
data but sorted by annealing time and humidity, respectively, in order to make trends
with these parameters more clear. Several devices per condition were measured –
mean average values are plotted with standard deviation shown by the error bars.
As shown in these figures, the device performance data show two distinct trends with
humidity and annealing time. Focusing on PCE, devices produced at lower humidi-
ties (<20% RH) required longer annealing times for the highest performance. This
correlates with the observation previously discussed that the conversion of the pre-
cursors to the final MAPIc takes longer at different humidities. At higher humidities
(30% and 40% RH), shorter annealing times were preferred, with longer times lead-
ing to a drop-off in device performance. 20% RH and 30 minutes led to the highest
average PCE, along with a small standard deviation. The champion device was an-
nealed at 20% RH for 20 minutes, but the standard deviation in this group of devices
was much higher and the average PCE lower. This is because at lower humidities,
conversion of the precursors takes longer, and so forming a well-converted MAPIc
film could take very close to the entire annealing time of 20 minutes. Therefore, fluc-
tuations in humidity and/or temperature may lead to incomplete conversion, leading
to the high variability observed.
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Figure 5.7: JV curves of typical devices annealed for 20, 30 and 45 minutes at (a)
0% RH, (b) 15% RH (c) 20% RH, (d) 30% RH, and (e) 40% RH.
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The low PCE at both non-optimal conditions (i.e. long times and high humidities
or short times and low humidities) is characterised by simultaneously lower JSC and
lower VOC. From the JV characterisation of the devices it is not possible to conclude
as to the mechanism behind the loss of performance in the non-optimised cases. To
this end, films produced under the same conditions as the device in this study were
characterised via a variety of methods, focusing on film morphology and chemistry as
a function of annealing time and humidity. This analysis is discussed in the following
sections.
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Figure 5.8: Photovoltaic parameters for cells as a function of humidity, sorted by
annealing time.
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Figure 5.9: Photovoltaic parameters for cells as a function of annealing time, sorted
by humidity.
5.3.4 Active Layer Morphology via SEM
Having annealed MAPIc layers at various times and humidities on representative
PEDOT:PSS substrates, the active layer morphology was examined by SEM. Raw
images were analysed using the ImageJ software to quantify porosity using a thresh-
olding method, in which greyscale levels representing the underlying PEDOT:PSS
substrate (i.e., voids in the active layer) could be assigned, and the area fraction of
the overall image measured. A representative set of SEM micrographs is shown in
Figure 5.10, and Figure 5.11 shows the results of the analysis.
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Figure 5.10: SEM images showing the active layer morphology for different
annealing times and humidities. Annealing times are for 20 (a-c), 30 (d-f) and 45
minutes (g-i). Humidities are 20% RH (a, d, g) , 30% RH (b, e, h) and 40% RH (c,
f, i). All scale bars are 1µm. Images have been thresholded using ImageJ to show
the voids in red, as discussed in the text.
There are two major sources of error in this method which had to be controlled.
Firstly, this method does have some scope for operator-dependance, since the deter-
mination of where to set the threshold is done by eye. This was checked by asking a
collaborator to repeat some of the analyses. The standard deviation between differ-
ent operators was measured, and was found to be very close to the standard deviation
in the analysis of several images within each group at the same condition. Secondly,
there is uncertainty as to whether even with one operator, the technique was re-
peatable. However, the standard error of the mean when examining several different
images of the same sample (shown by the error bars in Figure 5.11) was sufficiently
low that the data can be used. Finally, since the examined area is a small fraction
of the overall substrate, care must be taken to choose a a representative area. To
this end, several images at each condition were analysed.
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As can be seen from these micrographs, there is a clear effect of humidity, and to
a lesser extent annealing time, on the porosity of the layer. The samples which
had been annealed for a longer time showed a rougher morphology, characterised
by larger grains and also higher porosity. This can be attributed to a combination
of factors. Firstly, increased atmospheric moisture is expected to lead to faster
conversion of the precursors to the final perovskite via assisting the sublimation
of organic chlorides (Eperon et al., 2015). Therefore the films which are annealed
under high humidity conditions effectively have a longer post-perovskite formation
annealing time. Secondly, it has been reported (You et al., 2014) that increased
moisture speeds the grain growth in the nascent MAPIc layer, likely due to improved
mass transport. The desired effects of thermal annealing are to induce grain growth
and densification through free energy minimisation. Therefore, both processes lead
to grain growth. Where this is too fast (i.e. higher humidity and/or long anneal
time), it becomes increasingly likely that the growing grains will meet and coalesce
at an earlier point, leading to larger voids between them.
As shown in Figure 5.11c, there is a strong inverse correlation between the porosity
measured by this method, and the average PCE of the final devices at that anneal-
ing condition. This would be expected, since increased voids would lower device
performance due to increased formation of shunts leading to lowered VOC, as well
as lowered light absorption causing lower JSC. This effect is likely to be one major
reason why ambient humidity plays such a strong role in determining device perfor-
mance, since it is well known that a smooth active layer morphology is critical for
high performance devices. One of the device batches (annealed at 30% RH for 45
minutes) appears to have displayed anomalous behaviour according to this trend.
This may have been be due to some random factor, and were the experiment to be
repeated this may show improved performance.
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Figure 5.11: Analysis of image porosity from SEM images as a function of (a)
humidity, (b) time, and (c) PCE. There appears to be an inverse trend of PCE
with increasing area fraction of voids; however, there are clearly additional effects
at play as there is significant spread on the data. This is likely to be due to the
lumping together of devices which had low PCE due to high porosity with those
which had low PCE due to incomplete chemical conversion of the precursors, as
discussed in the following section.
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5.3.5 Active Layer Chemistry via EDX and XPS
In addition to morphological effects, it is possible that humidity and annealing time
may have an effect on the chemistry of the final MAPIc films, which in turn may
affect device performance. This was investigated by means of Energy Dispersive
X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX) and X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS). These are
in a sense complementary techniques; where EDX gives information about the bulk
properties of the film (through its entire thickness, since the film thickness here is on
the order of the interaction volume of the electron beam), elemental quantification is
less precise, and detection of Cl in MAPIc samples is affected by the close overlap of
the Cl and Pb peaks, which leads to detection limits of approximately 1 at% (Unger
et al., 2014). XPS, meanwhile, is highly surface sensitive, probing only the top
˜10 nm of the film, and care must be taken that results are not skewed by surface
segregation of mobile species or atmospheric contamination. However, the precision
of the elemental detection and quantification by XPS is higher than EDX.
The ratio of the atomic % of I/Pb as measured by EDX is shown in Figure 5.12a,
while the Cl content is shown in Figure 5.12b. Figure 5.13 shows the XPS survey
spectra at different humidities and annealing times, while Figure 5.14 shows the
detailed spectra for the elements of interest and the results of the quantification of
I/Pb ratio and Cl content. Data were acquired with the help of Dr Steve Hinder at
the University of Surrey.
In the EDX experiments, samples annealed for 90 minutes were included – although
no devices were made using a 90 minute anneal, this was done in order to examine
longer term trends. As shown in Figure 5.12a, the I/Pb ratio is close to 3.0 at
all times and humidities, although with a measurable reduction at longer annealing
times. This is largely the expected trend. The ideal ratio would be 3.0, which would
imply complete conversion of the precursors to the final MAPIc and no degradation.
Any reduction of the I/Pb ratio most likely indicates chemical decomposition of
the films. As has been discussed previously, degradation of lead halide perovskites
occurs on storage in air, due to a reaction with atmospheric moisture leading to
conversion of the films into PbI2 accompanied by sublimation of organic iodides
(probably methylammonium iodide). Therefore if this reaction were to allowed to
proceed to completion the observed I/Pb ratio in the degraded films would be 2.0
signifying only the PbI2 residue (Yang J. et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2016). As such,
the reduction in the I/Pb ratio measured in the 90 minute annealed samples is likely
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Figure 5.12: Composition of active layer as measured by EDX as a function of
anneal time and ambient humidity. The I/Pb ratio (a) can be used as an indication
of the purity of the MAPIc material (with 3.0 being ideal), while the Cl
concentration (b) indicates the degree of conversion of the precursors, with 0 at%
being the ideal level.
to be evidence for the onset of degradation in these samples (since the samples are
exposed to humid air at elevated temperature, the degradation would be expected
to be accelerated).
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Figure 5.13: Composition of active layer as measured by XPS as a function of
anneal time and ambient humidity. Survey spectra for samples annealed at
different humidities for (a) 20 minutes, (b) 30 minutes and (c) 45 minutes, with
peaks of interest for the subsequent quantification labeled.
Looking at the same parameter by XPS, as shown in Figure 5.14d, the I/Pb ratio
was slightly higher when measured by XPS compared with EDX. This may be due
to some degree of surface segregation of iodine – which is known to be a mobile ion
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in the MAPIc lattice – or could simply be random differences between the samples.
Nevertheless, the I/Pb ratio is still close to 3.0 in all cases, and again the trend
of slight reduction with annealing time is observed. From these results, we can
conclude that although some degradation may occur when extended annealing times
in humid atmospheres are used (i.e. 90 minutes or longer), at the short anneal times
which are relevant for the devices produced in the present study the I/Pb ratio is
sufficiently close to the expected value that it seems unlikely that this trend could
explain differences in device performance.
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Figure 5.14: Detailed XPS spectra for Pb (a), I (b), and Cl (c), along with an
analysis of the I/Pb ratio and Cl content extracted from the data after background
fitting (d).
The residual chlorine measurements, meanwhile, do show a difference between hu-
midities when measured by both EDX and XPS. As shown in Figures 5.12b and
5.14d, detectable amounts of residual chlorine were detected for those films which
were annealed for the shortest times. Notwithstanding the difficulties with measur-
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ing chlorine previously mentioned, these observations likely point to an incomplete
conversion of the precursors at very short anneal times. This effect would imply that
there may be regions of precursors remaining in the films when short anneal times
are used. Such regions would be expected to severely affect device performance –
not only by reduced light absorption owing to non-optimal band gap of any precur-
sor phase, but also by severely reducing carrier mobility by acting as recombination
centres. Therefore, lower device performance observed at low humidities and short
annealing times is likely to be partly attributable to incomplete conversion of the
precursors.
5.3.6 Optical Properties by UV-Vis Spectroscopy
Films annealed for various times under various humidities were further characterised
by UV-Vis spectroscopy, in order to reveal any differences in band gap or optical
absorption due to the differing annealing. Absorption profiles as a function of time
and humidity are shown in Figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.15: Optical properties of MAPIc films grown on glass/ITO/PEDOT:PSS
substrates as a function of annealing time and humidity. Raw spectra (a) and Tauc
plots showing linear fits used to extract approximate band gap values (b). The
spectra are referenced to a glass/ITO/PEDOT:PSS substrate.
The approximate band gaps extracted by the Tauc plots in Figure 5.15b are exactly
as expected for MAPIc, lying in the range 1.59 - 1.60 eV, and there is no trend
observable with either humidity or annealing time. This would imply that, although
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there may be regions of unreacted precursors in the films annealed for shorter times
(as implied by the detection of residual chlorine), high quality MAPIc material is
present in all cases. There was no other observable trend in the absorption features
of the MAPIc films in this wavelength range with either time or humidity, implying
that the optical properties of the final film are similar in all cases. This would tend
to support a conclusion that the major effect of the differing time and humidity is
morphological, rather than defective MAPIc material being produced under some
set of conditions.
5.3.7 Conclusions
MAPIc films and devices were annealed at various humidities for various times, and
device performance, active layer morphology, chemistry, and electro-optical prop-
erties were investigated. From the device performance results, it is clear that the
humidity affects the optimum annealing time, with a combination of moderate an-
nealing time and humidity leading to the highest device performance. Through SEM
characterisation, it was seen that longer annealing times led to rougher films with
increased area fraction of voids. This in turn was correlated with the lower PV per-
formance due to reduced light absorption, as well as increased shunting between the
selective contacts, reducing both JSC and VOC. In devices annealed for the shortest
times, residual chlorine was detected, implying incomplete conversion of the precur-
sors to the final MAPIc perovskite. This harms performance by regions of unreacted
precursor acting as recombination centres. It was seen that higher humidity leads to
faster conversion of the precursors, meaning that shorter anneal times are tolerable,
and indeed necessary for good performance.
Figure 5.16 shows the average PCE of devices plotted as a function of both annealing
time and humidity, and helps to illustrate the conclusions from this study. In the
bottom left of the figure, devices have had a combination of low humidity and short
annealing time, and show poor performance largely due to incomplete conversion
of the precursors. In the top right, meanwhile, devices have had long annealing
time at high humidity, and are effectively over-annealed, characterised by a rough
morphology with a larger area fraction of voids. It is envisaged that such a chart will
be useful as a guide to optimum processing conditions for future work on inverted
planar PSCs.
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Figure 5.16: Two-factor parameter space plot showing PCE as a function of two
inputs; time and humidity. The twin peaks shown along the ‘ridgeline’ of maximum
performance arise from the spread on the data rather than indicating two optimal
regions.
5.4 Conclusions and Further Work
In this chapter, inverted planar PSCs were produced by lab scale methods, primarily
spin coating. In Section 5.2, a comparison was made between one-step and two-step
deposition methods for producing devices of an intermediate active area (0.39 cm2).
Having looked at various parameters, it was found that one step deposition led to
smoother active layers and hence higher performing devices. In Section 5.2.3.4, it
was shown that the one-step method allowed the production of larger-area devices
(0.94 cm2), with acceptable PV performance and low hysteresis. However, it was
noted that the performance was severely impacted by the prevailing humidity.
This last observation motivated the work discussed in Section 5.3, in which the
effects of ambient humidity were investigated for large-area inverted planar PSCs.
This work demonstrated for the first time the trade-off between ambient humidity
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and annealing time, with devices produced under higher ambient humidity requiring
shorter annealing times and vice-versa. It was found that this trade-off arises from
several factors; ambient humidity speeds the conversion of the precursors to the final
perovskite, meaning that devices annealed for short times at low humidities showed
evidence of incomplete conversion. Conversely, this means that devices annealed for
longer times at higher humidities run the risk of being over-annealed, leading to a
rougher morphology.
It is envisaged that the knowledge of this trade-off will be useful for future work on
inverted, planar PSCs, which are likely to be produced under ambient conditions in
any up-scaled manufacturing system. It could also be used to reduce the annealing
time necessary for a given architecture by introducing a controlled amount of hu-
midity. An interesting extension of the work reported here would be to investigate
a similar trade-off for devices produced by other methods, such as slot-die coating
or ultrasonic spray deposition. It may be that a similar relationship could be es-
tablished, or conversely that the very different dynamics of solvent removal in these
methods means that the film morphology is driven by other parameters. A fur-
ther extension would be to investigate the impacts of humidity when using different
charge selective layers, as the wettability of the precursor solution on the immedi-
ately underlying substrate may also play an important role in the early stages of
film formation. Finally, from a production point of view, it would be desirable to
move towards methods which do not show such a stark dependance on either pre-
vailing ambient conditions or immediately underlying substrate. To this end, work
is reported in Chapter 6 detailing the early development of just such a method.
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Chapter 6
Investigation of Colloidal
Powder Inks for Perovskite
Solar Cells
6.1 Introduction
As discussed in Chapter 5, perovskite solar cells are commonly produced by using the
‘conventional’ one- and two-step methods. These methods both consist of depositing
various precursors, which undergo a chemical reaction on deposition or removal of
the solvent, forming the final material, and as such could be classified as reactive
deposition methods (Smith and Morrin, 2012).
The best performing devices in Chapter 5 produced using the one-step method,
in which a solution containing two perovskite precursor salts (usually PbCl2 and
CH3NH3I (MAI)) is deposited on to a substrate and the conversion of the precursors
to the desired CH3NH3PbI(3–x)Cl(x) (MAPIc) material occurs on annealing. This
form of reactive deposition has the advantage of producing smooth films, leading to
the highest-efficiency devices. This is at least partly because of the influence of the
substrate on the crystallisation of the perovskite layer, meaning that the primary
growth direction of the grains is in the plane of the film, leading to the wide, large
area grain structures previously observed (Hu et al., 2017).
However, there are a number of drawbacks to these methods. The primary one is that
the precursors must be fully dissolved in the deposition solution. This necessitates
the use of aggressive solvents, such as dimethylformamide (DMF), dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO), or γ-butyrolactone (GBL), owing the poor solubility of the lead halide
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component. DMF and DMSO both have serious health and safety concerns around
their use, the former being a liver and reproductive toxicant and the latter a skin
permeator; highly undesirable when it contains a dissolved lead compound. GBL,
meanwhile, is a controlled substance in the UK owing to its psychoactive properties.
It is therefore considered likely that a process not involving the use of these solvents
will need to be found if PSCs are to be produced on a commercial scale (Holliman
et al., 2015; Gardner et al., 2016; Noel et al., 2017).
A further disadvantage of both the one- and two-step methods is that they are both
reactive deposition procedures; as such the chemistry of actually forming the desired
perovskite material occurs after deposition on the substrate. As discussed in Chapter
5, processing conditions; especially humidity, but also ambient temperature and air
pressure, can have a large effect on the morphology and therefore performance of
the perovskite layer. Controlling such conditions in an industrial environment may
be prohibitively expensive. Furthermore, the chemistry of the interface between the
perovskite layer and the immediate under-layer (e.g. PEDOT:PSS) strongly affects
this reaction, as can be observed by the very different behaviour of films deposited
on PEDOT:PSS compared with TiO2 layers, as shown in Chapter 5.
Therefore in this chapter an effort has been made to develop an alternative method
based on up-front synthesis of the desired perovskite material, followed by its dis-
persal in a suitable medium to form a non-reactive, colloidal ink. In theory this ink
could then be deposited on a range of substrates under a range of conditions without
major effects on the morphology, as the chemical reaction of forming the perovskite
would have happened upfront, under well-controlled conditions and prior to deposi-
tion. This also avoids the need for aggressive and toxic solvents, since theoretically
any substance which is a solvent for neither the lead halide nor the organic compo-
nent can serve as a dispersal medium. The use of such colloidal inks is common in
printed electronics (Rajan et al., 2016), and has been reported in various solar cell
applications (Freni et al., 2015).
6.1.1 Production of Perovskite Powders
Several papers have partially explored the area of perovskite powder synthesis and
colloidal ink development. Heo et al. (2015) produced MAPIc from MAI and PbCl2
precursors suspended in IPA via stirring of the reactants at 60°C for 30 minutes.
The reaction produced a black powder which was dispersed in the IPA reaction
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medium, and was then purified by sequential centrifuging and re-dispersal in IPA up
to six times before being dried in a vacuum oven. The authors note that IPA is a
solvent for the (unwanted) CH3NH3Cl by-product, but not the lead halide or the final
perovskite, meaning that such washing is an effective purification method. Note that
this by-product is removed when using the conventional one-step deposition process
as a gas, in a process which is affected by atmospheric humidity, which is one reason
for the moisture sensitivity of that process. Having obtained the perovskite powder
(confirmed by X-ray Diffraction (XRD)), the authors then re-dissolved it in DMF
and produced devices by spin coating as per the conventional one-step method, with
the advantage being that the devices did not require post-deposition heat treatment.
The authors do not note whether the device performance were sensitive to deposition
humidity, but theoretically this sensitivity should also be reduced.
Similarly, Prochowicz et al. (2015) used ball milling of PbI2 and MAI precursors
at room temperature in a glove box to produce CH3NH3PbI3 (MAPI) powder with
high purity. They reported the band gap of the as-produced material was 1.48 eV,
slightly lower than expected for MAPI, which they attribute to crystalline defects.
The material was re-dissolved in DMF and then used to produce normal architecture
cells using the conventional one-step deposition method, which had a PCE of 9.1%.
Manukyan et al. (2016) also used ball milling to react PbI2 and MAI in the solid state,
in the presence or absence of Al2O3 nanoparticles, which enhanced the film forming
properties. The authors characterised the material and confirmed the presence of
the desired perovskite but did not report on film formation or devices. However,
clearly the issue of the use of DMF has not been addressed by any of these three
studies.
One study which did address the solvent issue was reported by Jones et al. (2016), in
which the lead halide and organic precursors are ground together in the solid state in
a pestle and mortar, together with a metal oxide (either Al2O3 or TiO2). Following
the observed colour change to dark brown/black, indicating the formation of the
perovskite, the mixture is dispersed in α-terpineol and bar cast or doctor bladed to
form devices. The authors note that terpineol has many advantages as a dispersal
medium, including being cheap, non-toxic and of a similar boiling point (212°C)
to the commonly used dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) (which is 189°C). Further, both
the inks and resulting films when cast from terpineol are reported to be remarkably
stable in ambient conditions, for up to several months. While the films produced were
uniform, and XRD showed the perovskite material to be pure, the device efficiencies
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(found in the supplementary information) were low, at around 1%. The authors do
not speculate as to why the efficiencies are low.
Other work reported by Nejand et al. (2016) also used a similar ball milling powder
synthesis route, followed by ultrasonic spray deposition for the powder and then hot-
pressing of the deposited layer using a Teflon press, which had the effect of flattening
the particles and increasing the layer coverage. The MAPI was deposited by spray
coating from a dispersion in IPA with average particle size of approx 500nm. The
sprayed powder layer was pressed at 0.5 MPa for 3 h at 120°C and subsequently
annealed in nitrogen for 10 min at 130°C. The devices had efficiencies up to 9%.
Pressure assisted morphology changes are well known in MAPI (Xiao et al., 2015).
6.1.2 Alternative Approaches to the Use of Less-toxic Solvents
During the course of this EngD project several papers have appeared discussing
various strategies towards reducing solvent toxicity in PSC deposition.
In the area of two-step methods, the strategy has been to use water-soluble lead pre-
cursors for the lead source. Hsieh et al. (2015) reported the use of aqueous Pb(NO3)2
solutions as a precursor for a two-step deposition method, in which the conversion
reaction to MAPI proceeds via an intermediate reaction in the MAI dipping step
which produces PbI2 on the substrate. PCEs of up to 12.8% were reported in a
normal, mesoporous architecture. Using a similar process, Shinde et al. (2017) later
compared the degradation of aqueous Pb(NO3)2 - derived PSCs with those derived
using the conventional two-step method, and reported an increase in stability in the
former case which was attributed to reduced amounts of PbI2 residue. In a similar
vein, a pre-print from Jiang et al. (2016) reports the use of aqueous solutions of
Pb(OAc)2 and MAI in a reactive inkjet printing process, which led to PCEs of up to
3%. One drawback of these methods is the relatively long dipping time in the MAI
solution of up to 12 minutes, as well as potential (currently unknown) dependence on
ambient conditions. Nevertheless, these reports represent a very promising avenue
for future research.
For one-step methods, work has been undertaken by modification of existing solvents
to increase their solvating power with respect to the lead halides. In order to dissolve
the lead halides, the solvent must be polar aprotic, and trials undertaken within
the present project with other such solvents (acetone, tetrahydrofuran (THF), ethyl
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acetate) showed too low a solubility of PbI2 to be of interest. Similar observations
were also reported by Gardner et al. (2016), who systematically investigated solvent
and precursor choices for one-step deposition. The outcome of this was a mixed
solvent-alcohol-acid system, comprising GBL, ethanol and acetic acid, which was
shown to lead to stable solutions of a mixed precursor consisting of Pb(OAc)2·
3 H2O, PbCl2 and MAI, and led to devices with over 13% stabilised PCE. This was a
large step forward, but did not address issues of using GBL, a controlled substance.
Subsequently, Noel et al. (2017) reported a mixed solvent consisting of methylamine
(MMA) dissolved in acetonitrile, which led to dissolution of MAI and PbI2. When
subsequently spin coated this system was reported to form highly specular films
with impressive PCEs of over 18%, and was applicable over large areas. However,
while acetonitrile is certainly preferred compared with DMF, it is metabolised to
hydrogen cyanide and as such can only be described as less-toxic. Another problem
is stability of the mixed solvent, since MMA will rapidly boil off if not maintained
at low temperature. This presents problems for processing.
It is worth noting that this last paper is part of a wide area of research which has
born out of the interesting interactions between MAPI and methylamine (usually as
a gas). Several authors have reported MMA-gas healing methods in which exposure
of the MAPI to the gas causes it to ‘melt’, forming a viscous yellow liquid (Zhou
et al., 2015). This can then flow on the sample to heal small defects such as pinholes,
and rapidly re-crystallises once the MMA is removed, e.g. by exposure of the films
to ambient air (Pang et al., 2016). This presents an interesting post-processing
technique which could be applicable to the powder inks developed in the present
project. Note that this technique has been attempted within the present thesis
using the Al2O3 inks discussed in Section 6.10, but the performance was not changed
compared with the un-treated devices.
Finally, while great progress has been made in the development of non-toxic or less-
toxic solvents for both one- and two-step methods, none of these approaches is likely
to eliminate dependence of the film’s morphology on ambient conditions such as
temperature and humidity. As such, the development of a non-reactive ink is still of
interest for future manufacturing.
While the work reported in this chapter was being carried out, a very relevant paper
appeared (Guo et al., 2016), in which terpineol was reported to passivate MAPI
powders and lead to increased moisture stability. This was attributed to the hy-
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drophobic moiety of the terpineol molecule. The authors in that study formed their
MAPI material directly in terpineol by stirring for 3 days, but had no means of con-
trolling the particle size distribution. For that reason the method developed here, in
which material of a known particle size is created and then re-dispersed in terpineol,
may be more promising.
This stabilising effect of terpineol on MAPI powders, reported as being due to the
hydrophobic moiety present on the terpineol molecule, adds further to its potential
suitability as a dispersal medium for any synthesised MAPI powders. Other factors
which make terpineol a suitable dispersal medium are that it is not expected to be
a good solvent for either MAPI or MAI (which is required for a stable dispersion
and to avoid leaching); that it is safe, non-toxic, inexpensive and widely available,
and has a high boiling point, which allows for enhanced processability by techniques
such as screen printing or doctor blading owing to a longer residence time on the
printing apparatus. Due to these advantages, terpineol is widely used as a base for
commercially available printing inks.
6.2 Perovskite Powder Synthesis and Characterisation
In this section, various experiments are reported in the synthesis of MAPI and MAPIc
powders and then subsequent formulation into inks. First, a powder synthesis route
similar to that used by (Heo et al., 2015) was developed, as reported in Section 6.2.1.
This approach was chosen because of its relative simplicity as compared with ball
milling approaches, the reported role of IPA as a potential purifying agent, and the
ready availability of the required equipment. The method was optimised in small-
scale initial trials by XRD analysis of the powders produced. Following this, the
powders were dispersed in non-toxic solvents with various additives, including metal
oxides and nano-carbons, along with binders. The resulting inks were deposited into
thin films in order to characterise their film forming ability, optical studies by PL
and UV-VIS in Section 6.2.5 and particles sizing and chemical analysis by SEM and
EDX as reported in Section 6.2.3. The aim of these experiments was ultimately to
lead to the development of inks which could be deposited on appropriate substrates
to form working solar cells, as reported in Sections 6.3.3 and 6.3.4.
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6.2.1 Synthesis of MAPI Powders
MAPI and MAPIc powders were synthesised by a modified version of the method
reported by Hsieh et al. (2015). First, the lead salts were ground in a pestle and
mortar to break up any large agglomerates. The desired weight of powder was then
added to filtered, anhydrous IPA and sonicated in a bath sonicator for 10 minutes
in order to further break up smaller clumps and to disperse the lead salt in the IPA.
Initially this was carried out without any additives. In later experiments, a small
quantity (1 wt% w.r.t the IPA) of poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) (PVP) was added as a
surfactant in order to stabilise the dispersion (Koczkur et al., 2015).
The lead salt dispersions were quickly transferred to a hotplate at 60°C where they
were vigorously stirred. A 5% molar excess of MAI was first dissolved in additional
IPA and this was then pipetted into the PbI2 dispersion. This molar excess was
intended to found to lead to higher purity material, due to more even distribution
of the MAI in the initial phase of the reaction and to avoid leaching of MAI.
The mixture showed a rapid colour change from yellow to dark brown, which occurred
within a few seconds of adding the MAI. The stirring was continued for either 10
or 30 minutes at 60°C. After thirty minutes, the dark brown powder had turned
black, indicating completion of the reaction. The resulting black powder dispersion
was extracted into two centrifuge vials for each experiment. The samples were then
centrifuged at 3000 RPM for 10 minutes. One of the vials was then set aside for
analysis while the supernatant of the other was removed and replaced with fresh
IPA, and the sample re-centrifuged; these were the 1 and 2 washings samples shown
in Figure 6.1. In contrast to Hsieh et al. (2015), who obtained their highest purity
material after 6 washings, no additional washings were performed in the present
experiment because after two washings noticeable yellow deposits had formed on the
all-iodide samples, which was taken to indicate a partial reversal of the reaction to
form PbI2 as the MAI is partially re-dissolved by the excess IPA. The pellet from
both sets of samples was collected and dried under mild vacuum at 60°C for 2 h. The
resulting black powder was weighed and stored in sealed glass vials until required.
6.2.2 XRD Characterisation
Dried powders of MAPI and MAPIc which had been washed once or twice were
analysed by XRD using a Cu K−α source. The raw data were acquired by Dr.
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Dan Driscoll at the University of Surrey. The experimental data are compared
with the simulated pattern for CH3NH3PbI3, which was generated using published
crystallographic information from the COD database (based on data published by
Stoumpos et al. (2013)) and simulated using the FOX software. The search-match
program QualX was used to find the likely phases present, and a semi-quantitative
analysis routine was used to get an estimate of the relative weight fractions. While
this method involves significant uncertainty, it was chosen over more precise methods
such as full pattern refinement because of its simplicity and the fact that it was
only necessary to compare relative changes between the samples. The spectra, after
background removal and smoothing are shown in Figure 6.1.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 6.1: XRD analysis of (a) MAPI material and (b) MAPIc material produced
using one or two washings, and material produced using 1 wash but stirred for 30
minutes or 10 minutes (c). The simulated patterns are for the beta phase of
methylammonium lead iodide and the marked impurity peaks are from lead iodide.
From this data, it is clear that the all-iodide experiment produced MAPI material
with fewer crystalline impurities. The only crystalline impurity found in this case
was PbI2; interestingly the peak height of the PbI2 peak at 2θ = 12.6° significantly
increases after the second washing. This implies that the washing process may
be leaching MAI out of the perovskite material as previously discussed. This is
consistent with the yellowing observed on the black perovskite material after the
second washing in these samples, and implied that reducing the length of time that
the material spends in contact with IPA (i.e. by reducing the stirring time and
centrifuging time) may lead to purer material. With this in mind, the stirring time
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was reduced to 10 minutes and the centrifuging time to 5 minutes. XRD spectra are
shown in 6.1. As shown from this figure, reducing the stirring time to 10 minutes
led to less pure material, likely indicating incomplete conversion of the precursors.
Meanwhile, using 30 minutes stir but one wash of 5 minutes led to slightly lower
levels of impurity, but within the uncertainty of the analysis.
In the chloride case, several crystalline impurities were observed, with the dominant
one being PbCl2. The height of the PbCl2 peak at 2θ ≈ 22.9° does slightly reduce
with additional washings. This is consistent with the need to remove significant
amounts of CH3NH3Cl as a by-product of this non-stoichiometric reaction; again,
IPA is a solvent for CH3NH3Cl but not the perovskite or the lead halides. However
it appears from these results that two washings was not sufficient to obtain any-
thing close to pure MAPIc. Based on these results, the MAPIc material work was
discontinued, and only the all-iodide powders were studied further.
The experimental parameters used for the remainder of the study were 30 minutes
stirring and 1 wash of 5 minutes at 3000 RPM, followed by drying under mild vacuum
for 2 h. In total 25 batches of powders were made during the course of this study.
6.2.3 SEM and EDX Characterisation of Powders
In Section 6.3 several options for dispersal media are investigated with a view to
making a stable ink. However, initially it was simply necessary to form a film on a
conductive substrate to allow for SEM analysis of the powders. For this purpose,
the dried powders were dispersed in α-terpineol by stirring at 30°C overnight (17 h)
at 33 wt%. This led to a dark black dispersion, which was drop cast onto glass/ITO
substrates and dried at 60°C for 40 min in ambient air of 40 ± 5% RH for SEM
analysis. Three experiments were carried out; first, the morphology of the 1 washing
was compared with the 2 washings when simply drop cast with no further treatment;
second, the effects of sonication on reducing the observed agglomeration in the dried
films was investigated; and third, the effects of filtration for selection of the smaller
particles was investigated. This last experiment was necessary in order to allow
for the formation of PV cells with relatively thin active layers. Figure 6.2 shows
SEM images of a sample drop cast from a suspension of material which had had
one washing cycle in IPA, while Figure 6.3 shows similar results in the case of two
washings.
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Figure 6.2: SEM micrographs (a-c) and EDX spectrum (d) of a sample drop-cast
from a dispersion of MAPI particles which had two washing cycles in IPA. The
material has agglomerated, but the primary particles can be seen by their cuboid
shape, typical of MAPI crystals. EDX showed an I/Pb ratio of 2.7.
The micrographs in Figures 6.2 and 6.3 showed that the particles tended to agglom-
erate in both cases. Agglomeration is a common problem for processing of micro- and
nanoparticles (Rawle, 2002). Based on the micrographs in Figures 6.2 and 6.3, the
agglommerates, of mean size ˜35 µm, are seen to be formed from primary particles
of mean size ˜1.0 µm.
The difference between the two washing procedures is evident based on the more
amorphous morphology of the two washings sample, which, along with the slight
reduction in the I/Pb ratio indicated by the EDX results (which indicated a ratio of
2.7 for one washing and 2.5 for two washings, although the difference is within the
uncertainty of the technique), would be consistent with the formation of PbI2. Based
on this (and the XRD results in the previous section) the 1 washing case appeared
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to be more promising, and so was studied further.
Figure 6.3: SEM micrographs (a-c) and EDX spectrum (d) of a sample drop-cast
from a dispersion of MAPI particles which had two washing cycles in IPA. The
material is severely agglomerated, and compared with the one washing sample had
a more amorphous appearance. This is likely to indicate the formation of PbI2 on
their surfaces. EDX showed an I/Pb ratio of 2.5.
Agglomeration in powder materials is a common problem which arises from their
increased dominance of intra-molecular attractive forces over inertial forces as the
particle size is reduced. This commonly causes powder materials to agglomerate,
especially when dried since in the dry state there are no steric forces keeping the
particles separate (Rawle, 2002). In this experiment, there are two drying phases, to
recover the perovskite powder from the IPA solvent before re-dispersal in terpineol,
and another when the films are drop-cast onto the substrates for analysis. Further-
more, there is the possibility of agglomeration in the terpineol dispersions themselves
since there are no surfactants or stabilisers used.
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In order to investigate whether the agglomeration observed was reversible, samples
were treated with 30 minutes’ ultra-sonication in a bath sonicator, or 5 minutes
sonication using a tip sonicator using a 50% duty cycle. The resulting dispersion
was then drop cast onto glass/ITO films and dried at 60°C for 40 min in air as before.
SEM micrographs are shown in Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5.
Figure 6.4: SEM micrographs (a-c) and EDX spectrum (d) of a sample drop-cast
from a dispersion of MAPI particles which had one washing cycle in IPA and was
subsequently sonicated using a bath sonicator for 30 minutes. The agglomeration is
greatly reduced compared with untreated samples, but the primary particle size is
not affected.
As shown in the micrographs, both techniques were able to reduce the agglomeration
greatly, although in the case of tip sonication some agglomerates remained on the
samples. The bath sonication by contrast appeared to have markedly reduced the
agglomeration with no large agglomerates visible. The difference between the two
treatments is likely due to the differences in power delivery; whereas bath sonication
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Figure 6.5: SEM micrographs of a sample drop-cast from a dispersion of MAPI
particles which had one washing cycle in IPA and was subsequently sonicated using
a tip sonictor The agglomeration is greatly reduced compared with untreated
samples, but some agglomerates are still visible in the lower magnification image
(a). This is in contrast to bath sonication.
delivers a lower power level over a longer time to the samples, tip sonication delivers
very high power in a very small area. This meant that the sonication time could not
be extended past 5 minutes in order to avoid severe sample decomposition – longer
sonication may also lead in some cases to re-agglomeration (Taurozzi et al., 2011).
An example of a sample tip sonicated for 10 minutes is shown in Figure 6.5d, in
which the dispersion has turned a cloudy yellow colour indicating degradation of the
MAPI to form PbI2. This is likely due to very high localised power density near
the tip of the ultrasonic horn, and possibly also temperature rises in the sample
(although the samples were kept in an ice bath). Based on these results, all inks
were sonicated for 30 minutes prior to their use for the remainder of the project.
6.2.4 Reduction of Particle Size by Filtration
As mentioned in the previous section, after bath sonication, the mean particle size
was found to be 1.0µm. However for the intended PV application the active layer
thickness is less than 1 µm. This is likely to have been one major factor in leading
to the low efficiencies reported for PV cells in the remainder of this chapter.
An experiment was conducted into reduction of the particle size by filtration. Three
successive filters were used, with 68µm, 34µm (both stainless steel) and 1.2 µm
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PTFE syringe filter. The first filter passed almost all the material. A significant
fraction was stopped by the second filter, and almost all the material was stopped
by the 1.2 µm filter. In both cases it was necessary to dilute the terpineol dispersions,
which were viscous, with ethanol in order reduce the viscosity to pass through the
filters. Ethanol was chosen as it is a commonly used diluent for terpineol based
inks and dispersions and did not dissolve the MAPI or lead to rapid degradation.
Micrographs of the material which passed through the 38µm filter and the 1.2 µm
filter are shown in Figure 6.6.
Figure 6.6: SEM micrographs of MAPI powder filtered through a 38µm filter (a)
and (b) and a 1.2µm filter (c) and (d). Note the different magnifications.
The mean particle size in the first case was 1.1 µm, but with a long tail towards larger
particle sizes, while in the second case the mean was 0.3 µm, with a much tighter
distribution. Furthermore, in the first case the particle size distribution appeared to
be bimodal, with a distribution of larger particles of mean size around 1.2 µm, and
smaller ones with a mean at around 0.3 µm. The reason behind this is not clear, but
may arise from the particle size distribution in the starting PbI2 material. This first
value is likely to be too large for high-efficiency PV applications, while the second
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one is perhaps useable but still larger than would be ideal. Further filtration through
0.45 µm and 0.2µm PTFE filters led to no material passing through, as would be
expected based on the size of the particles.
While this experiment was successful in reducing the mean particle size dramatically,
only a very small amount of material actually passed through the 1.2 µm filter; not
enough to allow for its recovery and subsequent dispersion into an ink even when
using a relatively large volume of primary dispersion containing several grams of
unfiltered MAPI powder. This limited the use which could be made within this
project of this promising material. It is likely that the starting, unfiltered MAPI
does not contain a significant weight fraction of sub-micron particles. Therefore in
future work it would be necessary to re-visit the synthesis techniques in order to
promote the formation of smaller particles.
6.2.5 Optical Characterisation of Powders
Samples were cast onto glass microscope slides for UV-Vis and PL characterisation.
The results of the UV-Vis characterisation are shown in Figure 6.7a, and the Tauc
plot used to calculate the approximate band gap is shown in Figure 6.7b. All sam-
ples showed an absorption onset at approximately 830 nm. Analysis via Tauc plots
showed an approximate an approximate bandgap of 1.54 eV, which is very close to the
1.51 eV bandgap reported experimentally for MAPI (Gao et al., 2015). The artefact
at 850 nm is from the changeover of detector and grating at this wavelength.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 6.7: Room temperature UV-VIS spectrum of MAPI powder drop cast on to
glass (a) and Tauc plot derived from a linearisation of the data (b) showing the
band gap at 1.54 eV. Steady state photoluminescence showed an emission peak at
776 nm (c).
The absorption profile in the region below the perovskite bandgap is markedly differ-
ent to that of perovskite thin films produced by the conventional one-step method,
being much flatter. Interestingly no absorption features were observed at 532 nm,
which would correspond to the band gap of PbI2 at 2.34 eV.
Photoluminescence spectra of the same material are shown in Figure 6.7c. This
largely agrees with the UV-VIS data, with the peak position of the photo-luminescence
peak at 776 nm corresponding to a band gap of 1.60 eV. Samples were excited at
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485 nm and measurements were done at room temperature.
6.2.6 Conclusions
In this section, a method was developed for production of MAPI powders using a
modified procedure from the literature consisting of a solid state reaction between
PbI2 powder dispersed in IPA and MAI powder either dispersed or (in the final
procedure) dissolved in IPA. The aim of this work was to produce MAPI powder
with small particle size and high purity in a set-up in which the reaction conditions
could be controlled, in an effort to circumvent the strong dependence of perovskite
film quality on ambient humidity, as discussed in Chapter 5. It was envisaged that
this might also lead to other advantages, such as the ability to use less- or non-toxic
solvents.
Using either PbI2 or PbCl2 precursors, MAPI and MAPIc materials were produced
and characterised. XRD analysis indicated that the MAPIc contained very large
amounts of unreacted precursors, and based on this, this work was discontinued and
effort was focused on the MAPI synthesis. XRD showed that the highest purity ma-
terial was produced using a 30 minute stir at 60°C followed by a 5 minute centrifuge
to recover the product. Based on SEM analysis, a filtration technique was developed
to reduce the mean particle size, which is important for many opto-electronic appli-
cations. Finally, optical characterisation revealed the band gap was in the expected
range for MAPI.
Using this MAPI material, in Section 6.3 inks were formulated with various binders
and surfactants. Following this, different thin film deposition techniques were used
in order to make PV cells of different geometries, as reported in Section 6.10 and
6.13.
6.3 Thin Film and PV Device Fabrication from Col-
loidal Inks
6.3.1 Introduction
In the previous section, MAPI powder had been synthesised and characterised. The
material was re-dispersed in terpineol to be drop-cast onto substrates for character-
isation, along with filtration and sonication to reduce agglomeration. The next step
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was to attempt to form an ink from the dispersions of MAPI powder. For this, it
was necessary to add binders, in the absence of which the dried inks simply forms an
unconsolidated powder material. It is likely that not only adhesion will be poor, but
that there may be limited electrical contact between the particles. This is one key
difference between the work reported in this chapter and that reported for example
by Guo et al. (2016), in which no binder was used.
First, dispersions in terpineol were doctor bladed onto glass substrates in order to act
as a reference. Following this, two approaches towards further ink development have
been taken. The first approach was based on the use of metal oxide nanoparticles as
a plasticizer in the inks, following the approach reported by Jones et al. (2016). This
led to greatly improved film formation properties when using Al2O3 nanoparticles,
but was unsuccessful in the case of TiO2 or CuO nanoparticles, which led to rapid
degradation of the MAPI. This work is discussed in Section 6.3.3.
The second approach taken was the use of organic binders within the inks, consisting
of ethyl cellulose along with a conductive additive consisting of graphene micro-flakes,
in an attempt to improve the electrical contact between the MAPI particles within
the layer. This work is reported in Section 6.13.
6.3.2 Doctor Blade Coating from Dispersions in Terpineol
Two suspensions in terpineol were doctor bladed to act as a control and reference
for the further ink development work. MAPI powder was synthesised as outlined
in Section 6.2.1, and filtered through a 38µm filter. The material was dispersed
in anhydrous α-terpineol at a concentration of 115 mg/ml. These dispersions were
stirred at room temperature overnight and sonicated in a bath sonicator for 30 min
immediately prior to use.
Glass substrates were cleaned in an ultrasonic bath for 10 minutes with methanol,
and blown dry with an N2 gun. Cleaned substrates were treated using a UV-ozone
plasma asher for 10 min at 100 W and 15 SCCM O2. The cleaned substrates were then
transferred to the heated bed of a K Control flatbed coater, which was maintained
at 60°C throughout the experiment. A stainless steel blade of 50 mm width was
used, and its height above the substrate adjusted by micrometer screws. In order to
promote the formation of a meniscus between the ink and the blade, the blade was
initially held in contact with the substrate, before depositing 50 µl of the dispersion
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and raising the bar to the desired gap height above the substrate; in this case 20µm
was used. Optical thickness measurements showed a dry film thickness in the range
1–3 µm; due to the roughness of the films and the large particle size of the ink it was
not possible to determine a more precise value for the film thickness. Films were
coated at a speed of approximately 18 mm/s. Films were allowed to dry for 40 min
on the heated bed of the coater. Photographs and SEM micrographs of the resulting
films are shown in Figure 6.8.
Figure 6.8: SEM micrographs (a-c) and photographs (d) of doctor bladed films
from dispersions of MAPI in terpineol. The photographs show films doctor bladed
at room temperature (1 and 3) or 60°C (4 and 5).
As shown in the photographs in Figure 6.8, the film quality was relatively poor with
doctor blading, characterised by streaks in some of the films and patches of poor
coverage. This is shown in the low-magnification SEM image, while higher mag-
nifications show the MAPI particles, which resemble those previously characterised
by drop casting. Furthermore the adhesion of the film on the substrate was poor,
with the film flaking off the substrate easily, rendering further processing difficult.
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Therefore in the following sections various binders and additives have been used to
improve the film forming quality.
Note that the equation relating gap height, solids concentration and final film thick-
ness given in Chapter 3 was not found to be an accurate descriptor of the final dry
film thickness when using these inks. This is seen because when using a blade gap
of 20 µm, the equation would predict a dry film thickness of;
d = 12g
c
ρ
= 12 × 20 µm×
115 mg/ml
4286.4 mg/ml = 0.27 µm (6.1)
where the density of MAPI has been taken from literature values. Not only does this
predict a dry film thickness much lower than that measured, but it is also smaller
than the particle size.
There may be several factors leading to this discrepancy. First, due to the high
viscosity of the ink, the assumption of a fully developed flow profile in the area
behind the blade may not hold. It seemed from observation of the coating process
that the blade was essentially just leveling off the wet ink, and so the wet film
thickness was close to the blade-substrate gap. Second, the particle size is large
compared with the predicted dry film thickness. Finally, the dry films are not fully
dense, but rather a collection of particles, so the use of the full density of MAPI is
likely to lead to an underestimate of the dry film thickness. Owing to these factors,
and the difficulty in determining the thickness of rough films, the blade-substrate
gap is used as an indicator for the film thickness in comparing different films in the
remainder of this chapter.
6.3.3 Metal Oxide Inks
6.3.3.1 Introduction and Fabrication of Inks
Following the approach taken by Jones et al. (2016), three types of metal oxide
nanoparticles were added to dispersions of MAPI in terpineol. Metal oxide nanopar-
ticles have been reported to act as plasticisers and film forming agents in functional
inks (Jones et al., 2016). Therefore a trial was made of the effects of adding var-
ious metal oxides (CuO,TiO2,Al2O3) to the MAPI powder before re-dispersing in
terpineol.
Although it may seem counter-intuitive to introduce insulating materials into the
active layer of a solar cell, this has a long pedigree in perovskites. For example, it has
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long been practice to introduce the insulator Al2O3 in place of the more conventional,
electron-conducting TiO2 in the mesoporous architecture, taking advantage of the
long diffusion lengths and well-balanced charge transport in perovskites which allows
them to conduct photo-excited carriers to the contacts (Ball et al., 2013). There have
been some more recent papers on incorporation of insulating polymers in the active
layer, which are reported to significantly increase boost stability. Zhao et al. (2016)
added poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) directly into a standard perovskite 3:1 precursor
solution in DMF. They found that the stability was remarkably increased, that
high molecular weight (> 20, 000 Da) PEG was preferable, and that 20 mg ml−1 was
the optimum concentration. Note that the authors used an unusually concentrated
precursor solution, using 430 mg ml−1 of MAI and 250 mg ml−1 of PbCl2, about triple
the concentration used in the present work. Later, Manshor et al. (2016) used
poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) (PVP), also as an additive to a standard precursor solution
in DMF. Their devices were not optimised and showed relatively low PCEs, but the
stability was good at > 1000 hrs, and the authors demonstrated that charge transfer
was possible despite the presence of the polymer owing to the JSC being respectable.
In the present work, three metal oxides were investigated; Al2O3, TiO2 and SnO2.
The materials used consisted of nano-particles, with 20 nm, 25 nm and 100 nm, re-
spectively, purchased from Sigma and used without modification. MAPI powder was
synthesised as described in Section 6.2.1, with filtration through a 38µm filter. Un-
fortunately filtration through a 1.2µm filter led to too much material being removed
to allow for further ink fabrication and so this could not be attempted. This is a
limitation of the current work.
Of the metal oxides used, only Al2O3 led to stable inks, since inks based on TiO2 and
SnO2 rapidly turned bright yellow on deposition of thin films. The Al2O3 nanopar-
ticle loading was kept at 17 g/l in all cases, which was found to be enough to signif-
icantly enhance the film forming properties of the perovskite inks. Perovskite inks
consisting of 115 g/l of MAPI with respect to terpineol were used as in the previous
section.
6.3.3.2 Doctor Blading of Thin Films
Samples of the MAPI/Al2O3 inks were deposited using doctor blading at 60°C on
glass/ITO substrates, which were cleaned in the same manner as the glass sub-
strates in the previous section. The films were examined visually and by optical
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microscopy and SEM. Visual examination allowed the coating process to be de-
veloped, as many combinations of blade height, speed and number of passes gave
obviously non-uniform or patchy films.
The blade height was referenced to the substrate before each coating, then raised to
a height of between 5–25 µm to provide the desired gap thickness, with 10 µm being
found to be optimal. 50µl of MAPI ink was spread in a line in front of the blade,
which was then spread with a blade speed of 18 mm/s. The films were allowed to dry
on the heated bed of the coater for 40 minutes at 60°C in air. If multiple coatings
were required, this process was repeated up to 5 times, but with a shortened drying
time of 10 minutes between coatings. Photographs and SEM images of the films are
shown in Figure 6.9.
Figure 6.9: Photographs (a) and (b) and SEM micrographs (c) and (d) of films
doctor bladed from inks containing Al2O3 nanoparticles.
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Photographs of the coatings on ITO/glass substrates are shown in Figures 6.9a and
b, in which the parameters used were 1 and 3 coats respectively at 10 µm blade
height. The coatings were more uniform compared with the pure MAPI dispersion
in terpineol, which can be attributed to the role of the metal oxide nanoparticles as
a plasticizer, as previously reported (Jones et al., 2016). This allowed the formation
of continuous films which covered the entire substrate while coating at a smaller gap
height compared with the pure MAPI dispersion, which tended to require higher wet
film thicknesses in order to achieve good substrate surface coverage.
Typical SEM micrographs of the Al2O3-containing inks are shown in Figure 6.9. The
morphology is markedly different to the pure MAPI case, with a solid film of material
penetrated by cracks. The surface appeared rough and the films had a non-specular
appearance.
6.3.3.3 Fabrication of PV Cells
As outlined in the previous section, the addition of metal oxide nanoparticles to
the MAPI inks was found to improve the film quality when doctor bladed on glass
substrates. Using these inks, devices were fabricated in normal and inverted planar
and normal mesoporous architectures.
Inverted Devices
Devices were produced in two versions of the inverted planar architecture. Similar to
the work reported in Chapter 5, ITO/glass substrates were cleaned by 10 minute’s
sonication in methanol followed by O2 plasma ashing at 100 W and 15 SCCM O2
for 10 minutes, and coated with PEDOT:PSS (Al 4083, Heraeus) by spin coating
from an aqueous dispersion at 5000 RPM for 40 s. Active layer films were doctor
bladed from the 115 mg/ml MAPI ink in terpineol with 17 mg/ml Al2O3 nanoparticles
described in the previous section, using a blade gap of 10µm at 60°C and dried at
that temperature for 40 min in air. PC70BM was deposited by spin coating from a
20 mg/ml solution in dichlorobenzene at 2000 RPM and dried at room temperature
in a nitrogen-filled glovebox. Note that this is a significantly higher concentration
of PC70BM and lower spin speed than used in the previous work on planar devices,
giving a thicker layer. This was necessary in order to planarise the rough films.
Devices were then transferred to the vacuum chamber and 5 nm BCP and between
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100 – 280 nm Ag were thermally evaporated to form the back contact. JV curves are
shown in Figure 6.10.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.10: PV devices fabricated from MAPI/Al2O3 inks in inverted geometries;
planar with PEDOT:PSS (a) in which all devices were short circuits; plus a
PCDTBT interlayer (b) which were not short circuits but which showed poor
performance.
These planar PEDOT:PSS-based devices were all low resistance short circuits, as
shown in Figure 6.10a. Since the resistances measured from the JV curves of these
devices are very low, it is likely that this represents direct contact between the Ag
electrode and the PEDOT:PSS layer. This would imply that the Ag has fired through
the rough MAPI layer on evaporation. This is likely due to the rough MAPI/Al2O3
layer, meaning that the PCBM was unable to completely planarise the MAPI layer,
meaning that holes and cracks remained in the films.
In order to mitigate this problem, two changes were made. The PCBM layer was
made thicker by reducing the spin speed to 1000 RPM and increasing the solu-
tion concentration to 50 mg/ml in order to better planarise the very rough MAPI
layer. Additionally, since there was the possibility that cracks existed through
the MAPI layer, a layer of Poly[N-9’-heptadecanyl-2,7-carbazole-alt-5,5-(4’,7’-di-2-
thienyl-2’,1’,3’-benzothiadiazole)], (PCDTBT), a donor-acceptor co-polymer com-
monly used in high VOC organic solar cells, and increasingly in perovskite cells of
both normal and inverted architectures (Heo et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2017), was
spin coated spin coated from a 7 mg/ml solution in dichlorobenzene at 1000 RPM for
30 s and allowed to dry under nitrogen at room temperature on to the PEDOT:PSS
layer. This was intended to help to avoid direct shorts.
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MAPI inks containing 115 g/l MAPI and 17 g/l Al2O3 in terpineol were doctor bladed
onto the PCDTBT-coated substrates as described previously. The active area was
0.193 cm2 as defined by an opaque aperture. JV curves for these devices are shown
in Figure 6.10b. The devices showed both low VOC and low JSC. It was observed
that even using a thick PC70BM layer and 280 nm of Ag, the film roughness of the
perovskite layer was such that the back contact quality was poor. There was high
series resistance in these cells, which may have been caused by poor back contact
due to incomplete planarisation of the rough active layer by the PCBM. Also, the
use of the PCDTBT is likely to introduce high series resistance due to its low hole
mobility.
The JV curves shown in Figure 6.10b demonstrate clear rectification (i.e., the thicker
PCBM and PCDTBT have stopped the formation of short circuits), but the device
performance remains poor, likely due to the very high series resistance. During
the preparation of this thesis, and after these experiments had been conducted, a
relevant paper appeared which indicated that PCDTBT performed better as a HTM
in normal architecture PSCs with the addition of doping (using the same dopants
as are commonly used for Spiro-MeOTAD) (Wong-Stringer et al., 2017). Therefore
in future work it might be interesting to re-visit this experiment with doping of the
PCDTBT.
The devices also showed very poor environmental stability, as shown by the repeated
measurements in Figure 6.10b. The devices rapidly degraded, failing in a high resis-
tance mode. The precise mechanism of this failure is not clear, but may arise from
the use of the PCDTBT since it was not seen in planar inverted devices without this
material. PCDTBT has been reported to rapidly lose hole mobility as a function of
increasing temperature (Synooka et al., 2014), and so this may be a thermal effect
arising from device heating under repeated measurements.
Based on the measurements shown in Figures 6.10a and b, it appears that the in-
verted architecture may not be the best choice for devices with such rough active
layers. PCBM is not the ideal material to planarise the device with since at higher
thicknesses its conductivity is poor. Within the course of this EngD project no
middle-ground could be found in which the PCBM thickness was sufficient to pla-
narise the MAPI ink layer but thin enough to have high conductivity. Therefore an
attempt was made to switch to a normal architecture.
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Normal Devices
A normal architecture might be preferred over inverted for these devices for several
reasons. Firstly, in a normal mesoporous architecture, the risk of short circuits is
lower than inverted, since the mesoporous layer acts as a buffer between the charge
selective contacts. Secondly, some of the hole selective contacts used in the normal
architecture (which are on top of the active layer in the normal architecture, in the
place of PCBM) have been reported in many cases in relatively rough cell stacks,
such as that used by Mei et al. (2014). While this is commonly used in perovskites
and DSSCs, such an architecture was not used in the research group before and so
it took some development effort to get working devices.
In order to use the normal architecture, ITO was replaced with FTO due to the
thermal instability of the former at the high annealing temperatures required for
the compact and mesoporous layers. Substrates were cleaned and plasma treated in
the same manner as ITO/glass substrates. Following a commonly used procedure
(Lee et al., 2012), a compact layer of TiO2 was spin coated using 50µl of a precursor
solution consisting of a mixture of 70 µl titanium isopropoxide with 7 µl 2M HCl per
1 ml anhydrous ethanol at 2000 RPM for 60 s using a dynamic dispense. The films
were dried at 150°C for 10 min and then sintered at 500°C for 45 minutes using a 30
minute linear temperature ramp and cooled slowly to room temperature.
Where a mesoporous TiO2 layer was required, a screen-printable TiO2 paste (18NRT,
Dyesol) was diluted to 2:7 by volume with anhydrous ethanol and spin coated at
2000 RPM for 45 seconds. The layer was dried at 150°C and sintered at 500°C for
45 min, using a 3-stage sintering protocol. MAPI ink was then doctor bladed in the
same manner as previously using a 10µm blade gap. Devices were completed by
doctor blading of a conductive carbon paste (MP-2, Heraeus) using a 30µm blade
gap and drying at 120°C for 10 minutes. In order to increase lateral conductivity a
conductive silver paste (F130, DZP Technologies) was doctor bladed on the carbon
electrode and dried at 120°C for 10 minutes.
For the control devices, MAPIc was spin coated from a 3:1 precursor solution at
2000 RPM for 45 s in a nitrogen glove box; the lack of humidity necessitated a long
anneal time of 120 min at 90°C followed by 15 min at 120°C. Devices were completed
by spin coating a layer of Spiro-OMeTAD from a 96.5 mg/ml solution in DCB at
2000 RPM for 60 s and thermal evaporation of 80-120 nm Ag. JV curves are shown
in Figure 6.11.
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Figure 6.11: PV devices fabricated from MAPI/Al2O3 inks in normal architectures;
(a) normal mesoporous utilising a PH1000 hole selective layer, (b) normal planar
using a conductive carbon hole selective layer, with Ag paste to increase lateral
conductivity, and compared with spin coated normal planar control devices with
carbon and Spiro-OMeTAD hole transporting layers, and mixed perovskite
materials (c, d and e).
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Figures 6.11a and b show devices in normal architectures, mesoporous or planar
respectively. As shown from the JV curves, the performance of the MAPI devices was
better in the planar case, and the performance of both normal architecture devices
was much better than the inverted but still poor. The devices based on planar
structures showed around 5x higher JSC compared with mesoporous structures and
2x higher fill factor. The improvement with the planar devices is likely to be due to
improved charge extraction, as the MAPI powder particles are too large to penetrate
the mesopores to contact the compact TiO2 layer. The planar normal architecture
shown in Figure 6.10d was the most promising employed here, but the performance
remained very poor, with short circuit currents two orders of magnitude lower that
reported by Jones et al. (2016) in a similar cell (although they used Spiro-OMeTAD).
Spin coated control devices are shown in Figures 6.11c-d, for MAPIc/carbon and
MAPIc/Spiro-OMeTAD, respectively. The intention of these devices was to test the
proper functioning of the charge extraction layers, to examine whether the reason
for the low currents with MAPI/Al2O3 ink devices could be attributed to poor in-
terlayers. Figure 6.11c shows a MAPIc/carbon control device, which is the same
architecture employed for the MAPI ink devices. This showed a PCE of 2.1%, which
was hindered by relatively poor fill factor and JSC. An improvement in both these
parameters was achieved by switching to a Spiro-OMeTAD hole transporting layer,
which shows that some at least of the low currents and fill factors seen with the MAPI
ink devices could be attributed to the carbon contact. The reverse scan efficiency
of the champion MAPIc/Spiro-OMeTAD control device was 7.6%, but there was
significant hysteresis. Nevertheless, this level of performance is sufficient to provide
evidence that the TiO2 electron transport layer is working as intended.
In neither case did the performance of the MAPI/Al2O3 devices match that of the
MAPIc control devices. Since the control devices showed respectable performance,
the reason for the poor performance of the MAPI ink devices is likely to be down to
poor current extraction from the MAPI/Al2O3 layer itself rather than the interlayers,
although the carbon hole transport layer (which was used due to its ready processing
and tolerance of rough layers) may have hindered current extraction to some degree.
This low performance may be down to the rough nature of the MAPI ink layer, the
presence of the insulating Al2O3 particles, or a combination of these factors.
Note that within this thesis, only one loading of Al2O3 nanoparticles (17.7 mg/ml)
was used; this loading was found to give the desired morphology improvement to
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the printed layer, but based on the results above it appears to have had a negative
effect on charge extraction. It is possible that in future work, a lower loading of
particles could be found which may lead to the desired morphology while mitigating
its negative effects on charge extraction.
During the late stages of the preparation of this thesis, a further test was made of
the integrity of the interlayers in the planar normal architecture by the production
of mixed-halide mixed-cation control devices, using TiO2 and Spiro-OMeTAD trans-
port layers. The advantage of these materials is that they have a wider processing
window in terms of temperature on deposition, and have been shown to lead to
higher performing devices in the normal architecture, as discussed in Chapter 2. For
these devices, the active layer was spin coated from a precursor solution containing
1 M of FAI, 1.1 M of PbI2, 0.2 M of MABr, 0.2 M of PbBr2 and 0.05 M of CsI, in a
similar manner to that reported by Saliba et al. (2016). Cells were fabricated and
data were acquired by Dr Imalka Jayawardena at the University of Surrey using a
cell design by the author.
These devices showed a very high performance. The control device shown in Figure
6.11e showed a reverse scan PCE of 17.2%; note that there was likely to be some
influence of hysteresis in increasing this number since the JSC is very high. While
devices with higher PCEs than this were measured, the JSC was higher than would
be possible from integration of the IPCE, and so the data for these devices is not
shown. Nevertheless, a batch of 6 such devices showed an average reverse scan
PCE of 13.7%. The high efficiencies achieved using the mixed perovskite materials
demonstrates that the interlayers are performing as expected. The switch to this
mixed material, with its wider processing window, demonstrates great potential for
future work on lab-scale perovskite cells.
Hybrid Devices
The next strategy which was employed was to switch to hybrid devices, consisting
of a mixture of MAPI powder and P3HT. The hypothesis was that this would avoid
short circuits in a similar manner to the use of PCDTBT, but allow for more efficient
charge extraction from the MAPI/P3HT hybrid layer. A dispersion of 100 mg MAPI
powder was added to 1 ml of a 40mg/ml P3HT solution in dichlorobenzene (DCB).
ITO/glass/PEDOT:PSS substrates were cleaned and spin coated as described previ-
ously. The active layers were drop cast, since it was found that spin coating caused
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a loss of the MAPI powder from the dispersion due to ejection of material at the
edges of the spinning film. JV curves are shown in Figure 6.12.
Figure 6.12: Inverted PV cells with MAPI inks at 100 g/l in a 40 g/l P3HT solution
in DCB (a) and (b), and a control device with only P3HT.
The PCE of the control device is low because of the non-optimised layer thickness as
well as being a planar rather than bulk heterojunction. As shown in the figure, the
addition of MAPI powder to the P3HT actually decreased the performance of the
devices when compared with the reference device due to reduced short circuit current,
despite an increase in open circuit voltage and fill factor. This is an unexpected
result, which implies that the bulk of the photocurrent in these devices is coming
from the P3HT:PCBM planar heterojunction and not from the MAPI, and addition
of the MAPI powder interrupts the formation of this heterojunction. As such work on
these hybrid devices was not pursued further in this project but they could represent
an interesting avenue for future research if material systems can be found which
allow for charge extraction from the MAPI powders.
6.3.3.4 Conclusions
In this section inks with metal oxide additives and/or various photoactive materials
were formulated. The purpose of the additives was to act as film forming agents, to
increase the ability to form dense active layer films by doctor blading. Three metal
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oxides were tried; TiO2, SnO2 and Al2O3, but the former two materials led to very
rapid degradation of the MAPI inks, which was observed due to a colour change
from black to yellow.
Using the alumina-containing ink, PV cells were fabricated by doctor blading of the
active layer in both normal and inverted architectures. The former showed higher
efficiencies than the latter, owing mainly to improved current extraction and the
avoidance of short circuits which was seen in the case of the inverted architecture. A
number of architectures were explored, and a normal planar architecture was found
to be the most promising, but the current was low even in the best devices. The
likely reason for the poor performance is that the Al2O3 nanoparticles are blocking
current collection from the MAPI powders. While it is common to use Al2O3 in
a mesoporous architecture, the current flow in such devices relies on a continuous
network of MAPI which forms around the mesopores. That appears not to have
occurred in the inks in this section, likely due to the larger particle size. This is in
contrast with the work of Jones et al. (2016), who reported short circuit currents
two orders of magnitude larger in a similar structure containing both MAPI powders
and Al2O3 nanoparticles; the difference is likely to be due to different processing
techniques of the MAPI powder and/or differing interlayers. In the following section
conductive additives were used in order to increase current collection from the MAPI
powders.
6.3.4 Inks With Conductive Additives
6.3.4.1 Introduction and Ink Fabrication
In the previous section, PV cells had been fabricated with inks based on MAPI/Al2O3
nanoparticles. The alumina had been added because of the greatly enhanced film
forming properties of the resulting ink. However the current extracted from the
PV cells remained very low. Therefore a different ink formulation was developed,
consisting of graphene micro-flakes dispersed at low concentration along with the
MAPI ink in terpineol. This was intended to increase charge extraction from the
MAPI inks while keeping the concentration low enough not to cause short circuits.
6.3.4.2 Fabrication of PV Cells
MAPI powder was synthesised as described previously. Inks were fabricated using
115 mg/ml of MAPI powder in terpineol, with the addition of 5 mg/ml ethyl cellulose
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binder and 5 vol% of a graphene micro-flake dispersion in terpineol (Heraeus). Inks
were stirred overnight at room temperature and sonicated in an ultrasonic bath for
30 min before use.
As discussed in Section 4.12d, a planar normal architecture had been found to be
most suitable for MAPI ink-based PV cells. Glass/FTO/c-TiO2 substrates were
prepared as previously described. MAPI/graphene inks were doctor bladed using
various blade-substrate gaps and dried at 60°C for 40 min. Conductive carbon elec-
trodes were deposited by doctor blading as previously discussed and cured at 120°C
for 10 min. Ag paste was doctor bladed to improve lateral conductivity as previously
described, and cured at 120°C for 10 min. Figure 6.13 shows JV curves for such cells
at different blade gaps.
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Figure 6.13: Doctor bladed devices from P031 ink, doctor blade coated with blade
gaps of (a) 5 µm, (b) 10µm, (c) 20µm and (d) 60 µm.
As shown in Figure 6.13, the performance of the best-performing cells produced from
MAPI inks with conductive additives was far superior to those produced with Al2O3
additives in Section 6.3.3, characterised by a two orders of magnitude increase in
JSC. This is likely due to the photo-generated charge pairs being extracted from
the MAPI grains and much more effectively reaching the contacts due to not being
blocked by an insulating layer of Al2O3. These devices, in common with many normal
architecture devices, showed significant JV scan-direction hysteresis, which appeared
to be most pronounced in the devices with thinner active layers. Since one cause of
hysteresis in PSCs is likely to be ion migration in the active layer, it is possible that
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the higher degree of hysteresis in these devices is simply due to thinner active layers
allowing mobile ions to reach the contacts.
The JSC and VOC were both highest at a blade gap of 10 µm, at which the PCE of
the champion device reached 0.3%. Devices coated with a blade gap of 5µm showed
poor performance. This was due to incomplete coverage of the MAPI on the TiO2
layer. As the blade gap was increased to 20 and 60µm, JSC reduced along with fill
factor, indicating poorer charge extraction. VOC was lower at around 0.66 V than
would be expected for MAPI-based cells, which could indicate low shunt resistance.
While this level of PCE is very low by perovskite standards, it is actually of a similar
order to that reported by Jones et al. (2016), which was reported to be around 1%
and is the most directly comparable study in the literature.
6.3.4.3 Conclusions
In this section conductive binder inks were used to form PV cells with vastly improved
performance compared with the metal oxide inks. The performance improvement
occurred due mainly to a two order of magnitude improvement in the JSC, along
with improvement in VOC. It appears from these results that one major cause of
the low currents seen in the Al2O3 ink case may have been the presence of the
Al2O3 material itself. This is in contrast to the work of Jones et al. (2016), but the
difference may be because they ground their precursors directly together with the
Al2O3, allowing for the formation of small MAPI grains between Al2O3 nanoparticles,
which was not the case in the present work because of the desire to be able to use a
range of different additives.
6.3.5 Optical Characterisation of Thin Films and Stability
During the experiments with MAPI inks in terpineol, it was observed that the coated
films appeared to be more stable compared both with spin coated samples made by
one-or two-step deposition (which degrade very rapidly when exposed to moisture),
and bare MAPI powders deposited directly from the suspension in IPA. Figure 6.14a
and b show UV-Vis measurements of unencapsulated thin films which were stored
at a humidity of 30±5% RH for up to 450 h, and Fig 6.14c shows PL for these films.
The spectra show only minimal degradation for the films coated from terpineol inks.
Within this time experience gained within Chapter 5 indicates that spin coated films
almost completely degrade, while films made from MAPI powders directly from IPA
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suspensions partly degraded, with the PL data showing a marked increase in the PbI2
peak. Note that the samples in Figure 6.14 are unfortunately not the same sample
measured repeatedly, since due to time constraints the aged samples were different
physical samples to the fresh ones. As such, thickness variations may account for
the difference in relative intensities of the peaks between samples, but their relative
height within a sample can still be used as a guide to composition.
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 6.14: Enhanced stability observed in unencapsulated thin films coated from
MAPI inks in terpineol. UV-Vis (a) and Tauc plots (b) showed very similar
absorption profiles between terpineol ink films aged for up to 450 h. PL (c) showed
the onset of degradation (shown by the PbI2 peak) for powders was worse than for
inks. Note that the different spectra represent different physical devices owing to
time constraints, so they have been normalised to account for different thicknesses.
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This stability enhancement has been observed before in similar inks (Jones et al.,
2016; Guo et al., 2016), and has been speculated to be either due to an effect of
the Al2O3 nanoparticles (Jones et al., 2016) or due to terpineol residue in the MAPI
film, coating the MAPI particles. Since terpineol has a hydrophobic moiety, it would
be expected to provide some degree of moisture protection (Guo et al., 2016). From
the results shown in Figure 6.14 it can be seen that the data here favour the second
explanation, since these films did not contain Al2O3. Additionally, the other metal
oxide (TiO2 and SnO2) films showed very poor stability. This may be due to the
hygroscopic nature of metal oxide nanoparticles.
6.4 Conclusions and Further Work
In this chapter, an attempt has been made to fabricate colloidal MAPI inks and pro-
cess them to form PV cells. This is due to several drawbacks of the conventional one-
and two-step reactive deposition procedures used, including dependence on ambient
conditions (as discussed in Chapter 5) and the necessary use of toxic or restricted
solvents. MAPI and MAPIc powders were synthesised by mixing the precursors in
dispersions in IPA. MAPIc work was discontinued because XRD analysis showed a
low purity of the material. MAPI however could be produced with fairly low levels
of impurities, and was further characterised by SEM and EDX. The primary particle
size was found to be 1.1µm on average as-produced, which was reduced to 0.3µm
by filtration. However the yield after filtration was too low to permit the use of
this material in further ink synthesis, a limitation of the present work which led to
very rough MAPI layers when the inks were subsequently deposited. Sonication was
found to be an effective means to reduce agglomeration in the inks.
Dispersions of neat MAPI powder in terpineol showed poor film forming properties
and adhesion. This was significantly improved by the addition of Al2O3 nanoparti-
cles. However, devices based on these inks showed poor performance. In the case of
the inverted structure, it may have been that the very thick PCBM layer needed to
planarise the MAPI layer was simply too thick to allow effective current collection.
Based on improved results seen in a normal architecture, the MAPI was seen to
be photoactive, but photo-currents were very low. This is likely due to the large
grain size of the MAPI powder, and, although some size selection was possible by
filtration, it is likely that this could be developed further in order to lead to superior
performance. By replacing the insulating Al2O3 with small amounts of conductive
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graphene micro-flakes, the short circuit current was increased by two orders of mag-
nitude in a planar normal architecture.
The best device efficiency achieved using the MAPI/graphene inks in this chapter
was very low by perovskite standards, at 0.3%. However, this is actually of a similar
order to that reported by Jones et al. (2016), which were around 1%, which to the
best of the author’s knowledge is the only directly comparable result in the literature
(although Nejand et al. (2016) reported a PCE of around 9% after hot-pressing of
a spray deposited MAPI powder). Bearing in mind that the active layer and back
electrode were both deposited by doctor blading (a scalable method), that the devices
were produced entirely in ambient conditions using low-toxicity solvents, and that
the stability appears from initial results to be improved compared with spin coated
devices, this is promising for the future development of MAPI powder based inks.
In future research it would be interesting to further explore the graphene-containing
inks in Section 6.13. If the primary particle size can be reduced while maintaining
acceptable yield, for example post-synthesis by techniques such as ball milling or by
modifying the synthesis method itself, it is likely that better contact between the
MAPI active layer and the interlayers could be achieved owing to the reduced surface
roughness, which would be likely to increase short circuit current and fill factor.
With such a material, it would also be interesting to re-visit the area of hybrid
perovskite-organic solar cells, as well as to further explore the effects of different
minor constituents in the MAPI ink on the stability of the devices. Finally, post-
processing techniques, including hot pressing (as reported by Nejand et al. (2016))
or methylamine gas treatment might be useful ways to improve the morphology of
the MAPI layers and thus device performance.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 Conclusions
The focus of the work reported in this thesis has been on the manufacturability
aspects of printable electronics – that is, those issues which are currently or might
be expected to be pertinent to the future manufacture of printed functional devices
on a large scale. Working with a commercial sponsor, the aims of the project were
to improve the performance of an aqueous conductive ink, and to produce prototype
solar cells based on halide perovskite materials.
The motivation to explore these areas comes from the promise of rapid and low-
cost production of functional electronic devices at a large scale by use of well-known
printing and coating techniques combined with recent developments in functional
inks and solution processable electronic materials. This promise is already being
fulfilled in a number of commercially-available products, but, as discussed in Chapter
1, printed electronics is likely to become much more prevalent in the near future.
A large area of interest for this project was on solution processable photovoltaics
based on halide perovskites. These materials were first reported only a few years
prior to the start of the project and within the time of undertaking this research work
have become a hot research topic, spanning several application areas. This interest
is due to their many appealing properties, which include a direct band gap, long
and balanced charge carrier diffusion lengths and low-temperature processability.
These aspects were outlined in Chapter 2, in which it was concluded that these
materials represent excellent candidates for solution processed PV, notwithstanding
their current drawbacks. These include the use of lead, poor stability, susceptibility
to ambient conditions while processing and the widespread use of toxic solvents in
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manufacture. These last two aspects have formed the basis for experimental work in
Chapters 5 and 6. Also in Chapter 2 the area of printable conductors was introduced,
which are vital both for printable PV and printed electronics in general. It was
seen that while conductive inks represent a mature marketplace, innovation is still
occurring in areas of cost reduction and moving towards green solvents, especially
aqueous systems.
Based on this last observation, experimental work was carried out in Chapter 4 to
investigate the application of photo-curing to an aqueous conductive ink based on
silver micro-particles. While photonic curing has been used in several settings for a
number of years, this is its first reported application to an aqueous, micro-particle
based conductive ink, which has advantages when compared to traditional inks of
low cost, environmentally friendly processing and conductivity at room temperature.
The work detailed in Chapter 4 led to not only a large improvement in the conduc-
tivity of the ink but also an observation of an increase in manufacturing yield in
a simulated interconnect application. This effect was explained by microstructural
characterisation of the films, which revealed a crack-healing mechanism caused by
inter-particle necking. The behaviour of the fine line samples could be explained
based on percolation theory. No previous reports existed of post processing tech-
niques leading to yield improvement of printed conductors, and this novel finding
will be of importance in further reducing the cost of devices manufactured using this
technology.
In Chapter 5, the first systematic study of the effects of ambient humidity and
annealing time on the performance of perovskite solar cells was reported. This
work revealed a complex interplay between these two factors, which in an upscaled
manufacturing process may be difficult and expensive to control. The microstructural
origins of this behaviour were examined along with the effects of annealing time and
humidity on the chemical properties of the films, and it was concluded that the major
effect is morphological. These results allowed a route to be suggested for reducing
the necessary annealing time in the inverted planar PSC architecture.
Finally in Chapter 6, a novel colloidal perovskite ink was reported, based on a
dispersion of perovskite material in powder form in a non-toxic processing solvent.
This work was in part borne out of the necessity to remove the highly toxic processing
solvent which had been used in Chapter 5 (and is widely used in the literature) prior
to transfer of the technology to the commercial sponsor. However, the decision to
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move to a colloidal processing route was also informed by the work in Chapter 5, in
which it was seen that not only ambient conditions but also immediate underlying
substrate plays a role in determining the microstructure of the perovskite layer,
leading to variable performance. As discussed in Chapter 6, perovskite material
was synthesised using a modified method from the literature and dispersed in α-
terpineol, a green processing solvent. After poor performance had been observed
in inks containing metal oxide additives, the ink was re-formulated using graphene
micro-flakes as a conductive additive, which led to a large increase in the short circuit
current of the resulting devices. An additional benefit was the observation of a great
increase in the environmental stability of the perovskite layers, which was related to
the solvent used. Although the performance of the devices remains relatively poor,
this work opens up a promising avenue for future research.
7.2 Future Work
Throughout this thesis, several suggestions for interesting future research directions
have presented themselves.
As a continuation of the work in Chapter 4, the combination of water-based inks
with photonic curing leading to reduced cost could be pushed further to include
other metallic conductive inks such as copper or aluminium, which may also show
a compelling combination of low cost and high conductivity after the processing.
Other materials of interest for printed electronics, including TiO2, could also be
investigated. The yield improvement observed in Chapter 4 could potentially be
exploited to reduce the minimum feature size which a manufacturer was willing to
specify for a particular printing process – this would require some further research
into the effects of different substrates on this process. Finally, on the applications
front, conductivity improvement of the printed layer without damaging the substrate
opens up a range of novel possibilities, several of which are being actively explored
by the commercial sponsor.
The work in Chapter 5 could be extended in the case of inverted architecture PSCs by
exploring various methods to further improve active layer morphology and smooth-
ness, which was found to have a large effect on performance. This could be extended
by studying the structure-property relationships of inverted PSCs produced by other
methods than spin coating, such as slot die coating or doctor blading, and exploring
the trade-offs when operating in humid environments. Another avenue would be
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to examine the interplay of different underlying substrate materials with processing
conditions, such that the work can be generalised to include normal architectures.
Finally, similar relationships could be explored in newer mixed-cation and/or mixed-
halide perovskites.
The work reported in Chapter 6 has opened up many interesting strands for future
research. Several strategies could be pursued to improve the performance of the
solar cells produced. The ink formulation could be further optimised by exploring the
effects of perovskite particle size distribution, choice of binder, solvent and additives.
Further, while Chapter 6 concentrated on the use of doctor blading for the active
layers, other deposition techniques could be explored. Recent published work has
indicated that spray coating of a powder material followed by hot pressing could be
a promising avenue of further research for these inks. Additionally, various post-
processing techniques could be investigated; for instance, methylamine gas exposure
has been reported to help to planarise rough perovskite films, which may improve the
performance of the devices through better charge extraction. Finally, the choice of
perovskite powder production methods should be explored with a view to developing
techniques which are applicable at larger scales.
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